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I.

Consciousness.

Consciousness is the foundation of all

knowledge, and it may be divided into two

decrees or ifcinAi, botli of which are inate in

living organisms.

I. The first, and highest consciousness is

the knowledge which the mind takes of it

self, and the power by which it distinguish

es between itself and the objects of its

knowledge : knowledge is the conscious per

ception of the nature and relations of things.

The functions of consciousness and knowl

edge appertain to the highest nervous orga

nisms of living bodies ; and are usually exci

ted by agencies operating upon them

through the external senses.

The highest degrees of consciousness, and

knowledge appertaining to animal existence,

are manifest in the human srEciEs, where,

also we find the highest developments of

nervous organisms.

Consciousness may exist in various de

grees, in ditferent persons, and in different

degrees in the same person at different times,

according to the size of the brains, and the

proportionate size anil activity of the differ

ent mental organs, ft exists in the highest

degree in those brains where the cerebral

developments are the nearest to perfection

as it regards the size and quality of the ner

vous matter. It is, therefore, evident that

knowledge must be highest in those brains

that are of a determinate size, and which

have been excited sufficiently with a healthy

action. We must, hence admit the com

petency of such minds, when in a normal | . Tne De9t work on Phrenology, which

waking stale, to judge of anv given propo- I teaches the science of the mind, is that by

sition whether it be true or false, and also i George Combe.the greatest of mental philos-
■what mind or class of minds, as a general j ophers living. With the exception of the

2. They must have been sufficiently ex

ercised, or educated. The person must hav«

hail Ihe necessary opportunities for informa

tion upon the subject for which his opinot

is to be taken, and he must have made usi

of them.

3. He must be free from all those associa

tions which would have a tendency to pre

vent a just and accuiate judgment.

4. His brains and all his organs must be

in a healthy condition.

1 1. The second kind of Consciousness is

manifest in the spontaneous action of the

nervous functions, without observation or

experience, which constitutes Instinct Im-

tuitwn or Clairvoyance.

II.

Mind—Sonl—Spirit.

Mind, Sonl or Spirit are synonymous terms

and signify the aggregate of all the func

tions of the nervous system. Hence, mind

is neither material or immaterial, but func

tional. Mind is excited, drawn out, nurtur

ed and manifested through the external sen

ses, and when either of these senses is want

ing, in so much the mind itself is wanting.

Mental manifestations depend "upon the

qualities, size, composition, developments, age,

and conditions of the cerebral system, inclu

ding the external senses. The organisms

peculiar to mind, are located in two distinct

brains, and are made up of a congeries of

groups, the exercise of whose functions

constitute thought and itil the sensations,

emotions, conceptions, and feelings common

to animals and to men.* And thus, while

rule, it is the most safe to follow :

1. The brains should be perfectly devel

oped, that is, all the organs should corres

pond in their different degrees of power.

immortal Gall, to no one person is the world

so much indebted for an exposition of the

true science of the mind, as to Mr. Combe.

And his Phrenological writings, together
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we become conscious of the connection be

tween the mental functions, by which they

constitute one aggregate, we perceive and

act upon the reality of our own personal

identity, though some of the faculties in

both of the brains, may and often do, (espe

cially in cases of disease) act independently

of each other.

There are just as many mental suscepti

bilities and faculties as there are functions

in the combined nervous organisms. The

organs purely mental exist in corresponding

urs and groups in both brains, and the

lions of some antagonise each other as

be seen in the alternate exercise of

land Sympathy ; Firmness and

mssion ; Adhesiveness and Aversion ;

'. and Hatred; Joy unci Grief ; Destruct-

s and Conservativeness, ffc. Ifc.

Iff.

Animal Life—Functii

The

may not

comprehi

tain associations, and it controls matter, sus

pends the laws of chemical affinity, and ex

tends its power over each of the impondera

ble fluids, known under the terms of Mag

netism, Electricity and Galvanism, ft car

ries on a series of revolutions in the animal

and mental economy which correspond wilh

the alternative forces or states of everything

else in nature. Hence we have the alter

nations of the " Breath of Lives," by which

" Man became a living soil."* The air in

breathing, generates the heat which, by ex-

?ansion, produces the circulation of blood,

'he action of the blood on the lining mem

branes of the heart, excites the alternate ex

pansion and contraction of that organ, by

which its valves open and shut lor the pas

sage of the blood back and forth through the

system fn this way the current of the

blood is assisted, the same as the waves may

assist in the passage of a stream of water.

The application of cold air to the surface of

the body, assists in driving the blood back

again through the veins, and in these alter

nate conditions of motion and rest, cold and
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Animal Lives, it

human mind to

ted from cer-

with his " Constitution of Man," and "Mor

al Philosophy " should be read and studied

by all who would make any proficiency in

anthropology. Much has been published

on Phrenology in this country, of late and

many discoveries are said to have been made,

correcting the labors of Gall, Sperzhiem and

Combe ; but I have seen nothing of this kind

which is worth « moment's attention from

•ay one.

8: 7.

'•Kit, sleep and wakefulness, life and death ;

we have a perfect correspondence wilh the

other phenomena of nature, and the consti

tution of things.

Life, together with the associations which

constitute the nature of things, give to the

nervous system in every case its determin

ate size, qualities, and consequent povtn.

And with the quantity of the grey nervemt

matter, and the comparative size of the dif

ferent cerebral organs, (other things being

equal,) the mental or intellectual power and

manilestations, will, invaiiably be found to

agree.

IV.

Nervous Energy.

The essential nature of the nervous entr-

gy, the mind may not have any faculty for

comprehending any more than it has for

knowing what lift is. It is a functmel

power supplied by the vital forces, and ii

modified, increased, or diminished in the

system or its various parts, by the air, food,

cold, beat, light, darkness, sound, color,

odoi, bodily and mental exercise, associa-

tions, and in a word,by everything in na

ture, real or imaginary, which mar be

brought in contact with the body, or occupy

the mind. Impressions are conveyed bj vi

brations from one nerve to another, through

the various associations between the liferent

nerves, ganglia, and the parts which thty

supply.

Health—DUease.

When the due amount of nervous energy

is communicated at the proper time, the

heart dilates and contracts regularly ; the

voluntary and other muscles obey without

obstruction, the several wants of Ihe varioas

organisms, which call them into action —

The various secretions are made at the prop

er period, the vital forces predominate m

their tendencies to preserve all parts of the

system against the destructive power of ox-

ygen which tends to break them down, and

thus the balance of power is duly maintain-

ed between the breathing, circulating, is-

simulating, absorbing, and excreting func

tions. This we call a state of perfect health-

Disease is a disturbance in the nervous en

ergy ; when more or less is communicated

to any part than is necessary to supply the

natural wants of the system, the circulating,

assimulating, absorbing and excreting pro

cesses are interrupted, and inflammation, or

congestion ensues : one part is wasled to'

the want of a due supply, and an other i»

enlarged with unhealthy deposit!. The
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temperature is now increased or diminished,

and hence as health consists in a regular se

ries of alternating conditions or motions,

each embracing a special period of time, so

disease in all cases, must be nothing more

nor less than an increase or diminution of

the amount of the same motions or condi

tions, and is universally alternative with a

period of comparative health. And the

amount of motion or temperature makes the

difference in chronic or acute diseases.

VI

Intuition—ClairTOTaiice—Instinct.

When either of the moral or intellectual

organs are constituted with a certain amount

of the grey nervous matter and reach a deter

minate size, the knowledge appropriate to

tho?e faculties is intuitive, and but little

or no mental labor is necessary for its ac

quirement.* A puiely instinctive action is

not determined by experience or observation;

it is perfect, and not susceptible of any im

provement. The instinctive power in man is

(in the acquisition of knowledge) superce

ded by the development of the intellectual

faculties, through the external senses. But

in certain states of the nervous system when

»be external senses are suspended, this

power becomes active, and is then what is

denominated clairvoyance. Some mental

actions are of a mixed character, combining

■omething of instinct and the exercise of the

mind through the external senses.

The first and highest susceptibility, short

of consciousness, is that quality of living

organisms which is operated on by the ap

propriate agencies, when they are excited to

action ; as that quality of the optic nerve

which is affected by light, and by which we

become conscious of the presence and na

ture of objects. It is in the stomach, and

affected by food ; in the eat and affected by

sound. And in the different organs of the

living body which tenders them susceptible

to changes, from the relations which exist

between them, or from certain external

agencies.

Each of the external senses are condition

ed upon that quality of the nervous system

which gives the sense of feeling. It is the

foundation of instinct and consciousness,

and, hence, when either sight or hearing,

taste or smell, are suspended or inactive, as

in somnambulism, catalepsey and trance,

thii sense, so generally diffused over the

system, becomes highly exalted and acts for

each of the others. In this may we account

•Thus we account for prodigies, such as

Zera Colborn, Elihu Burritt, Ola Bull, Veux

Temps, Sivori, Swedsnborg, and others.

for presentiments and prophetic dreams ; and

by this power somnambulists are often able

to distinguish the nature and the difference

in objects.

VII.

Temperaments.

The degrees in which we find the differ-

ent qualities of the nervous matter, appor

tioned in each system, together with the

qualities and quantities of the fluids, mus

cles, bones, and the digesting, circulating,

absorbing, and breathing organs determine

what we call the temperament or idiosyn

crasy, in each case. From this it will be

seen that there may not be any two persons

of precisely the same temperament, and the

reasons, also, why one person is more easi

ly affected from any given cause than an

other.

VIII.

Mental Influence.

The influence which one person or thing

may have upon another, depends upon the

temperaments or the constitution of man,

and the nature of things. In chemistry,

certain results follow the association of two

known properties, as an acid and alkali.—

But no two minds may be constituted pre

cisely alike. That is, there is a difference in

their temperaments, the fluids, the nerves and

muscles of no two persons, may be appor

tioned just alike. Hence no two are pre

cisely alike in the different degrees of their

different susceptibilities. Each has the same

number of mental organs, but in their qual

ities, maturity, size of the organs, education,

and many other things which go to make

up the idiosyncrasy of each person, there

will be a variety of differences, which tend

to make them unlike, and give one an influ

ence over the other. It is from these contra

rieties that, as a general thing, the two sexes

have more power over each other, than either

can now have over another of the same sex.

From this may be seen upon how many dif

ferent considerations does the influence which

one mind has over another, depend. The

comparative size of the brains, the size of the

different organs, the views of the person, the

skill, tact, intelligence, firmness, time, place,

circumstances, motives, and many other

things are to be taken into the account be

fore it can be determined how much power

nemind would be able to exert over an

other.

IX.

Associations.

Minds affect each other by associations.

By establishing an agreeable association or
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relation between two persons, the mind of

one may thereby control the susceptibilities

of the other ; or by applying the hand of

one to any part of the other, different ment

al and physical changes may be produced.

Hence it follows that the only influence ex

tended from one mind or body to another,

depends upon the kind of relation establish

ed between them, and Ihe same is true with

regard to any influence felt by the living

body, from any other cause.

Associations are often formed and con-

troled by the mind, between itself and real

or imaginary things or beings ; so that the

mind, and consequently the nervous system,

is affected one way or another by the views

or the belief entertained of persons or things.

When the mind has been once impressed

with an anticipation of an influence from

any cause, it takes cognizance of this law

of association, and in cases of high suscep

tibility, it does sometimes either create, or

transfer it from one substance or agent to

another ; and hence the system is affected

precisely according 10 the anticipations of the

mind ,and not according to the real qualities

of those things to which the association has

been transferred.

A peculiar association or connection be

tween two minds or two functions which

are not precisely alike, prod rices a positive

or sympathetic relation, by which one mind

affects the condition of the other. When

the mind or organs are precisely alike, the

relation is negative and no results are pro

duced except a state or feeling of antipathy,

and when two minds.bodies.or substances are

brought together which do not come up to a

■ certain degree of difference, in quality or

functions, a neutral relation, or a state of

apathy, is the result.

Where the association between two dif

ferent nervous organisms, is sufficiently

strong, one may become lost in the suscep

tibilities of the other, so as not <o be really

or normally conscious of anything except

the states of the mind or power by which it

has become fascinated or spell-bound.

The nature of the relations or associa

tions between two or more substances, or

gans, or entities, depends upon the differ

ence or likeness in their qualities or func

tions, and the difference in the nature or

qualities of things. This accounts for the

difference in the susceptibilities of different

persons, to be influenced by any given sub

stance or agency which is associated with

the mind, or any part of the body (as the

stomach) for the puipose of bringing about

a change.

By changing the associations we may by

design or incidentally change the mental or

physical powers and thus by exciting one

sense we may suspend each of the othtrias

neither two of the senses can be excited to

a certain degree at one and the same time.

Hence it is, that the thought or idea of a

stale or condition of the mind or body, woes

fixed in the mind for a sufficient length ol

time, suspends the senses and brings on that

very change or state.

X.

Sympathy.

The laws of association or sympathy be

tween the vital organs and the substance*

which nourish the system, such as air, and

food, keep up the phenomena of life. Then

disturbance produces disease, and their de>

miction, death.

The muscles, limbs, and organs, are as-

trailed by the brain on the opposite side of

the body ; that is, the right brain corres

ponds with the left side, and the left bru

with the right side, and the musclea are mo

ved through these associations or relation*

which exist between different portion* of tb

same muscles, and also, between these aM

the sympathetic nerves whose activity con

stitutes the mind. From which it follow

that there is a reciprocal influence bttveei

the different nerves and the other qt&mo!

the entire system ; and hence it is ih»t tD*

slate of one organ or part is changed by the

state of another, with which it a r—

led.

These sympathetic relations or

tioiiBexict between the mental organsandtt*

nerve6 and muscles of the face ; they shapi

the features, and thus lay the foundation

all that may be known of Physiognomy ■

tbey give the contour to the entire systtn,

so that associations may be traced betweei

all the mental and tphysjcal development

and from corresponding points of sympuaj

throughout the body, the different cerebral

organs may bf excited and controlled by it?

external agencies which may be bfought u-

to association with their susceptibilities V>

that purpose.

XI.

Tht Will.

The Human will is the aggregate of *

mental facuhies.acting in the same sense tin!

the mind or heart, is the aggregate of iho»

faculties. The wants of the mind and lb""

of the animal economy grow out of the **

ceptibilities with which man is endowed

One faculty disposes to the reception of few

—another to worship—another •".^""J

and understand the causes and relation* ol

things. The exercise of any on* fan^T

affords more or less satisfaction ; as* !*•
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greatest satisfaction is enjoyed when the

largest number of the faculties are gratified

in harmony with each other The highest

organs in the brains are those whose func

tions take cognizance of moral relations and

dispose to the performance of moral duties.

The intellectual organs perceive and show

the reason why duties should be perfor

med, why we should worship one being

rather than another. Hence it is that man

is most satisfied when he is governed by the

highest or moral organs.and the whole of his

organs are gratified in harmony, together.—

It is then he fulfils all the relations he sus

tains to God and man. It is then he enjoys

the greatest satisfaction of which his nature

is susceptible, and best answers the great

end of his existence.

XII.

Moral Obligation-Happiness—Misery.

Moral power, when affirmed of moral be

ings is co-existant with moral obligation,

and both are conditioned on certain suscep

tibilities, and relations. Duties to the Deity

are conditioned on the relations we sustain

to Him; duties to country, family and neigh

bors, are conditioned upon the relations we

sustain to each, and the relations themselves

are traceable to the mental and physical fac

ulties by which each has it in his power to

do the most intrinsic good to the greatest

number.

Moral law is in harmony with physical

1 organic law, and the greatest good is

ared when each of these laws are obey-

«d—from which it follows, that sin is the

want of conformity to the moral law, and

misery is the necessary consequence of a

violation of either moral, physical or orga

nic laws.

XIII.

Mental Phenomena.

Mental phenomena may be divided into

classes :

Those which occur from states of dis-

s or the constitutional tendencies of cer-

i minds. Dreams, visions, insanity, and

' other trails of character are originated

' i way.

2. Those which occur incidentally from

associations and causes not apprehended at

the time, but which affect certain tempera

ments and produce the changes which oc

cur.

3. Those which are self-induced, such

*» sleep, trance, somnambulism, and, in a

"word, each and all those changes which

-come within the range of faith, hope, and

the power of the human will. There is no

state of the mind but which may be self-in

-duced, where

or previous associations strong enough to

prevent the attention from becoming suffi

ciently fixed upon the result.

4. There are phenomena which are in

duced by certain associations or means, de

signedly used for the purpose by one per

son in operating upon the mind or neivoua

system of an other.

The pathology of incubus, somnambu

lism, trance, second sight, insanity and

dreaming, is the same, or so nearly so that

the pathology of one of these states will

readily suggest or explain the pathology of

each of the others, in each case, the bal

ance of power between the alternating state*

or periods of activity and rest, is suspended

or destroyed, and hence the extremes into

which the mind or some of its faculties are

driven, without the power of self-control

peculiar to a healthy waking state.

XIV.

Sleep.

Sleep is one of the alternating states of

life, and it bears precisely the same relation

to wakefulness, that inhaling and exhaling

air bear to each other, and the ebbing and

flowing of the blood. As we hare seen, all

the phenomena of life, alternate and are pe

riodical ; and when the lungs become peri

odically exhausted, they leave a larger quan

tity of venous blood in the cerebrum which

is the physiological cause of sleep.

XV.

Dreaming.

Dreaming is a state of partial activity in

the mental organs, between sound sleep and

wakefulness. Whatever, therefore, tend»

to increase the circulation and to destroy the

balance between the periods of activity and

rest peculiar to the circulating system, in

creases the mental states, analagous and pe

culiar to a state of dreaming.

XVI.

Generation.

Intellectual and physical qualities are

transmitted from parents to offspring. As

the nervous organisms are generated.the acti

vity of whose functions constitute mind, the

mind itself is allected and modified, as the

case may be, by all those states and circum

stances which tend to affect the health, hab

its and mental condition of parents, and es

pecially of mothers during the period of

gestation.

XVII.

Death—Resurrection.

Death is the alternation of life, and the re

surrection of the human body is the alterna

tion of death. We can trace man no far

ther than death without a divine revelation,

and from the bible we learn that by the go»-

I of Jesus Christ " Life and immortality

brought to light"
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HEROIC TREATMENT.

A SYNOPSIS,

Containing a short abstract of the most practi

cal articles; and showing at a glance, the

most important indications of treatment by

different writers, published within the last

half-year.

Disorders affecting the system generally.

FEVERS.

Typhus.—The great indication of treat

ment is to produce librme, i. e. , to separate

the nucleus (the true representative of tibrine)

from the envelope of each blood corpuscle.

By giving chlorine (muriatic acid) and am

monia, alternately, this is accomplished.

The envelope is decomposed, the nucleus re

mains undissolved. (Dr. Richter, p. 32.)

Dilute the system with nitrogenised mat

ters, from the fact of ammonia or nitrogen

being dificient in the system in typhus. Af

ter giving a full dose of castor oil, give 10

grains of carbonate of ammonia every six

hours until the return of cerebral action, and

then give aperients and quinine. Good beef

tea well seasoned with spices and salt. Plenty

of water and diluents. Port wine when the

pulse will bear it. (Mr. Grantham, p. 29.)

When the circulation requires it, give wine

under all circumstances of derangement of

the functions. Two drachms of ether in the

form of injections every two hours, when

swallowing is difficult. Blisters in succes

sion over the surface every six hours, over

chest, abdomen, thighs, and legs, as stimu

lants to excite the capillary system. (Dr.

Corrigan, p. 30.)

Ague.—Large doses of quinine (from 10 to

60 grains a-day) for four successive days,

and intermitting it the six following days,

thus embracing the interval comprehended in

three fits ; or

A large dose of quinine as soon as a fit

threatens or takes place, and then omitted

till another paroxysm comes on . Doses from

15 to 30 grains each day, increased some

times to 60 grains. (Dr. Graves, p. 25 )

Before giving quinine, relieve congestions

ol internal organs, which may occur even in

anaemic subjects; and then give a large dose

of quinine, followed by small doses, in or

der to keep up its stimulating or tonic effects

on thecapillaries. (Dr. R. Chambers, p. 26.)

Every sufficient dose of quinine or bark

loses power by fractioning it, like a dose of

wine ; therefore give a large or full dose dur

ing or just after a fit, and also during the in-

termission: the second dose to be given on

any day from the first to the sixth interval,

then to be repeated after intervals of 7, 8, 9,

10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 22, and 30 days. Bert

time for the dose immediately after a light

dinner, and the first dose just after an attack.

A dose, from 15 to 20 grains of sulphate of

quinine, or 3 or 4 drachms of cinchona will

keep off the fit for about eight days. (Bret-

onneau, p. 28.)

Scarlatina.—As soon as the efftoresence

appears, and when the fauces are red, apply

a solution of nitrate of silver to the inflamed

parts in the throat (10 grains to the ounce;)

apply the camphor liniment combined with

laudanum externally ; and to a child of three

years old, give half a drachm of diluted dis

tilled vinegar, in syrup and water, every

three hours ; afler fifteen years, give two

drachms to a dose. The solution of nitrate

of silver should be applied once or twice i

day, by means of a bit of sponge at the end

of a lead pencil. (Mr. Brown, p. 35.)

When there is dropsy, with albuminous,

urine after scarlatina, the epithelium sepa

rates from the mucous surface of the kidney,

and there is a desquamation similar to that

on the skin. Cutaneous action should be

kept up until the renal secretion is restored,

or all the consequences of Bright's disease

may occur, and the patient die from the re-

tension of urea in the system. It ii in the

mild forms that dangerous sequelae are to lie

apprehended, the poison having been imper

fectly, or not at all, eliminated through the

skin. (Dr. Todd, p. 124.)

CANCER.—Use methodic compression,

as recommended by Mr. Young. Apply

perfectly smooth disks of agaric, laid over

each other, ami retained in situ by a roller

(Recamier.) Use a laminated plate of lead,

modelled to the tumour, surmounted by grad

uated compresses. (M. Begin.) Dr. Arnottl

plan of applying pressure by means of ai

air cushion and spring, is the best, as it

makes equal and regular pressure on the tu

mour, and i6 applicable whenever a bony or

other solid support exists behind the growth,

where a point for counter-pressure can be

had. (p. 168.) Give the following inter

nally : ft Arsenici iodureli, gr. j. ; ext. conii,

3 i j. ; M. in pil. xvi. ; dividend, j. bis die i

Diet should be light and nutritious, and exer

cise moderate. (Dr. Walshe, p. 169.)

Scboeula.—Give muriate of barytes indo-

ses of from half a grain to three grains. When

given to infants, add a syrup to diminish in

irritant effects, and if there be spasm, com

bine it with some aromatic or antispasmodic

The following is a good formula: Muriate

of barytes, muriate of iron, of each half a

drachm ; water distilled, syrup of oranp

peel, of each half an ounce. Or give half i

grain of barytes in a lea-cupful of infuses:

of hop, or some bilter infusion, every net
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ning fasting, gradually increasing the dose.

Or give it in pill, the best way, in doses of

one-twelfth of a grain three times a day,

increasing the frequency of the doses, rather

than the quantity in each. Bnryles does not

supersede iodine in these cases, but some

times iodine docs no good, or it does good

only to a certain point, and then proves nox

ious ; it is here that barytes is of the great

est service.—Dr. Walshe, p. 170.

Scrofulous Tumours.—Consecutive to in

flammation and suppuration of the lymphat

ic glands, apply the following ointment:—

Oil of cod livers, 15 parts; liq. of subacetat

of lead, 8 parts ; yolk of egg, 12 parts : make

into a homogeneous ointment.

Scrofulous Ophthalmia.—Smear the mar

gins of the eye-lids with cod liver oil, twice

or thtice a day, by means of a camel-hair

brush, or feather.— Dr. Brefeld, p. 171.

RHEUMATfSM.—Give colchicum, but

should the fever run very high, add bleeding

and mercurial purgatives; if the pain be of

a nervous character, give opium or morphia.

The colchicum acts t>y eliminating morbid

matter from the system. The urine becomes

increased in quantity, or specific gravity, or

both; there may be a sediment, or this may

be eliminated as dissolved urea, and then

there is no deposit. Continue the colchi

cum for a week or ten days after the pain

has subsided, to get rid of rheumatic matter;

combine it with a mild tonic, iodide of po

tassium, and a good diet.—Dr. Williams, p.

165.

Acute.—Give one or two grains of opium

every second or third hour, or ten, twelve,

or more grains in the twenty-four hours.—

The opium is to be increased in dose, both

as to frequency and quantity, until there is

decided relief, and kept at that dose ur.til the

complaint is steadily subsiding.—Corrigan.

Bleed, once or twice, in the robust only,

and give gr. v. to gr. x, of calomel, with gr.

iss. or gr. ij. of opium, every night, and a

purgative next morning. Give also the fol

lowing draught, three times a day :—vin.

colchici, mx. ad. xx. ; pulv. ipecac, co, ; gr.

; mist salini, 3*.; syrupi, 3j- ; M. Be

tween the second and fourth day, and soon

er, if tenderness of the gum occurs, omit the

calomel, and continue one grain of opium at

bedtime, and in some cases at noon, as also

the colchicum draught and morning senna

purge. [Dr. Hope.] When sore mouth su-

pervenes, instead of continuing the opium,

if there be not much pain left, give quinine

and iodide of potassium. Disease of the

heart is rare under either Dr. Corrigan's or

Dr. Hope's plan of treatment; if it does oc-

e large and repeated doses of calo-

If the disease becomes

chronic, or the attendant fever is of a hectic

character, give quinine or hydriodate of pot

ash, in full doses—Dr. Griffin, p. 162.

Chronic—Give the clear cod-liver oil, >n

doses of a tea-spoonful, and gradually aug

ment the dose to a wine-glass full, night

and morning. Do not give this oil where

dyspeptic symptoms co-exist. The best ve

hicle is a thin infusion of linseed, flavored

with lemon peel, and sweetened to please

the palate.—Dr. Bradshaw, p. 163.

Muscular.—" Fire" the parts with the in

strument used by Dr. Corrigan. [See Paral

ysis, p. 56.]

Gouty Neuralgia.—This affection, often

called sciatic gout from its seat, is cured by

an attack of regular gout. Give a mild mer

curial course, with salines, especially alka

line diuretics; occasional moderate detrac

tion of blood, either generally or locally ; a

light and lowly animalized diet; and a most

rigid abstinence from all fermented liquors,

especially porter and aleo. The clothing

should be warm ; and give colchicum.— Dr.

Robertson.

In gouty inflammation, apply leeches, and

keep up a gentle oozing from the bites by

warm fomentations ; then keep the part cov

ered and apply a lotion made of one part of

spirit, three of camphor mixture, and a little

vinegar. Give colchicum to stimulate and

increase the secretion of the mucous mem

brane of the bowels and to eliminate lithic

acid and other nitrogenized elements from

the system.—Med. Chir. Reviewer, p. 162.

Rheumatic Gout.—Mix phosphate of am

monia, say ^ss., in of distilled water;

and give half an ounce of this either com

bined with small doses of musk or not. It

decomposes the insoluble lithate of soda sup

posed to exist in the blood, and forms two

new soluble compounds, phosphate of soda

and lithate of ammonia Give it for a con

siderable time where thickening of the white

tissues exists ; it deprives the blood of the

lithic acid and soda, and creates a demand

for them, which leads to absorption of these

elements from the tissues where they have

been deposited. This remedy is not intend

ed to supersede the use of the lancet, and

other remedies in acute rheumatism.—Dr

Buckler, p. 154.

Affections of the Ntrvom lyitsm.

TETANUS.

Traumatic.—Give large doses of tincture

of aconite prepared according to Dr. Flem

ing's formula. Watch the case very atten

tively. Dr. Fleming would not exceed a

second dose of 5 minims 2 hours after the

first. In traumatic tetanus this will not be

sufficient. Give 18 or 19 minims in
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hours; the second day increase the dose to

32 minims in fourteen hours ; third day,

23 minims in seven hours; and fourth day,

20 minims in two hours. Watch these

doses unceasingly, and diminish them ac

cording to circumstances.—Mr. Page, p. 60.

Idiopathic.—Do not depend so much on

stimulants, but support the strength on nu

tritious diet, such as animal jellies. Give

opium in large doses with hydrocyanic acid ;

also a well-sustained course of purgatives,

as colocynth pills with castor oil ; cupping

over the spine; turpentine glysters.— Dr.

Watson, p. 57.

Try the hydropathic method of treatment.

Envelope the patient in a cold wet sheet ;

over this place three or four good blankets ;

keep the patient in this condition for an

hour, by which lime the temperature of the

sheet will probably be 100°. Then remove

the coverings, and plunge the patient into

a cold bath ; rub him quite dry, and envel

ope him again in blankets for six hours.—

Repeat this operation if the symptoms do

not abate.—Mr. Preshaw, p, 60.

HYDROPHOBIA.—Employ large doses

of the tincture of aconite, as recommended

in traumatic tetanus.—[See Tetanus, Trau

matic]

DELIRIUM TREMENS.—Give opium

and emetic tartar. Antim. potass, tart. gr.

iv. ; tincturaopii. 3j- ; mist camphora, ^viij.

Mix, and give two table spoonfuls for first

dose, and one every half hour afterward,

until delirium abates or drowsiness comes

on.—Dr. Graves, p, 96.

When morphia and other narcoctics fail,

and the case is extreme, blister the back be

tween the scapulae, peel off the cuticle to

the extent of three inches by two, and cover

the part over with a layer of pure extract of

belladonna. Within ten minutes there may

be twitchings of the facial muscles, intox

ication, pupils dilated, and drowsiness; im

mediately remove the belladonna, or even

sooner.—Mr. Flood, p. 39.

Asthenic Form —The object is to support

the strength and allay irritation. Give stim

ulants and opium. The attack has come on

gradually, and the patient has lived on stim

ulants, without proper food ; the system is

impoverished. Give broth and nutritious

diet, with moderate quantities of good wine,

and full doses of opium.

Sthenic Form —The patient has been in

temperate for a short time only, during an

election, &c. ; he is otherwise robust; the

case borders on inflammation. Do not give

opium: apply leeches to the epigastrium or

head; cold lotions. Do not commence by

stimulating, nor by giving narcoctics; al-

Vough one or both of these methods may

be ultimately required.—Dr. Corrigan, p. 41.

Mania (Mental Excitement)—In casta

with great action or excitement without

power, the great object is to subdue the

cerebral excitement by procuring sleep. For

this reason give occasionally tincL hyos-

ciam. mxxx. ; tinct. humuli, 3ij- ; camphor,

gr. v. to x. Or, relieve visceral congestion

by leeches to the rectum ; or give a full dost

of opium. In ansmic cases, it is often nec

essary to give a stimulant, or good nutritoiu

food before a narcotic. A combination of

opium and tartar emetic; or calomel and

opium ; or the infusion of opium with a

bitter; or the hydrochlorate of morphia; ot

an opiate enema may be tried. Rub three

or four tea-spoonfuls of laudanum over the

stomach ; or rub the shaved head with lini

ment, camph. fort, combined with opium.

Apply a blister to the back, peel offi

small portion of the cuticle, and apply the

pure extract of belladonna for nine or lea

minutes. [See Delirium Tremens.] Wbei

mania is periodic, give arsensic, tinct. ferri

sesquichlor., zinc, copper, or tonics. Ar

senic seems to alter the sensibility of the

brain. It is, perhaps, better to keep the henl

regularly cold, than to apply the douche.—

Dr. J. Williams, p. 35.

Puerperal.—Give opium and tartar emet

ic, as recommended in the treatment of deli

rium tremens.—Dr. Graves, p. 96.

PARALYSIS.—In cases where there ii

no organic lesion in the central organs,

" fire" the patient every day, if permissible,

along the spine, thighs, and legs, or other

parts. Mode of application.—" The iron

consists of a thick iron wire shank, two to

dies long, inserted in a small wooden hand

le, having on ils extremity, which is slightly

curved, a disc or button of iron, a quarter of

an inch thick, and half an inch in diameter.

The face of the disc is flat, not spherical,

like the French ones. Hold the button orer

the flame of a small spirit lamp, keeping the

fore-finger about half an inch from the heat

ed button. As soon as the finger feels un

comfortably hot, withdraw the button, and

apply it as quickly and lightly as possible,

at intervals of half an inch over the whole

of the affected part, bringing the flat surface

of the disc fairly in contact with the skin.—

A whole limb or the back may thus be fired

in a hundred places, if necessary, in one

minute. By looking sideways at the spota,

the skin should look first of a glistening

white, and, in a short time, of a bright red.

—Dr. Corrigan, p. 55.

When there is no organic lesion, bat onlv

a want of nervous energy, in cases of local

and not general paralysis, as when a ainyh

muscle of a certain class of muscles are »•
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fected, as by the action of lead, make use of

magnetic electricity.—Dr. JVeligan, p. 43.

In cases depending upon cold, poisons,

molecular changes in the brain and nerves,

give strychnine in doses from one-eighlh to

a quarter of a grain three times a day. Do

not exceed three quarters of a grain three

times a day, and cease on the appearance of

poisonous effects.—Dr. Favell, p. 55.

EPILEPSY.—One great difference be

tween epilepsy and apoplexy is, that in the

former the respiratory movements are even

more active, impeded, indeed, by the spasm

of the glottis which often exists, whereas in

apoplexy respiration is impaired ; hence the

coma of apoplexy is more dangerous ; not

so with epilepsy, in which respiration is

even exalted. This may be owing to the

circulation through the cerebrum being im

peded, and by means of the circle of Willis,

diverted to the medulla oblongata; hence

the exaltation of the medullary functions in

hysteria, epilepsy, &c. Hence also the

greater liability to convulsions during sleep,

the superior hypnotic influence of moderate

doses of opium, which exalt the medullary
■while they impair the cerebral functions,

and the wakefulness caused by prussic acid,

which impairs the medullary functions.—

The great object of treatment is to equalize

the circulation ; not to allow one part to

monopolize the blood at the expense of

another. Bleeding is very exceptionable,

as the cases often occur in an<emic subjects.

Improve the vigor of the circulation, and

even increase the quantity of blood. Apply

cold to the head and spine, and heat to oth

er parts ; purge, give diuretics, counter-irri

tate. Advise regular exercise, warm cloth

ing. Subdue the action of the heart by hy

drocyanic acid, digitalis, henbane, valerian.

Improve the general tone of the system;

give nitrate of silver, zinc, copper, chaly-

Eeates, mineral acids, bark, quinine. Per

haps the best is the muriated tincture of

iron.—Dr. C. J. B. Williams, p. 49

APOPLEXY.—When caused by intravas

cular congestion, plethora, or hyperemia,

deplete : when caused by extravascular ef

fusion, the system is under the influence of

■hock, and does not bear depletion well.—

How shall we know the latter case ? Ver

tigo is a good characteristic, coming on in

the act of stooping, sudden change of posi

tion, &c. But the best plan is to feel our
■^vay by a small blood-letting, and watch

the effect. When caused by hyperemia or

inanition, restore the equilibrium of the cir

culation by good diet, and improving the

Ileal ih ; quinine, iron. In this case the re

lief from depletion is transitory.—Dr. M

Hall, p. 46.

Neuralgia—" Fire" the parts affected, and

do it repeatedly, if necesi-ary —Dr. Corri-

gan, p. 55 : see Paralysis.

Give three grains of sulphate of quinine,

with one-eighth of a grain of sulphate of

morphia, an hour before each expected at

tack, and then give live drops of tincture of

Indian hemp three times a day, and rub

some cajeput oil on the part affected. Con

tinue the quinine three times a day, and in

crease the Indian hemp to seven and ten

drops three times a day till relieved.—Mr.

Hargrave, p. 66.

Give colchicum, either alone or combined

with other remedies, especially in cardiac

neuralgia; and in this case, apply the to

bacco leaf externally over the seat of pain :

it should be slightly moistened, and removed

on any symptoms of giddiness or sinking

appearing.—Dr. Fife, p. 67.

Make a liniment with one drachm of tinc

ture of aoonite of the shops, and seven

drachms of fresh palm oil, or with two

ounces of camphor liniment. Rub half a

drachm or a drachm of the former, or double

the quantity of the latter, into the part af

fected, twice or thrice a day, according to

its ellects. It must be watched attentively,

as the medicine is cumulative. If its poi

sonous effects appear, give a stimulant, as

wine, or get the patient into the fresh air.—

Mr. Kirby, p. 65.

[See Retr< spect, Part XII., Art. 9, for Dr.

Fleming's interesting paper on this medi

cine; and for his formula for the prepara

tion of his tincture of anconite, see the same

article, page 41.]

Facial. (Orbital.)— Give half a grain of

valerianate of zinc every eight hours, com

bined wilh two grains ol extract of hyoscia-

mus. Follow this with gentle purgatives.

—Dr. Bell, p. 62.

Periodic— Give large doses of sulphate

of quinine, from a scruple to half a drachm

daily. Combine it, if necessary, with Fow

ler's solution of arsenic ; but omit the arsen

ic unless unsuccessful with quinine and

other remedies.—Sir B. Brodie, p. 62.

When the sulphate of quinine fails, give

the tannate of quinine in the same doses as

ihe sulphate.—Dr. Hauff, p. 65

SCIATICA.—Apply a blister to the hip,

peel off the cuticle and dress the part twice

a day with oie grain of hydrochlorate of

morphia. Repeat the blister and morphia

when necessary. Give also, three times a

day, two ounces of guaiacum mixture, with

40 minims, or one drachm of the tincture of

guaiacum ; and apply some stimulating lin

iment. If these tail, try the internal use of

turpentine.— Dr. Taylor, p. 61.

'' Fire" the parts along the ovvirse of pain.
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and, also, if necessary, across the loins.—

Do it repeatedly, if requisite. —Dr. Corrigan,

p. 55 : see Paralysis.

Affections of the Circulatory System.

Ansmia,—Improve the general health and

strength, and the quantity and quality of the

blood. Iron forms the chief part of the ha>

matosin which is contained within the ex

ternal envelope of the red globules ; there

fore, this is one of the most important medi

cines by which to increase the quantity of

globules. It is better to give iron in small

quantities for a long time, than in large do

ses for a short time. The first organ to be

attended to will often be the stomach and di-

festive organs. If the stomach will bear it.

egin with mist, ferri. co. or with tinct. ferri.

sesquichlor. in a bitter infusion : or give the

sulphate of iron combined with ext. gent,

or with ext. hyosciam., and a little aloes or

rhubarb. When there is cedema, combine

the potassio tartrate of iron, with bitartrate

of potass. The iodide of iron is also an ex

cellent preparation. Sometimes iron cannot

be borne at first : in this case give the bitter

infusions, or, if the stomach be irritable and

neuralgic, give hydrocyanic acid, with a lit

tle muriate ef morphia, or the oxide of sil

ver: in this case a belladonna plaster over

the stomach, and even one third of a grain

of extract of belladonna, three times a day,

may be tried. It is impossible to anticipate

all the symptoms which appear in anosmia:

the case must be treated accordingly. (Dr.

Turnbull, p. C9.)

Heart.—(Functional Diseases.)—Palpi

tation,—Owing, 1st, to a distended stomach;

and thus interfering with the descent of the

diaphragm, and confini ng the heart's motions :

2nd, a distended colon pressing on the aorta,

causing fullness of blood on the left side of

the heart: 3rd, a distended stomach and co

lon pressing on the ascending cava, and

causing a deficiency ot blood on the right

side of the heart: 4th, hepatic disease.

Each of these states will require its particu

lar treatment. (Dr. Bellingham, p. 77 )

Aneurism.—(Compression in the treat

ment of.)—Such an amount of compression

is not necessary as to cause inflammation and

adhesion of the opposed surfaces of the ves

sel, nor should the circulation in the artery

at the point where it is compressed be entire

ly intercepted. To apply it successfully, the

velocity of the current should be diminished,

and the amount of blood in the sac be di

minished, so as to encourage the deposition

of fibrine, until the sac is quite filled. It has

this advantage over the cure of aneurism by

ligature, that the artery is obliterated at the

seat of the aneurism, by which the chances

of gangrene are diminished. The core is

also more effectual, as the sac and also the

artery leading from it, become filled with fi

brine, whereas, after ligature, a loose coagu-

lum remains which does not fill the sac.

(Dr. Bellinghaia, p. 209.)

It is not unfrequently found that the arte

ry and its accompanying vein have become

adherent, which is a great source of embar

rassment to the operator, when tying the ar

tery ; this is avoided by adopting the treat'

ment by compression. A moderate degree of

pressure is all that is necessary throughout,

so as not entirely to intercept the current of

blood through the vessel. (Dr. Porter, p.

211.)

Aneurism by Anastomosis, or Naevrn Ma-

tern us.-—Tie the tributary arteries in the

neighbourhood (Palletan, Wadrop. Dr. Mt

Lauchlan,) Tie _the arteries supplying the

tumour, and then remove it by knife, secur

ing the bleeding vessels with ligatures.

(Syme.) Cut off the supply of blood to the

tumour by making incisions around it, se

cure the bleeding vessels, and place pledgets

of lint between the cut surfaces to prefer!

union taking place. (Dr. Gibson.) Use

galvano-puncture for ten minutes at a tine,

with 15 pairs of plates. The pins introdu

ced into the tumour should be nomerons,

and cross each other at right angles; a^piy

ice after the operation. (Dr. Petrequin.)

N.cvi.—Apply lint steeped inliq. plumb!,

or solution of alum, and strap it over the

part with a bandage ; wet the lint without

removing it, and keep it so applied forsever-

al weeks. Should this fail cat nut the tu

mour, if no larger than a crown piece, and

close the edges of the wound by t*'ist*i

suture, (p. 231.)

Subclavian Artert.—(Ligature of.)-

When there is extensive swelling and sup

puration, after the lesion of an artery, >< 3

not advisable to cut down upon it, to tie i!

at the seat of injury ; and when this is tit

case alter the wound of the subclavian, its

better to secure the artery beneath the scale

nus, before it approaches the tubercle of u>

rib ; it is much higher and more accession

theie. (Dr. Warren, p. 222.)

Posterior Tibial Artert.—(Wound

and Ligature of.)—Take the wound as a

centre, and cut down upon the vessel, and

lie it both above and below the seat of inju

ry. (Arnott.) If it be a case of secondary

hemorrhage, and there is a good deal of co-

agulum in the parts surrounding the vessel,

it will be advisable to tie the femoral artery.

When there is a wound in thecal]■ o! the kf;

with sufficient bleeding to warrant a W«f

that the posteiior tibial artery is woiumW.
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separate the soleus from its attachment to the

tibia, cutting through the deep fascia, and

secure the vessel. (Mr. B. B. Cooper, p. 217.)

Hemorrhagic Diathesis.—Apply to the

bleeding part pads soaked in acetate of lead

mixture, and cover it also with pulverized

matico. Give the following mixture: R.

Plumbi super acet. 3ss. : acid acct. dtl. Jss.

syr. rhcead. %ss. ; aquae 3-v. sumat cochl.

ij. magn. omn. tertia hora. If the acetate of

lead begins to affect the system, substitute

for it the sulphate of soda. You must rely

upon constitutional treatment. (Dr. Clay,

p. 234.)

Epistaxis.—Give the oxide of silver inter

nally. (Mr. B. Lane, p. 103.)

AffoctieHS of the Respiratory System.

Bronchitis.—(In Infants.)—If veiy se

vere make use of the warm bath, and give

one grain of calomel and two of ipecacuanha

with a little compound tragacanlh powder,

every four hours; if less severe, three times

a day, and lengthen the period as improve

ment takes place. After the first or second

dose, the ipecacuanha does not act as an

emetic. When necessary to apply a blister

to an infant, place a piece of tissue paper

between it and the skin, or dtp a piece of

clotting paper into acetum cantharidis ; ap

ply it to the part, and in ten or fifteen mi

nutes you will have a blister. (Mr. Miller,

p. 88.)
Chroaic or Subacute —Cause the patient

to inhale the fumes of ammonia (p. 90.)

Pneumonia.—(Chronic.)—Cause the pa

tient to inhale the fumes of ammonia, in or-

<ter to stimulate the parts, (p. 89.)

Asthma.—Dip a charpic-pencil into pure

liquid ammonia and then into water, and ap

ply it to the velum, uvula, and upper part of

the oesophagus. Do not let it remain too

long in contact with the soft parts, nor carry

it too deeply into the throat; where there is

emphysema, one application will be suffi

cient. The absorption of ammonia by the

stomach will probably produce the same re-

Bult, if given in sufficiently large doses, or

its inhalation when diffused in the atmos

pheric air.—(M. Guerard, p. 89.)

Aphonia.— (Loss of Voice.)—Inhalation

of fumes of pure ammonia, (p. 90.)

Asphyxia.—Use cold affusion, and when

respiration is fully established, open a vein.

(Mr. Noyce, p. 238.) Cause the patient to

inhale the fumes of pure ammonia, (p. 89.)

Oedema.—(Of the Glottis.)—When suf

focation threatens, perform the operation of

laryngotomy. (Mr. Drookes, p. 3t8.

Tracheotomy.—In children : lay hold of

the trachea with a hook, and, having drawn

1 it forwards, cut out a portion with a pair of

scissors; or use Mr. Millikin's inslrument,

by which you can both fix and hook the tra

chea, and Ihen cut out a circular portion from

the cartilaginous rings. Mr. Read's impro

ved instrument is a very good one ; tbe cut

ting part forms a curve or obtuse angle with

the handle. (Mr. Carmichael, p. 236.)

Perform the operation early. If you can

not avoid the thyroid veins, cut straight

through them ; the haemorrhage ceases on the

introduction of the canula. If the case be

not very urgent, keep the edges of the wound

apart by some instrument, for a short time

before introducing the canula, in order to

allow of false membranes being expelled.

You may expedite this by dropping water

into the bronchi, and sponging the trachea.

If the canula become obstructed, remove it

immediately and empty it, and when the ca

nula is withdrawn, introduce the dilator.

After the fourth or fifth day diminish the

size of the canula, and by the thirtieth day,

it may be dispensed with. Drop into the air

passages, fifteen or twenty drops of a solu

tion of nitrate of silver (gr. v. to and

cleanse the trachea with a sponge dipped in

the same solution. (Trousseau, p. 237.)

Paracentesis Thoracis.—Do not allow

air to be admitted through the canula if it

can be avoided, It mayre-kindle inflamma

tion, or convert the adhesive into the suppu

rative inflammation. Unless the lung is ca

pable of free and full expansion, do not at

tempt to draw off all the Huid : remove only

so much as the expanding lung and the

surrounding compressed organs are capable

of replacing. Watch the opening carefully,

especially during inspiration and coughing,

and when the stream begins to fail, turn th«

patient on his punctured side till there is an

alternate flow and stoppage of the stream

during inspiration and expiration, tben imme-

drately withdraw the canula. Apply a flan

nel bandage with moderate firmness around

i he chest. Precautions.— 1. Always intro

duce an exploring needle first, to know if

the diagnosis be correct. 2. Do not punc

ture one side before it is presumed that the

other is sound enough to carry on tespira-

tion. 3. Draw off the fluid slowly through

as small a canula as the density of the fluid

will admit 4. Only draw off the fluid till

the air seems to threaten to be admitted.(Dr.

Hughes, p. 36 )

Affections of the Alimentary Canal.

Hare Lip.—[Operation for.]—Make the

incision from above downwards, nearly as

far as the red margin of the lip, and stop be

fore you have detached the cut piece ; then

direct the incision at a right angle towards
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the meridian line. Do the same on the op

posite side, and then unite the two margins

in their whole extent, except towards their

free borders : the flaps formed by directing

the incisions towards the median line are to

be approximated. [Mr. Smith.] If the child

be strong and healthy, and the fissure only

affects the lip and not the bones, the opera

tion should be performed a few days after

birth. [Dubois ] When the features are

enlarged, there is more ground to work upon,

therefore defer it until the first set of teeth

have appeared. [Liston, p. 239.]

Frjenum Ltnguj;.—(New Instrument for

Dividing.)—This resembles a pair of scis

sors ; its blades are perfectly blunt and curv

ed, and do notclose completely, thus leaving

an interval for the reception of the fraenum.

[Dr. Beatty, p. 245.]

Cleft Palate and Staphylorafhy.—

Dissect the soft tissues from each side of the

fissure in the palate, to such an exteut as to

make a flap broad enough to join its fellow

of the opposite side in the mesial line, aud

stitch the whole between the uvula and the

anterior extremity. Re-union to a consider

able extent, takes place, and towards the in

ner margin of the bones, and also on the up

per surface of the soft portion in the middle,

there will be a cicatrix analogous to mucous

membrane. [Warren.]

The soft velum ought to remain in a state

of perfect repose, and for this purpose the

levator palati, the palato-pharyngeus, and

the palato-glossus muscles should be divided.

This cuts off all motor influence in an out

ward, upward, or downward direction. For

this purpose use a knife with a blade like

the point of a lancet, the cutting edge being

about a quarter of an inch in extent, and the

flat surface being bentsemi-circularly. Make

an incision hair an inch long on each side

of the posterior nares, and divide the leva

tor palati muscle on both sides, just above

its attachments to the palate ; then pare the

edges of the fissure, and with a pair of lone

blunt-pointed scissors, divide the posterior

pillar of the fauces, and, if it seems neces

sary, the anterior pillar too, the wound in

each part being a quarter of an inch in ex

tent: then introduce stitches by means of a

curved needle set in a handle, the threads

being tied so as to keep the cut edge of the

fissure in exact contact. The first incision,

that for the division of the levator palati,

should be made midway between the hard

palate and the posterior margin of the soft

flag, just above the thickest and most promi

nent part of the margin of the cleft. You

may comm"nce cutting either at the end

nearest you, as you stand behind the patient,

or that furthest off, as may seem most con

venient. For ligatures, those of stout silk,

or flaxen thread, are the best ; and it is oi the

greatest importance that a stitch be used

close to the lower end of the uvula, as there

is a great tendency to separation there. The

after-treatment the same as after ordinary

operations, except that the parts are to be

kept at rest as much as possible, and nutri

ment to be given by means of enemata oi

gruel and soups. (Mr Fergusson, p. 240.)

Palate.—(Operations on.)—In cases of

small holes in the soft or hard palate, pencil

their borders several times a-day with a con

centrated tincture of cantharides. Inflam

mation and granulation come on and close

the opening. Large openings are to be clo

sed by suture, after paring the edges ; and

leaden wire is said to be preferable to silk,

for ligatures, as it keeps the edges close to

gether, and does not cut through the textures.

When there is adhesion between the velon

palati and posterior wall of the pharynx oc

casioning deafness, and stopping the con-

inunication between the nares and air-passa

ges, the adhesion must be divided transverse

ly, by means of a long scalpel, about ball

an inch below the adherent border of there-

lum. The edge must be fixed by a book,

and drawn from the wall of the pharynx,

then, with a lancet-formed knife, the surface

oi which is curved, directed upwards, the

velum is to be loosened, and the separation

completed by scissors, also curved upon their

flat surface. The upper adhesions are to be

destroyed by passing a blunt curved iron in

strument, like a very small spatula, along

the inferior nares. Next prepare a ligature

with a small curved needle at each end ; with

one of the needles transfix the velum, a fe»

lines from its edge, and bring it out at a high

point on the anterior surface of the palate;

the other needle must be used in the same

manner, a short distance from the side of the

other; and the edge of the velum must be

brought about half an inch from the palate-

All mechanical means for closing the fissur

ed palate, are not only injurious but danger

ous ; but if the size of the cleft, or other

circumstances, render an operation unadvisa-

ble, then it may be covered with a gold pal

ate, fixed to the teeth. In cases of boles it

the palate, the edges of which are so callou

that an operation would be unsuccessful, the

opening may be stopped by wearing a double

piece of Indian rubber, without fearofiri

being enlarged. Two pieces of Indian rub

ber, the thickness of pasteboard, are at

about four or five times larger than the open

ing, and between them a small round piet*.

aid they are to be transfixed by waxes

thread ; thus, one plate lies on the anterior,

'hf other on the posterior side of the palate.
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and the small middle strip in the opening.

The patient can apply it himself, and it should

be taken out to be cleaned once a week.

[Dieffenbach, p. 244.]

Ctnanche.—Make free incisions, varying

them in depth and extent accordingto the case

in the following manner : Take a long round-

pointed scalpel, and having covered the blade

with adhesive plaster to within three quar

ters of an inch of the point, firmly press

down the root of the tongue with the index-

finger of the left hand, and make one'or more

incisions in a direction upwards and out

wards along the tonsil and velum to the bnse

of the uvula. The throat to be gargled with

warm water to encourage the bleeding; in

other respects gargles are useless, since they

cause motion in parts which ought to be kept

attest. [Dr. Makin, p. 91.]

Bowels —[Acute Inflammation of ]—

Where local or general depletion has been

used, or where they cannot be resorted to,

five two grains of opium, and then one-grain

oses every two hours, until about 32 grains

have been taken ; watch the state of the

bladder, and open the bowels with mild pur

gatives, combined with henbane. If the en

teritis be intense, deplete; and should the

system resist opium, give calomel, but sub

stitute opium for it as soon as the symptoms

give way. Do not give it in small doses, for

then it checks the diarrhoea, but does not re

lieve the inflammation. If dysentery exists,

combine it with ipecacuanha. ]Dr. Griffin,

p. 94.]

DvsPErsu.—When dependent on or com

plicated with hypersematic or sub-inflamma

tory condition of the mucous membrane,

direct the use of herbacceous aliment, as

grapes, apples, strawberries, pomegranates,

&c. ; give them ahout an hour before break

fast, and in the intervals of meals. Should

flatulence and faecal accumulation arise, treat

the former with soda and ginger, and the lat

ter with |a pill of aloes, capsicum, and qui

nine. (Dr Dick, p. 96.) Or, give oxide of

silver in half-grain doses twice a day, in con

junction with aperients and alteratives. In

gastralgia, oxide of silver acts well as a se

dative.

Pyrosis.—Give half-grain doses of oxide

of silver in a pill twice a day ; where there

is deep-seated pain, apply leeches to the epi

gastrium first. (Mr. Butler Lane, p. 107.)

Constipation.—Where there is no recog

nized stricture, strangulated hernia, or ab

dominal tumours, make use of an oleaginous

enema, to five pints of which add an ounce

of sulphate of magnesia, and a table spoon

ful of common salt. In giving the injection,

let the patient lie on his right side, with the
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pelvis considerably elevated ; it should be

administered slowly, so that the intestines

may be filled before it is distended, and when

it contracts may force away the feculent mat-

ler mechanically. Use well-boiled oatmeal

gruel with common salt and butter. (Dr.

Hall, p 97.)

When it arises from obstruclion near the

junction of the ileum with the cu-cum, inject

air into the bowels. (Dr. Todd, p. 103.)

When dependent on indolence of the bow

els, warm water injections are injurious.

Give a pill containing one- fifth of a grain of

the extract of mix vomica every morning ; it

acts by rousing the contractile power of the

intestine. It is particularly of service to the

paralytic, or where the muscular tone of the

intestine is lost by over-distension. Injec

tions of catechu, krameria, and alum are

useful, as they corrugate the muscular fibres

of the bowels, and diminish the size ol the

pouches which may be formed in the intes

tines by accumulated fseces, particularly that

in the rectum just above the sphincter. These

astringent injections may be varied ; they

may be made of the red rose, krameria, oak

bark, bistoria, catechu, alum, rhalany, nux

vomica, &c. They should only be small,

10 or 12 ounces, and not retained many mi

nutes, so that the muscular fibres may readi

ly contract.—Or, introduce tents into the rec

tum. (Fleury.) Or, champoo it. (Keca-

mier.) Or, give ox-gall ; as auxiliaries, add

drinks of vegetable bitters, a tonic diet, and

exercise in the open air. (Dr. Teissier, p. 100.)

Constipation during Pregnanct.—In

ject into the rectum a drachm of the inspis

sated ox-gall, dissolved in a pint of warm

water. [Dr. Allnatt.] This may be repeat

ed every four hours until relief is produced.

[Dr. Aldis, p. 102.]

Diarrkcea.—[Chronic.]—Give half grain

doses of oxide of silver, twice a day. [Mr.

Butler Lane, p. 103.]

Diarrhcea in Young Infants.—Give

castor oil with yolk of egg, and if necessary,

add an opiate. Prescribe as follows, for an

infant of from two to four months old : R.

Ol. ricini, ^j to 3iss. ; vitelli ovi semis; aq.

aneth. feneculi, a. a. |j. ft, emuls. sumat

coch. parv. bis die. Fiom two to six drops

of laudanum may be added, but this, as well

as its amount and frequency, must vary with

tbe case. [Dr. Thomson, p. 104,]

Hernia.—[Radical cure of.]—The means

to be used are, excision of the testicle, inci

sion of the sac, excision suture, and cauteri

zation of the sac, ligature of the sac after

incision of the integuments, acupuncturation,

and insertion of gold-beater's skin in tbe sac.

These means, however, do not prevent a
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fresh hernial descent, although they destroy

the sac. The best means for procuring clo-

Bure of the hernial aperture, are trusses, lig

ature of the sac, and its envelopes, and the

cutaneous plug. Trusses should not press

too powerfully on the abdominal parietes, or

they may produce inflammation or irritation

of the parts, or the walls of the abdomen

may become atrophied ; or if the pad be very

small and convex it may produce elongation

of the aponeurosis and muscle, and thus

weakens the parts. The operation by liga

ture is attended with considerable pain, and

even loss of life. There are two ways of

introducing the cutaneous plug—the first,

to detach a piece of integument from the

neighbourhood of the ring, and introduce it

into the aperture : the second is effected by

drawing the loose scrotal integument into

the inguinal canal, and lo cause adhesive in

flammation between the invaginated integu

ment and the walls of the canal. M. Gerdy

retains the invaginated integuments in situ

by one or more sutures. Mr. B. Cooper, In

performing M. Gerdy's operation, stitched

the invaginated skin to the tendon of the ex

ternal oblique muscle, and brought out the

needle an inch and a half above Poupart's

ligament; the needle was again passed into

the canal, and brought out through the ab

dominal parietes as before, about four lines

distant, and the skin between the two ends

of the ligature was thus included and tied

over a piece of bougie. [Mr. Teale, p. 247.]

Stranculated.-Id order to determine whe

ther ihe intestine be still living or not, wait

a few moments afler dividing the stricture,

and see whether the discolouration becomes

less intense ; or press the blood out of the

distended veins and see if they become rapid

ly refilled. If no evidence of circulation

exist, cover the intestine with integuments,

or with a moist sponge, and wait a little

while ; the surface of the intestine may then

be carefully and slightly scarified with the

point of a lancet, and perhaps a slight ooz

ing of blood will take place, if so, however

discoloured it may be, the intestines may be

returned into the abdomen. Carefully press

out the contents of the intestine and then re

place it in successive portions ; then pass the

finger within the abdomen to determine that

no portion of the intestine is engaged within

the sac, and also to determine that the pro

truded knuckle of the intestine is not invagi-

■ated within a neighbouring portion of the

intestinal canal. When gangrene has taken

place, and is general, make an incision

through the whole length of the gangrenous

portion, and leave it to slough away. This

opening allows the contents of the upper part

of the canal to pass away : but if this docs

not take place without dividing the stricture,

this must be done with as little disturbance

as possible. The wound must be left open,

to facilitate the fiee discharge of matlers,and

simply dressed with wet Jinen, frequently re

newed. Mr. Travers does not recommend

division but dilatation of the stricture. Sir

A. Cooper divided the stricture generally.

Mr. Key also advises it. Brasdor's practice

of excising the gangrenous parts and uniting

the divided extremities by suture is univer

sally abandoned. Recent adhesions, if there

be no gangrene, are to be destroyed by the

finger or handle of a scalpel—adhesions :

two coils of intestine is also to be treated in

this way. [Mr. Teale, p. 249.]

It is recommended by some practitioner?,

as Mr. Key, &c, to return the bowel with

out cutting into the sac, as there is less dan

ger of peritoneal inflammation afterwards.

The objection to this practice is the possible

gangrenous condition of the bowel, many of

the symptoms of which are equivocal, so

that it is the best practice, after all, to open the

sac. The great mortality attending theseop-

erations has been increased by improper af

ter-treatment, as the early exhibition of par-

galives. [Mr. South, p. 251.]

Enterotomy after operation roK Staak-

gulated Hernia.—It sometimes happens

that after the operation for strangulated her

nia, and after the intestine has been returned,

symptoms of strangulation remain; fhepart

of the intestine is incapable of resuming it»

functions, and tympanitis comes on. Sept

ate the edges of the incision, pass the finger

.nto the abdomen, find the distended coil at

the bowel, seize it wilh a pair of forceps, and

by means of probe-pointed scissors, make an

opening into it, through which the contents

of the intestinal canal may escape; manyi

life may he suved by these means. [M. Mais-

soueuve, p. 254.]

Anus.—[Artificial ]—After the bowel b*

been strangulated so long that gangrene o/i

portion has taken place, and an artificial

anus is formed, either by the knife or by

sloughing, and the stools are passed out of

the opening, try the ingenious method adop

ted by Mr. Trant, of Dublin, which consists

of introducing a small silver tube [made by

Mr. Millikin, of Dublin,] and pressing bac*

the intermediate portion of the inlesunelyW

between the abdominal and anal position ot

the artificial opening.and thus bring the pa"5

into such relation that the stools can pass

into the natural channel. In this way the

opening may be gradually closed, and BJ

functions of the part restored to the aonsu

state. [Mr. Trant, p. 262.]
Fistula in Ano.—I'ass a ligature (hump
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the fistula, bringing it out at the anus and

gradually tightening it upon the included

part; use a catheter wire, about as thick as

small twine. [Dr. Colvan, ]>, 261.]

Hjemmorhhoid—Where the cafe is re

cent, and the protruded piles not large, the

Weeding small, and the constitution not af

fected, give a few grains of blue pill and rhu

barb at night, and a little infus. rosa and ep-

som salts in the morning, for a few days ;

after which give the ordinary electuary of

senna, sulphur, cream of tartar, and mel ro-

sa\ or, what is better, treacle, as the mel ro-

sae often gripes. Also inject into the rectum

a pint of cold water with a drachm of nitre

dissolved in it; enjoin steady exercise, and

moderation in diet. In thin delicate subjects,

give tonics, particularly mist, ferri aromatica ;

and if there be any serious organic mischief,

particularly of the chest, interfere with the

piJes as little as possible. When the patient

is becoming debilitated from the pain and ir

ritation, as well as from bleeding, then re

move the protruded haemorrhodial portions

of the bowel, having secured them by liga

ture. [Mr. Hamilton, p. 257.]

Internal Bleeding Hemorrhoids.—In

ject after every alvine evacuation, solution of

acetate of lead 3j. to ^viijof distilled water;

vse two ounces of the solution for each in

jection ; give an occasional blue pill, follow

ed by a dose of castor oil and extract of ta

raxacum. To remedy the constipation usual

in these cases, give the following confection :

•common resin, well powdered, one ounce ;

■clarified honey, five ounces; half an ounce

of balsam of copaiba renders it more effica

cious, but is apt to disagree with the sto

mach. [Dr. Watson, New-York, p. 257.]

Liver [Congestion of.]—In diminished se

cretion, with pale or white stools, give mer

cury. In excessive secretion, increase the

amount of oxygen inspired, and thus, during

respiration there will be consumed materials
•that would otherwise be left for the liver to

•excrete ; for while the carbon of the lungs

5s united to oxygen, and excreted in a non-

combustible state, the carbon of the liver is

non-oxygenized, is still combustible, and is

intended, not for excretion, but absorption,

limit the supply of food which contributes

to form bile, as spirituous liquors, butter,

•cream, fat, sugar, &c. The patient ought

not to sleep immediately after a full meal,

,nor take suppers. [Dr. Budd, p. 106.]

Affections of the Urinary Organs,

Urinary Deposits.—Apparatus.—A mi

croscope, with a power of 300 diameters ;

test glasses ; phials containing nitric and ace

tic acids, water of ammonia, and potash ;

aome slips of blue and reddened litmus pa

per, and an urinometer.

Diagnosis.—Notice whether it be color

less, amber, saffron, red, &c. , tiansparent or

turbid ; ascertain by litmus paper whether it

be acid, alkaline, or neutral ; note its speci

fic gravity ; set it aside to see jf it deposit a

sediment, or throw up a cream to the sur

face, or crystallize on the sides of the vessel.

The urine should be recent, and if the patient

have leucoi rlicea or be menstruating, should

be drawn off by a catheter ; take care to have

the vessel clean.

Urates are in excess when the urine is

acid, deposits on cooling, a red, pink, buff-

colored or white precipitate, covering the

bottom of the vessel with an even powdery

deposit, usually copious, and dissolving by

heat ; viewed by the microscope, a powdery

appearance; dissolved in nitric acid by a

gentle heat, evaporated to dryness, and held

over the fumes ot ammonia, murexide of a

beautiful red color is formed.

Uric Acid.—Urine highly acid, and de

posits on cooling, a red, pink or buff-colored

sediment, adhering to the sides of the vessel

in hard crystalline grains, having the ap

pearance by the microscope of diamond-

shaped plates or prisms; the precipitate is

generally scanty ; forms murexide the same

as the urates, with nitric acid and ammonia.

When the urine is acid, alkaline or neu

tral, but turbid on emission, and deposits a

white or yellowish sediment, and is not ren

dered transparent by heat, there will be pres

ent, phosphates, oxalate of lime, crystine,

mucus, pus or blood ; if the

Phosphates, it is rendered apparent by ace

tic acid ; the earthy phosphates appear as

amorphous powders by the microscope, the

ammoniaco-magnesian, as triangular prisms.

Oxalate of Lime.—Not affected by acetic

acid or ammonia, but rendered transparent

by nitric acid ; deposit when viewed by the

microscope consists of octohedral crystals.

Cystine.—Rendered transparent by solu

tion of ammonia ; viewed by the microscope

it consists of five-sided plates, clouded in the

centres.

Pus or Mucus.—The sediment is whitish,

and not dissolved by any of these agents;

viewed by the microscope it consists of mi

nute, irregular, spherical bodies with granu

lated surfaces.

Blood.—Sediment red, and not dissolved

by nitric acid, heat or acetic acid ; by the

microscope it consists of minute yellowish

bodies, the shape of a shilling.

The dissolved constituents in diseased

states of the urine, are :

Bile.—To detect it, drop the urine and

nitric acid a short distance from it on a plate

of glass : as they meet examine them with
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an achromatic microscope, and if bile be pres

ent, a green color will be produced.

Albumen.—Sp. gr. 1,014, or lower; heat

coagulates the albumen, and this cannot be

redissolved by nitric acid ; nitric acid coagu

lates the albumen.

Sugar.—Sp. gr. 1,025, or above; taste

sweet ; boil the suspected urine with an equal

bulk of water of potash, if sugar be present

(he liquid will assume a deep porter or beer

color.

Treatment :—Lithic Acid deposits.—Give

gr. x. or J)j. of bicarbonate of potash or so

da, three times a day, and if the deposit be

in the form of rhombic prisms, indicating

gout, give colchicum, using local antiphlo

gistic measures, if the urine be sanguinolent

or albuminous, and there be pain in the

loins. If the deposit be amorphous, there

is either excessive secretion of the solid con

stituents of the urine, or a deficiency in the

secretion of water. In the former case, the

sp. gr. is increased in proportion to the quan

tity; give iodide of potassium three times a

day in doses of 5 or 10 grs. In the latter,

the quantity of urine is decreased, there will

be fever either idiopathic or symptomatic,

which must be removed, or dyspepsia, in

this case give a scruple of alum three times

a day in half a pint of water. If the sedi

ment have a pink color, attend to the biliary

functions.

Weakly Acid or neutral urine.—This

shows that the kidneys are inflamed. II

acutely, use general and local depletion, and

exhibit emollients and contrastimulants ;

give 3j. doses of iodide of potassium. If

the inflammation be chronic, use local de

pletion and counter-irritation ; setons are

very uselul ; occurringduring typhus, apply

blisters to the loins, and give wine.

Oxalate of Lime deposits.—At first give

tonics, the mineral acids, vegetable bitters,

astringents, &c. ; and after some time give

alkalies largely diluted. Alternate these

plans, and persist steadily in their use. The

following is a good tonic in these cases :—

Infus. cascarill. ^vj ; potass, nitrat. 3j- ;

acid, nitrici dil. 3iss. ; tinct. opii 3j. M. su-

mat. cochl. duo ampla ter in die.

Albuminous Urine.—Use active depletion,

both local and general ; give nauseating

doses of tartar emetic, and hydragogue pur

gatives ; use the warm bath; give alkalies

Persevere in this treatment, but should the

strength fail, and a cachectic state come on,

depend on active counter-irritation, espec

ially by setons. (Dr. Aldridge, p. 134.)

Albn.minous Urine after Scarlatina.—If

seen early, adopt antiphlogistic measures ;

and when active is succeeded by passive

congestion, give two or three grains of ace

tate of lead three times a day, to prevent the

insidious drain on the system, and then give

muriated tincture of iron, to repair the anae

mic state of the system. (Dr. OFerrail, p.

124.)

Diabetes Mellitus.—The sugar in this dis

ease is formed not only in primary but also

in secondary assimilation from the tissues,

as the emaciation proves ; hence the rigor

ous exclusion of non-azotized substanctsis

not advisable, as it forces the diseases to at

tack the living tissues, therefore allow at

least farinaceous food. (Dr. Dick, p. 122.)

Exalt the tone of the secreting capillaries

of the kidneys by balsams, ammonia, strych

nia, and other excitants, when the perspira

tory secretion is suppressed ; if it be not,

give chalybeates, alum, sulphate of zinc, or

other metallic astringents :. give a moderate

portion of animal food, porter, &c., but do

not enjoin a strictly animal diet.

Diabetes Insipidus.—Give anti-spasmodics

and mineral tonics, and apply stimulating

liniments to the spine.

Purulent Deposits in Urine —Give tonic*,

to subdue the asthenic inflammation of the

mucous membranes; decoction of the leaves

of chimaphila corymbosa, diosma crenata,

arctospaphylos, uva ursi, or the root of cis-

sampelos pareira, combined with mineral

acids ; also give chalybeates.

Hcematuria.—Treat this disease in the

same way as other vicarious discharges;

give astringents, as tannin; or styptics, u

oil of turpentine; when you give the latter

be on your guard against nephritis. (Dr.

Aldridge, p. 135.)

Bright's Disease, or Albuminuria.—En

join a general tonic regimen, avoid as arti

cles of food, fat and other highly carbonised

materials, attend to the functions of the skit

and bowels, relieve congestion of the gland,

and, if necessary use small bleedings. (Dr.

Johnson.) Make use of cautious small

blood-lettings in the early stages, partico-

larly if acute ; give hydragogue cathartics,

and improve the general health ; do not de

plete where the disease is chronic (Dr.

Williams.) In the very early stages change

the mode of life and habits of the patient,

enjoin pure air and careful attention to diet

and exercise ; in this stage application for

relief is seldom made. In the second and

third stages, relieve congestion ; promote the

flow of urine and the action of the skin,

and prevent the disposition of fatty matters

by a diet which contains neither fat, nor

butter, nor any of those non-azotized sob-

stances nearly allied to it, as starch, sugar,

potatoes, &c (Dr Todd, p. 110.)

In the acute form, remove congestion of

the kidneys by blood-letting, ]
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cording to the intensity of the disease and

the patient's strength ; restore the function

of the skin, by keeping the patient in a

warm atmosphere, giving mild diaphoretics,

and the use of the warm or vapor bath.—

Dr. Barlow gives tartar emetic. IVext, re

move the dropsy, by diuretics and purga

tives, nitrate of potash, in doses of two

scruples or more, with digitalis and cream

of tartar; the nitrate should be largely dilu

ted.

In the chronic form, first attend to the

function of the skin by warm clothing, dia

phoretics, and the warm bath. Give tinc

ture of cantharides in doses of from four to

twelve drops, in some emulsion (Dr. Bright ;)

Dr. Wells and M. Monneret advise thirty to

sixty drops in twenty -four hours ; or give

ioduret of iron (M. Gutbrod ;) or hydriodate

of potash, and use iodine ointment [M. Ai

ken ;] or give chalybeate tonics, saline pur

gatives, and nutritious diet [Dr. Reese;] or

equal parts of tinct. of cantharides and tinct.

of sesquickloride of iron [Dr. Copeland.]

Treat the dropsy with cream of tartar and

digitalis [Dr. Christison, give from a drachm

to a drachm and a half of the former three

tin.es a day, and at the same time a pill con

taining one or two grains of powdered digi

talis, or twenty drops of the tincture in cin

namon water; give a blue pill [grs. 5] every

night for four or five nights. Diuresis may

often be established by an emetic of ipecac,

and tartar emetic, or by a hydragogue ca

thartic; should these fail, give squills, broom,

spirit of nitric ether, or Hollands and water,

or carbonate, nitrate, or acetate of potash ;

or decoction of horse radish [Rayer]. Diu

retics do not cure the disease, they can only

relieve the dropsy.

Try Seidlitz or Pullna water ; cream of

tartar in half ounce doses [Rayer] ; give five,

seven, or nine grains of gambo/e, once every

two days, triturated with bitartrate of pot

ash, to prevent griping. Combat the con

comitant affections of the digestive organs
•with creosote [Dr. Christison]; give it as a

pill, one drop of creosote, two grains of rhu

barb, and one grain of extract of gentian,

for the mass ; or with the sedative solution

of opium; or with extract of opium and ni

trate of silver, half a grain of each in a pill.

Apply sinapisms, turpentine epithems, or a

cantharides blister, externa'ly ; sprinkle the

blistered surface with muriate of morphia ;

check diarrhoea by chalk, astringents, and

opiates; or give acetate of lead with opium,

or strychnine with opium.—Dr. Wood, p.

120.

Incontinence of Urine— (the result of

stricture.)—Endeavor to remove or relieve

- the stricture by bougies or catheters ; when

these fail, the lancetted stilette, Mr. Staf

ford's, may be sometimes resorted to with

advantage. It is a dangerous instrument,

and should be used with great caution. It

should he firmly pressed against and then

through the stricture, and after it be with

drawn a catheter should be introduced, Law

rence. The tone of the bladder, after reten

tion of urine, may be restored by giving er

got of rye in two-scruple or drachm doses,

twice a day, about an hour or two before

the bladder' begins to feel uneasy from the

accumulation oi water.—Brailhwaite, p. 297.

Lithotritv.—The best instrument for

performing this operation with, is the two-

branched curved instrument of Baron Heur-

teloup. A new instrument, by means of

which a large calculus may be ground to

powder in a few minutes, by oscillatory

movements, it is worthy of attention.—M.

Leroy, p. 273.

Prepare the patient for the operation by

enjoining a light diet, abstinence from fer

mented liquors, clear out the bowels, and

order the hip-bath ; if the urine be acid, give

alkalies combined with uvaursior Peruvian

bark, if alkaline, srive the mineral acids;

and if mucous deposi;s, infusion of Pareira

brava; enjoin absolute rest, and use occa

sionally an anodyne enema. The urethra

is to be gradually dilated, if necessary ;

when preternatural contraction of its orifice

exists, divide it. Introduce the catheter fre

quently, as it allays the irritability of the

bladder and urethra. The objects of the op

eration are to reduce calculi within the blad

der to such a size that the portions may be

removed or discharged through the natural

passages, to effect this by such means as

shall excite no dangerous irritation in the

urinary organs, and to free the bladder from

the small fragments which remain. Great

care should be taken that the case be a suit

able one for the operation, as in some cases

cystotomy must be preferred. Lithotrity

may be performed where the bladder is per

fectly healthy and tlie stone is small ; and

it is decidedly advantageous where there is

phthisis or albuminuria. It is a great and

valuable addition to chirurgical therapeia,

but cannot be considered as a substitute for

cystotomy, since there are numerous cases

in which the last operation will prove the

safest and most effectual.

Cystotomy, for example, is preferable in

boys before the age of puberty : it is so sim

ple and the urethra is so small as not to ad

mit of the lithotrite. Cystotomy is also

preferable in the female; also where the

calculus has attained a very large size j also

where the prostrate gland is enlarged, unless
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the calculus be of very small size.— Sir P.

Crampton, p. 266.

Prostate Gland—Enlargement of.—

Charge a hougie wilh iodine, or iodide of

potassium, and then dip it into melted tal

low, so that a coating may be formed upon

it; then introduce it up the urelhra to the

part desired, and let it rest upon it until the

tallow melts, and the iodine, &c, comes in

contact with the diseased part. The prepa

ration of iodine must at first be very mild ;

a grain of iodide to the drachm of lard,

gradually increased in strength as the pa

tient can bear it, to two, three, four, five,

and even ten grains, or a scruple to the

drachm; after this, add iodine to it, half a

grain, gradually increased. The bougie must

be introduced with great care.—Mr. Stafford,

p. 273.

Affections of the Organs of Generation.

Syphilitic Affections. —(Chancre)—

Wash the part well wilh warm waler, and

then apply the solid nitrate of silver ; it will

completely destroy the affection, if not more

than three days' standing. If it be a pustule,

evacuate its contents, and the walls of the

pustule are to be well cauterised. When

there is a chancre of the frenum, it is more

readily healed by dividing it, and cauteriz

ing the -whole of the divided surface. To

check discharge, apply a solution of pure

tanin.— two grs. to the ounce of water; or

sulphate of zinc solution, in private practice,

as the former tells tales by staining the linen.

The caustic should be reapplied as soon as

the eschar is removed, or about once in twen

ty-tour hours. If lint have been applied

after the caustic, take care to soak it well be

fore you remove it, or the eschar may be de

tached, and the part made to bleed. If the

case be seen early, one or two burnings will

suffice; if at a more advanced period, it must

be repeated at intervals of twenty-four hours

—for a week or ten days, or as long as we

consider any virus is secreted by the sore,

which is known by the ulcers remaining sta

tionary, and the surface being covered with a

yellow pellicle; when becoming healthy,

granulations spring up and the sore heals.

Caustic is not so efficacious wherr the chan

cre is situated on the fraenum, orifice of the

urethra, around the prepuce, sr on the four-

chettein the female;—enjoin rest and strict

attention to cleanliness, and avoid rupturing

the cicatrix. (Acton, p. 274.)

Bo BOES.-Apply a blister the size of a crown

for twenty-four hours, then raise the cuticle,

and apply a pledget of lint of corresponding

size, well saturated with a solution of bich

loride of mercury, (a scruple of the sa;t to

one ourjceof spt. Tini rectif,) ; keep it in situ

from two to four hours, and then apply cold

applications for some hours; an eschar is

formed, which will be thrown off, and the

tumour will be dispersed. (Malapert, p.

283.)

Gonorrhoea.— Inject t he uretha with a so

lution of copaiba. (Ricord, p. 294.1

Chordee —Give from 25 to 50 minims of

the vin sem. colchici, for several successive

nights, (p. 295.)

Or, vin. colchici, 3ij. ; magnes, carb. 3j. ;

iodide of pottassium, 3ss. ; aqua;, *vss. M.

3j quartis horts sumend. Or give a combi

nation of iodide of potass and decoct sarze

comp. (p. 295.)

Gleet.—Apply the following ointment,

which answers much better than the nitrate

of silver: kino, ten parts ; sulphate of zinc,

one part ; lard twenty parts. (Dr. Leror,

p. 290 )
Stricture.—Dilatation.—There are

three modesof performing dilatation. 1 Slow

or permanent ; the catheter is lett in the ure

thra and changed every three or four days.

2. Continuous or sudden ; changing the ca

theter every six or seven hours. 3. Tempo

rary or progressive ; retaining the catheter or

bougie, from five minutes to one hour. Nev

er employ force in introducing a bou<ie, and

when you increase the size do not do it from

day to day, but at the same sitting, i. e.,

commence wilh that which passed freely the

day before.

When a bougie cannot be passed, but the

urine flows off, use Dr. Leroy's apparatus for

keeping the pressure of a bougie constantly

against the part ; or press the end of the in

strument against the obstacle fora quarteror

half an hour daily, and after each fitting,

try to pass a small bougie : when these means

fail, apply the caustic bougie.

When the stricture produces complete re

tention of urine, endeavor to pass bougies:;

conjunction with bleeding, baths, &x. :fj

the application of tobacco smoke; should

these fail, press a small catheter against the

obstacle for an hour. Cut down upon the

urethra posterior to the obstacle, butshowc

~ — i— k« u,.-..-., ^(ain«f. rut through thea calculus be there detained, cut tnro"o* l,

rectum. If necessary to puncture the blad

der, do it through the rectum. M. Uilt-

mand cuts down on the strictured part Jtse^-

(Dr. Leroy d'ttiolles, p. 286.)

Secondary form or STPHUts.-Give the

proto-iodide of mercury, and should it occa

sion irritation, in the bowels vvith drarrho*

combine it with opium. Let the diet be am

ple, avoiding all stimulants whether solidi o'

fluid ; the diet, however, should not be

itati ng but nutritious. Cold and damp
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very injurious , fresh air is highly necessa

ry. (Ricord, p. 280.)

Tertiary form of Sypiiillis.—The char

acteristic of these symptoms, is their not be

ing transmissible hereditarily. They are

manifested chiefly in the subcutaneous or

submucous cellular tissue, in the fibrous, os

seous, cartilaginous, muscular or nervous tis

sues, and in organs in their locality. The

remedy most to be depended upon is mercu

ry. (Ricord, p. 280.)

Parturition, and diseases of Women.—

Placental Presentation.—Whenever the con

dition of the mother permits, turn the child,

and extract the placenta. The placenta

should never be detached first, unless the

danger to the woman is so great from

exhaustion, as to render turning hazardous ;

or, unless there exists some obstacle to the

extraction of the child, either from distor

tion of the pelvis or from tumours.

Neither delivery by turning, nor detach

ing the placenta, ought ever to be attempted,

until the cervix and os uteri will safely al

low the introduction of the hand. Until this

is the case, strict res t, the application of cold,

and the use of the plug, will be required.

Detaching the placenta will be found the

best line of practice, 1st, in severe cases of

unavoidable haemorrhage, with placenta pre

via, complicated with an os uteri so insuffi

ciently dilated and uudilatable, as not to al

low of turning with saftety ; 2nd, in many

of the cases in which placental presentation

is connected with premature labor, and im

perfect development of the os and cervix

uteri ; 3d, when the uterus is too contracted

to allow of turning ; 4th, when the pelvis or

passages of the mother ate organically con

tracted; 5th, in cases of such extreme ex

baustion of the mother, as forbid immediate

turning or forced delivery ; 6lh, when the

child is dead, and when it is premature and

not viable. (Drs. Simpson, Radford, &c,

p. 316.)
Galvanism.—This powerful agent may

be used to induce or increase uterine action

in cases of haemorrhage, before, during, and

after labor ; in cases of placenta previal

where it is inexpedient to rupture the mem

branes and turn ; in internal hemorrhage,

depending upon uterine inertia. Its effects are

instantaneous and much more to be depend

ed upon than ergot, although it is advisable

to try the secale first, and it will be found

especially useful in those cases where ex

haustion is so great as to render it dangerous

to deliver the child in the ordinary way.—

(Mr .Dorrington.)

In cases of accidental haemorrhage, in the

latter months.ol gestation, where the os uteri

is rigid and nearly closed, and the flow of

blood cannot be arrested by ordinary means

and more especially if there be uterine iner

tia, galvanism will be useful. In applying

galvanism, one conductor should be pa«sed

up the vagina to the os uteri, in which a

moistened sponge is introduced, and the oth

er to the abdominal parietes, over the fundus

in order to pass the current through the long

diameter of the uterus, or they may both be

applied externally in the short axis. The

galvanic action 6hould not be continued too

long, and should be interrupted, so as to al

low the uterus intervals of rest, and so to im

itate nature's operations. (Dr. Radford, p.

334.) Galvanism may also be used as a der

nier resort in haemorrhage during the first

months of pregnancy. [Mr. Wilson, p. 336.]

Electro-magnetism may be applied in cases

of uterine inertia during labor. [Mr. Clark,

p. 337.]
Uterine Hemorrhage.—When danger

to life is imminent, give opium freely ; five

grains for the first dose, and two or three

every hour or half hour afterwards, until the

pulse becomes distinct, the breathing easier,

and the tossing about in bed allajed. At

the same time, give warm wine and brandy,

and apply heat to the extremities. [Dr. Grif

fin, p. 338.]

Uterine Hemorrhage after delivery.

—In cases where on previous occasions,

there has been haemorrhage after the birth of

the child, prepare an infusion of secale, 3j-

to ^iv. of boiling water, and when the child's

head has just cleared the external orifice,

give half of it [along with the powder] ; and

when the child is entirely expelled give the

remainder [Dr. Beatty, p. 338.]

Give ergotine in doses of two grains eve

ry two hours. It has been found servicea

ble in cases of uterine haemorrhage, whether

acute or chronic, and dependent on a dyna

mic or an organic cause.—Ebers, p. 339.

When haemorrhage becomes alarming af

ter the expulsion of the placenta, turn the

patient on her back, and grasp the uterus

firmly with the hand, through the abdominal

parietes, until it contracts; then take a small

bowl or basin capable of holding twelve or

fourteen ounces, having a thick smooth

edge, and invert it over the body of the

compressed uterus, taking care that the

whole of it is compressed within the cavity

of the basin, which is to be confined in situ

with the bandage.— Mr. Harvey, p. 339.

Mr. Pretty has invented an apparatus by

which he applies pressure to the abdomen to

avert haemorrhage after delivery ; it consists

of a central and two side pads, fastened by a

strap, and tightened by means of a torni-

quet; it is portable and easy of applicatin.

—Mr. Pretty, p. 340.
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Transfusion.—This should be adopted

as a last resource when the patient is sink

ing. Mr. Brown reports a successful case

in which he performed it, where there was

the most alarming prostration, but no extra

ordinary discharge of b!ood.—p. 341.

Forceps, application or, in Occipito-

fosterior Positions.—In these cases the

forehead should be made to rotate back

wards, and the occiput forwards ; i. e., the

extraction of the head with forceps should

be an exact imitation of the mechanism of

the expulsion ot the head by nature.—Dr.

Simpson, p. 343.

Forceps, How to Apply.—Having as

certained the exact position of the head, in

troduce the hand, well smeared with lard,

within the os uteri ; search for, and pass the

fingers over the ear, so as to guide the blade

over that organ, whatever may be its posi

tion. When the instrument is locked do not

tie up the handles with tape, as it keepsade-

giee of pressure on the child's head not con

sistent with its safety. In acting with the

forceps, always bear in mind the different

axes of the pelvis, viz., of its brim, cavity,

and outlet ; therefore keep the handles of

the instrument back to the perineum, till

some part of the occipital bone has cleared

the aich of the pubis, and when this occurs,

gradually bring the handles towards the pu

bis, when the chin will pass over the per

ineum. The three powers of the forceps are

brought into operation, viz., compression,

traction, and leverage ; but compression

ought never to be made beyond diminishing

the child's head to three inches, indeed, in

struments are seldom constructed to admit

of more.—Dr Wilson, p. 349.

Uteru3, Inversion of, from short Fu

nis.—When this occur?, lose no time in

separating the placenta from its attachments,

and with clenched hand replace the ulerus ;

taking care not to withdraw the hand until

the uterus contracts.—Mr. Smith, p. 359.

Prolapsus Uteri.—Mr. Eagland, surgi

cal instrument maker, of Leeds, has con

structed a very efficacious instrument for

keeping the prolapsed womb in position

Speculum Uteri —Dr. Protheroe Smith's

new speculum uteri consists of a glass cyl

inder fitted to an outer one of metal, within

which it slides. The inside of the metalic

tube is highly polished, the reflecting pow

ers of which are increased by the glass cyl

inder ; the edge of the smaller or uterine ex

tremity, is carefully rounded into a smooth

ring, which projects slightly from the inner

surface. In its side is cut an oval aperture

of about three inches in length and two in

breadth, extending to within half an inch of

the end of the cylinder. Its other extemity

consists of a rim which projects about a line

from the external surface of the tube, having

its surface blackened for the absoiption of

any rays of lia;ht, which might otherwise be

reflected, and impede the view by the daz

zling effects. There is also a corresponding

rim to the glass tube, by which it is more

conveniently withdrawn from the metalic

cylinder.—Dr. Smith, p. 352.

Dr. Adam Warden has invented a new

speculum uteri, particularly adapted for

examining the posterior lip of the os uteri,

—p. 353.
Mr. Ferguson of King's College, has also

recommended a speculum uteri, in which tbe

reflecting surface, which is very brilliant,

cannot be tarnished with any discbarges or

lotions. It is a very cheap instrument.-356.

Ricord's speculum uteri consists of two

valves, united about the middle point, allow

ing both extremities to be widely opened ;

the narrowest part is thus placed at the vul

va. To each valve a handle is attached,

by which means space is gained, and the

light falls upon the interior uninterruptedly,

and pressure upon them causes a dilatation

of the two extremities which can be main

tained, diminished or increased by means of

a screw.—p. 481.

Menorrhagia.—Give oxide of silver j'd

half grain doses twice or thrice a day. It

will be of the most use whe,n the hsmor-

rhage is of a secretive character, occasioned

by local excitement, and not from the rup

ture of blood-vessels.—Mr. Butler Lane, p.

103.

Give nitrate of silver internally. Argent

nit., gr. iij.; aquae distillat. jij; solve —

Give ten drops three times daily, and gradu

ally increase the dose to fifteen drops.—Dr.

Ditterich, p. 361.

Pruritus Vulv.e.—Apply thrice a day

to the aflected parts, by means of a piece o!

sponge, the following lotion; Sodaj borat ,

!«s ; morphia sulphat., gr. vj. ; aquas rosr

distillat, zviij. M. ft. sol. p. 361.

Affections of Jotntl .

Knee Joint.—Inflammation of Synovial

Membrane —Keep the joint perfectly at rest;

for this purpose, when the disease is chronic,

apply splints of thick leather, one on each

side of the joint, keeping them in place witi

a bandage. Steep the leather well in hot

water, so as to make it exactly fit the joint

When the cure is nearly completed, the pa

tient should wear an elastic bandage, so as

to allow of a little motion, within certain

limits, and the heel of his shoe should be

raised a little, to keep tbe knee slightly sent

In the acute disease, use i
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gistic measures, as well as the local abstrac

tion of blood. After giving a brisk purga

tive, then give twelve minims of vin. colchi-

ci in a saline draught three limes a day ; in

two or three days slop its exhibition, and af

ter an interval of a day or two give it again ;

it is most useful when there is a gouty dia

thesis, with lilhates in the urine; an occa

sional purgative is necessary during the ad

ministration ot the colchicum, and also small

doses of blue pill to keep up the secretion

of bile which colchicum diminishes. Give

mercury so as to afiect the system; this may

be done not only in the gouty diathesis, but

also where there is rheumatic inflammation,

and combine it with opium, as in iritis.

In chronic inflammation the same meas

ures as in the acute, only not quite so active;

leeches; bl'sters, apply them in succession,

or keep one open with savine cerate ; give

colchicum as an alterative, two grains ol the

extract with as much blue pill, every night,

and an aperient every third or fourth morn

ing ; or give the acetous extract, with calo

mel and comp. ext. of coloc, every second

or third night. Give, also, iodide of potas

sium in small doses, combined with alkaline

remedies. In slight cases, use liniments

to the joint, lin. vol. camph. and sp. tere

binth.; or olei olivae ^jss. ; acid sulph., 3j..

and sp. terebinth, 3jss- > or paint the knee

with a solutionof iodine. When ulceration

of the cartillages is going on ; give mercury

so as to affect the system, calomel and opi

um two or three timesa day ; mere alterative

doses will not do ; in a few days the pain

will be quite relieved.—Sir B. Brodie, p.

185.

Abscess.—Make a free opening, and keep

the joint in a state of absolute repose, by

means of leathern splints, or by support

ing it with pillows and cushions. The ar

ticular cartilages will have become absorbed,

and recovery by anchylosis is the result ;

the joint during recovery must be supported

with learthern splints: or if the leg be bent

on the thigh, use the screw instrument, with

splints at the posterior part of the leg and

thigh.—Sir B. Brodie, p. 188.

Gouty Inflammation of.—Some of the

smaller joints are affected first, and there is

seldom much effusion within the joint.—

Give a grain of acet. ex. of colchicum, a

grain of blue pill, and three grains of ext.

of hop. every night, with a gentle aperient

every third or fourth morning; after giving

these pills for a fortnight, stop them for

two months, and then give them a fortnight

again, and so on ; give also a grain and a

half, or two grains of iodide of potassium,

wilh ten or twelve grains of bicarbonate ol

potash twice a day, for six or eight weeks

at a lime. This system must be continued!

wilh occasional intermissions, for one or

two years, or even longer. This chronic

gouty affection is not in itself dangerous,

but it shows a bad constitution, and the

person thus affected is liable to other dis

eases.—Sir B. Brodie, p. 185.

Scrofulous Disease, of.—Never abstract

blood, nor make use of counter- irritation.

Here, as in all diseases of joints, a state of

perfect repose is necessary; use the leather

splints. As soon as the digestive organs

are brought into a proper state, give tonics,

particularly chalybeate tonics. To children

give the vinum ferri of the old Pharmaco

poeia, for three weeks, and then omit it for

ten days, and so on for several years, so as

to improve the weak constitution. If fever

be produced, decrease the dose, or omit it

altogether for a while ; or give the tinct.

ferri. mur. ; or the syrup of iodide of iron ;

or the latter and the vin. ferri alternately.—

When you have a patient with whom no

form of iron will agree, then give quinine,

bark, or alkaline solution of sarsaparilla ;

the latter is very useful to delicate children.

Change of air is highly beneficial, the sea

side ; when the joint has become stiff, do

not use force to straighten it ; it should be

done gradually, by means of a screw appa

ratus ; if an abscess forms in the joint, con

tinue the use of the splints; but have them

lined with oil-silk, if the disease have

been neglected, or it has been found impos

sible to save the joint, amputate as soon as

possible. If, by examination wilh a probe,

it is found that there be a piece of dead

bone within the joint, so that it cannot ex

foliate, the sooner the limb is amputated the

better. Bony anchylosis takes years for its

completion, so that if the limb be bent there

will be plenty of time lo get it into its prop

er place —Sir B. Brodie, p. 190.

Primary Ulceration of the Cartilages.—

Keep the joint perfectly at rest, and use sc

ions, issues, blisters, and counter-irritants.

The great remedy is mercury , two grains

of calomel and one-third of a grain of opi

um, three times a day, until the gums are

affected. Where mercury cannot be borne,

give sarsaparilla and iodide of potassium;

sarsaparilla should also be given after the

course of meicury. Ung. hydiarg. may be

rubbed into the thighs where it cannot be

borne internally —Sir B. Brodie, p. 191.

Morbid Alteration of Structure of the Sy

novial Membrane.—Appply pressure by

means of several alternate layers of diachy

lon plaster and bandage ; and afterwards

by leathern splints, and a firm bandage; at

tend also to the general health.—Sir B.

Brodie, p. 192.
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Loose Cartilages in the Knee.—Remove

them by operation ; get the cartilage fixed

over the outer or inner condyle, and while

it is retained in that situation, divide slowly

the skin, cellular membrane, fascia, liga

ments, and synovial membrane ; hold the

knife with a loose hand, or the cartilage

will be pressed into the joint ; lay hold of

it with a tenanculum, but should it recede

within the joint, never grope for it, but

bring the edges of the wound together, and

perform the operation at some other time.

A valvular operation has been proposed.—

Sir B. Brodie, p. 193.

Hip-Joint, Inflammation of.—Put the

patient under mercurial influence. Before

commencing treatment determine the proba

ble duration of the disease, as the efficacy of

the action of mercury depends much on the

stage in which it is used.—Dr. O'Ferrall, p.

194.

Dislocations.—Instead of using ex

tension by the hands of assistants in reduc

ing dislocations, make use of a little click

wheel, fixed to the wall, and a rope attach

ed to it; the extension is not only made

more easily, but much more gradually.—

Mr. Terrey, p. 202.

Compound dislocation of the Astragalus.

—When it is necessaiy to remove the astra

galus, or s.iw oft' the end ot the tibia, in or

der to return the bones to their place, never

make a fresh incision to effect it, if there is

already an extensive wound in another di

rection ; rather amputate the limb at once,

the chances of recovery will be so much

greater. [Sully.] The late Mr. Colles, ol

Dublin, was opposed to amputation in com

pound dislocation of the ankle joint; ami

when advisable, he thought it best to wait

until the symptomatic fever had subsided.— 1

p. 200.
Immobility of the Lower Jaw.—Keep up

mechanical extension for a considerable pe

riod, gradually increasing it. An excellent

instrument for this purpose has been con

structed by Mr. Gay, of Leeds, under the

direction of Mr Teale. [See wood cut.]—

Mr. T. P. Teale, p. 197.

Affections of the sanies.

Eye, Inflammation of—Acute.—Bleed and

give nauseating medicines, purgatives, aud

low diet, and stimulate the liver, kidneys,

and skin, to rid the fluids of pernicious in

gredients. In the second stage, to prevent

or arrest the consequences of inflammatory

action, give mercury oi iodine, bark, colcbi-

cum, turpentine, &c. In the third stage,

when the inflammatory action has subsided,

apply belladonna, and give mercury or io

dine in smaller doses, and for longer periods

with local stimulation and cutaneous irrita

tion.

When the disease has been treated with

mercury, and returns, try depletion and an-

timonials, with confinement to bed, and low

living, for two or three days before you

again resort to that remedy Give tartrate

of antimony or James's powder, so as at first

to cause nausea, and afterwards diaphoresis.

Mercury is the sheet anchor, given so as

just to effect the gums ; at first, give three

grains of blue pill, three grains of compound

colocynth powder, and one-eighth or one-

tenth of agrain of tartrate of antimony three

times a day, for a couple of days ; !hen five

grains of blue pill, with the same quantity

of antimony, for two days more ; and finally

five grains of blue pill three or four times a

day. If it affect the bowels, add a little

opium to it. This produces a mercurial ef

fect upon the system in seven or eight days.

Or two grains of calomel and a quarter of a

grain of opium may be given every four or

six hours, if we wish to affect the system

sooner. The length of time we are to con

tinue the mercury must be decided by its

effects.

Iodine, turpentine, colchicum, and bark,

are valuable where the inflammation is mod

ified by specific disease, or constitutional de

rangement, or where mercury has already

been given, or cannot with safety be used.

From the very commencement of an at

tack of iritis, extract of belladonna should

be used. Mix it with water until it ac

quires the consistence of cream, and paint

the eyelid, brow, and upper part of the

cheek with it ; let it dry, and then apply h

again, and cover it with a little damp linen,

and keep it moist by applying a lotion made

with two drachms of the extract to eight

ounces of the water. If its application be

not found comfortable, it need not be ap

plied more than once or twice in twenty-four

hours. When its application to the skin

does not affect the pupil, drop a little of the

solution upon the conjunctiva, even during

the inflammatory attack ; its effects soon pass

off. It is best to apply it in the morning.—

Dr. Jacob, p 308.

In the external forms of ophthalmia, ap

ply an ointment of oxide of silver, a drachm

to the ounce. This is very analogous to

Mr. Guthrie's black ointment—Mr. B. Lane,

p. 103.
Accidental Cataract.—Two modes of treat

ment ; 1st.—To allow absorption to take

place ; the inflammation to be reduced by

leeches and mercurials, as in internal oph

thalmia; apply belladonna so as to dilate

the pupil.

2d.—Remove the fluid mass of cataract
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by extraction of the lens through a small

incision in the cornea, (Barton and Gibson) ;

make the puncture at the temporal margin

of the cornea with the extraction-knile, or

with Air. Walker's instrument, which com

bines the properties both of scoop and knife,

and carry the point of the instrument into

the pupil, when the lens will be discharged

•with the aqueous humor.—Mr. Walker, p.

314.

Depression of the Crystalline Lens.—The

lens should be disengaged from its capsule

in depressing it. To accomplish this, in

troduce the cataract bistoury through the

coats of the eye, about a line and a half

from the margin of the cornea ; it penetrates

the vitreous humor, and forms a breach in

it, at the proper place for the reception of

the lens when depressed; the point of the

instrument directed towards the lens, is to

be pushed across the eye to its opposite side,

then penetrate the posterior part of the cap

sule, and, by drawing it outwards, incise it

across its middle; then push the point of

the needle between the lens and the iris, its

flat side placed on the lower part of the

lens, and press it backwards and upwards,

then shift the point of the needle forwards

upon the lens, and this presses it backwards

into the breach of the vitreous humor, from

whence it does not rise.—Dr. Watson, p.

314.

Wounds of Eyelid. —If a large piece of

skin be lost, and the edges cannot be united,

subsequent eclropium is avoided by making

an incision a quarter of an inch from the

edge of the wound, which then allows the

edges to be united.—p. 313

Fistula Lachrymalis.—Dilate the nasal

duct by means of Morgan's sound and cath

eter; pass the sound along the floor of the

nose, directing its point outwards, until it

lies fairly below the inferior turbinated bone,

then direct the point of the instrument up

wards, and move it gently backwards and

forwards along the inferior surface of the

turbinated bone, until a little cartilaginous

ridge is felt—this is the orifice of the duct;

depress the handle of the instrument, and its

point glides into the duct. No force must

be used, as the bony structures are very del

icate ; repeat it daily until the resistance is

overcome, and then keep the passage clean

by injections of warm water. When well,

the patient should be taught to pass the in

strument, to clear away collections of mu

cus. This instrument supersedes the use

of the style.—p. 312.

Skin Diseases —Chronic Eczema of the

Face —Give three or four drops of liq. ar-

senicalis three times a day, and cover the

part day and night with lint spread with

zinc ointment, or with ung. hyd. precip.

alb. ; or, give five grains of Plummer's pill

every second night, and a saline draught

twice a day, giving at the same time a course

of Harrogate waters ; regulate the diet, avoid

ing all stimuli. Where the tempeiament of

the patient is irritable, arsenic and cantha-

rides aggravate the disease.

It oiten attacks the ears of young females

in whom menstruation is irregularly per

formed ; this fuclion must be established by

the usual means ; apply bread and water

poultices to the part during the night, and

cover it with rags spread over with zinc

ointment during the day ; and give ten grains

of pil, aloes c. myrrh, every second night at

bed tune. After using these means for a

week or two, give five minins of tinct. of

cantharides, and thirty of liq. potass, twice

a day.—Mr. Erichsen, p. 297.

Eczema of the Scrotum, Penis and Anus.

—Cover the parts with lint, wet with lead

lotion, and enclose them with oil-silk, in

order to keep off the air, and to prevent

urine getting upon the part. Give a small

dose of hydr. c. creta at night, and a dose of

castor oil in a morning; in a few days sub

stitute zinc ointment for the lotion, and give

small doses of liq potassa, and five grains

each of calomel and magnesia, twice a d«y.

If it be of long standing, enjoin a strict diet,

abstinence from fermented liquors, salted and

heating articles of food, and give 20 minims

of liq. arsenici et hydrarg. iodidi twice a

day, with five grains of Plummer's pill at

bed-time, and apply a mixture of zinc oint

ment and the ung. plumbi acetat, to the parts

by means of a piece of lint cut to the proper

shape. The treatment must be persisted in

for a length of time. A little extract of bel

ladonna rubbed down with the ointment, of

ten succeeds in allaying the irritation.—Mr.

Erichsen, p. 299.

Eczema of the Scalp —If occuring to a

child, o'herwise healthy, about the period

of dentition, be careful how you check the

eruption. Cut the hair, apply bread and

water poultices, and subdue irritation by the

application of rags dipped in olive oil, or

smeared with zinc ointment ; or sprinkle the

part with the nurse's milk. Give small

doses of hydraig. c. creta and castor oil, and

lance the gums, if necessary. Fluid mag

nesia is often useful. If it becomes invet

erate, wean the child on beef-tea, broth, and

a nutritious diet, and give mild tonics, a few

drops of tincture of ammon-chloride of iron,

or iodide of iron, twice a day (from half a

grain to two grains of the latter) ; a great

part of the treatment consists in keeping the

scalp so covered as to prevent the access of

air.
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When it becomes chronic and inactive,

anil presents a furfuraceous appearance,

have recourse to gentle stimulant? ; a lotion

composed of from one to two drachms of

sulphuret of potass, either a!one or combined

with an equal quantity of the carbonate of

the same alkali, in a pint of plain or of lime

water; wash the head with this lotion thtee

times a day; at the same time, every night

alter the last application of the lotion, apply

an ointment composed of from a scruple to

half a drachm of carbonate of potass to an

ounce of lard, or one of creosote in the same

proportion, or of white precipitate ; or use

the ung. hydr. nit. dil., or the sulphur oint

ment, or a mixture of this and tar or creo

sote ointment. Do not use the oiled-silk

cap; it confines the perspiration and sod-

dens the skin, producing a state of passive

congestion which we wish to get rid of.—

Mr. Erichsen, p. 301.

Chronic Eczema of the Hands.—In the

early stages apply water-dressing by means

of oiled-silk gloves or finger stalls, and at a

more advanced period, a solution of nitrate

of silver (grain j. to the ounce), instead of

the water dressing; or a solution of car

bonate of soda, (grain ij. to iv. to the

ounce) ; or the following lotion : acid hy-

drocyan,, 3ss.; zinci oxidi, 3j. ; aquae ro-

eje, 3 viij. ; or cover the hand with the ung.

hydrarg. precip. alb. ; either alone or mixed

with citrine ointment.

If the disease only occupy a small patch,

cover it with a slice of lemon. Its spread

ing may be checked by applying the solid

nitrate of silver around the part. Constitu

tional treatment must also be adopted : re

move any gastric, intestinal, or uterine dis

turbance, and give vegetable bitters, nitric

acid diluted, or small doses of bichloride of

mercury ; the two latter may be given in in

fusion of bark. If the disease be of very

long standing, give Fowler's or Donovan's

solution. The hands should be kept at rest.

—Mr. Erichsen, p. 304.

Chronic.—Apply tar externally; give it

also internally in capsules.—p. 305.

Pityriasis.—External applications of a

soothing nature; baths medicated with mu

cilage of linseed, milk, yolk of egg, &c. ; at

the same time give demulcents, diuretics,

&c, to increase the renal secretion. Cover

the parts over with glycyrrhine ; it remains

fluid, and resists evaporation under any tem

perature to which the body is exposed. It

is abundant in the refuse of the soap-maker.

—Mr. Startin, p. 306;

Itch —Immerse the hands of the patient

in an alcoholic solution of stavesacrc for half

an hour together, two or three times, and

the acatus scabiei will be destroyed. [Dr.

Burgess ] Use a lotion made of an ounce-

of sulphate of copper to a pint of water;

wash off the scabs before using it. It is aa

almost certain cure. [Mr. Lloyd.] Use a

lotion of iodide of potassium in the day, and

sulphur ointment at night; a cure maybe

expected in seven days. The lotion should

be 3i of iodide to ?viij.i or ?xvj. of fluid.

—Dr. Ward, p. 307.

Warts.—Apply hydrochlorate of ammo

nia dissolved in water, or hydrochlorate of

lime; persist in their application for some

time.—p. 308.

Syphilitic Alopcecia.—Cut the hair close,

and use warm baths ; and then apply the

following liniment : Equal parts of rectified

spirit, Eau de Cologne, and castor oil; or

equal parts of honey- water and tinct. oican-

tharides Should little red spots or blisters

be produced, cease the application fora short

time.

Lichen, Lepra, Psoriasis, Impetigo, &c—

Frequent warm baths, taking care to soak

the head well ; and cover the spots night

and morning with olive oil, *ss. ; citrine

omit. 3i. ; M. Make a liniment, or use the

following ointment: purified beef marrow,

sixteen parts ; sulphur ointment, sixteei

parts; ttirpeth mineral, two to four parts;

essence of lemons sufficient to scent it —

Ricord.

Mucous Tubercles.—Use a dilute solu

tion of chloride of sodium; dry the parts

and sprinkle them over with calomel-

Great cleanliness is necessary; do not use

ointments.

Eczema Impetiginoides.—Cut the bait

close, and apply water dressing, or lint dip

ped in an aqueous solution of opium; do

not apply ointments. It should be a rale

never to apply greasy substances to any

eruption attended with oozing of fluid, since

it mixes with the secretion, becomes rancid,

forms a crust, the edges of which become

excoriated, and what was an effect becomes

a cause of irritation. Paint gummata and

nodes with tinct. of iodine: it may also be

applied to unhealthy tertiary ulcers.

Give internally, in secondary forms ot

syphilis, iodide of potassium or mercury;

some piefer the former, as Dr. Williams,

others the latter, as Sir B. Brodie. The

following should be our guide in giving the

iodide of mercury : Secoudary symptoms oc

curring after a course of mercury, will h*

benefitted by a course of iodide of potas

sium. Secondary symptoms occurring where

mercury has not been used, will not yield

to the iodide, but will to mercury. In order

to prevent the iodide from causing pain *t

the pit of the stomach, or heat at the bifk

of the throat soon after •wallowing it, d»
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solve two drachms in three ounces of water,

and let the patient take a teaspoonful of this

solution night and morning in a large cup of

lea, and the same quantity in half a pint of

beer, or other fluid, at mid-day ; the dose to

be continued, and increased according to

circumstances. It is of no use increasing

the dose, or indeed of continuing this reme

dy beyon<>a week or ten days, if no amend

ment is visible. Ii mercury has not been

given^or the primary symptoms, begin with

it immediately when secondary symptoms

appear. Ricord gives the pure mineral, but

the hydr. c. creta will answer best. If the

organs of digestion be impaird, use friction ;

direct the size of a horse bean of ung. hydr.

to be smeared on the inside of each calf of

the leg every night ; do not rub it in, as you

irritate the hair bulbs by doing so, and you

produce subsequent tenderness. Direct your

patient to sleep in old drawers, so as to keep

the bed clean. Do not use the ointment to

the thighs, as is usually recommended ; it

gets between the thigh and the scrotum,

producing eczema; it also dirties the pa

tient's linen, and excites the attention of the

washerwoman. Get the patient firmly un

der its influence, before you discontinue the

use of mercury.—Acton, p. 274.

Toxicology.

Poisons.—Purified Animal Charcoal, an

Antidote to all Vetegable and some Mineral

Poisons.—This substance may be used as

an antidote to opium and its active princi

ples, morphia, &c. ; nux vomica and its ac

tive principles, strychnia and brucia ; hen

bane, deadly nightshade, bitter-sweet, thorn

apple, tobacco, hemlock, bitteralmonds, prus-

sic acid, the aconites, &c. &c, in fact to all

Vegetable poisons ; to animal, also, as can-

tharides. The carbo animalis purificatus ot

the pharmacopoeia should be used, and in

the proportion of half an ounce to a grain

of morphia, strychnia, ice. It combines

with and renders inert vegetable and animal

substances, and absorbs some mineral poi

sons, especially arsenic, and renders them

harmless, and exerts no injurious effects on

the body.

It should be rubbed in lukewarm water,

so as to form a fluid of slight consistency,

and thus given in quantities of from one to

four ounces. Emetics also should be given ;

ipecacuanha, however, will not do, as the

charcoal renders it inert. (Jive sulphate of

zinc in scruple or half drachm doses, or use

the stomach pump, and then give more oi

the charcoal.

Might not this substance he tried to pre

vent the injurious effects of animal poisons,

such as rubies, syphilis, poison ol serpents.

&c, applied in the form of poultice to the

parts.'— Dr. Garrod, p. 142.

Prussic Acid, Poisoning by.—Dash cold

water on the patient ; apply ammonia to the

nostrils, and heat to the spine and feet ; give

an injection containing tincture of assaicEu-

da, use friction with a flesh-brush to the

skin ; and as soon as the jaws become re

laxed, and the patient can swallow, give

an emetic, and afterward some weak brandy

and water, and strong coffee.—Dr. Gray, p.

145.

Cause the patient to inhale the fumes of

ammonia, when he has ceased to be able to

swallow.—Mr. Hicks, p 146.

Opium, Poisoning by.—After the stomach

has been well evacuated, should the vital

energies sink, make use of electro-magne

tism ; pass the current through different

parts of the body, and gradually increase its

power until it reaches its maximum inten

sity. Continue its use for a considerable

period, until sensibility is not only evident

but complete.—Mr. Colahan, p. 153.

Materia Medica and General Therapeutics.

AqujE Copaiba: vel Cubb&s.—1. 01.

copaiba, or cubebs, two ounces; water, five

gallons and a half: draw over from three

to four gallons. 2. Oil of copaibae, or

cubebs, two ounces; magnesia carb., six

drachms ; rub together, and add four gal

lons or less of water ; filter.

Saccharised Caustic Solution of the Oils

of Copaiba or Cubebs.—Oil of copaibse, or

cubebs, one drachm ; caustic potash or soda,

half an ounce ; white sugar, six drachms.

Twenty-four ounces of water to be added

gradually.

Saponiform Solution of these Oils.—Oil

of copaibas or cubebs, two ounces; caustic

solution of potash or soda, one ounce. Pub

together in a mortar, and add water as may

be required.

These forms arc not attended with the

gastric and nephritic irritation usually met

with while administering copaiba; or cubebs.

—Dr. Cattell, p. 294.

Bkomine, a substitute for Iodine.—Where

it is wished to substitute bromine for the

tincture of iodine, use bromine one part,

distilled water forty parts, and give from

five to six drops in some aqueous vehicle

three or four times daily; for external use,

make the solution four times as strong as

this.

Bromide of Potassium.—Dose from four

lo eight grains three times a day; for an

ointment, nib four pails with thirty-two

parts of laid.

Bromide of ISariuui.— Dose from one to

five t-'idins thitw times a day.
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Bromide of Calcium.—Dose from three to

ten grains in a pill with conserve of roses.

Bromide of Iron.—Dose from one to three

grains in a pill, wirh conserve of roses and

gum arabic.—p. 172.

Digitaline.—This substance may be

given wherever digitalis is indicated ; its ad

vantage is, that it can always be exactly

known what quantity of active principle is

being employed.—p., 173.

Stramonium Cigars are said to be a

good remedy for asthma.—p. 174.

Amputation at the Middle of the Leg.—

The mortality attending the operation per

formed just below the knee, is much greater

lhan that lower down ; it is also much more

painful and not so easily performed ; whilst

in the latter case there is insured to the pa

tient the use of the knee-joint. The two

best methods of amputating the leg below

the knee, are by the double circular and an

terior and posterior flap operation. In do

ing either, take care to leave sufficient mus

cle to cover the bones ; and in the latter op

eration, the anterior flap, composed entirely

of skin, should be at least half a diameter

in length, and the projecting ridge of the

tibia should be pretty deeply sawn off in a

slanting direction. The middle of the leg,

or just below it, is the best point at which

the bones can be sawn.—Dr. Lawrie, p 202.

Venous Hoemorrhage during Amputation.

—Apply a bandage from the extremity of the

limb nearly to the point at which it is to be

amputated ; it must be applied carefully and

exactly, and with all bearable firmness.—

Dr. Hannay, p. 205.

Circular Amputation—Let an assistant

dissect back the skin on one side, whilst the

operator does the same on the other ; this

shortens materially the most painful and

unseemly part of the operation.—Dr. Han

nay, p. 206.

Sutures after Amputation.—If the parts
■will not meet without dragging or putting

on the stretch, do not use sutures, and never

pass them through the muscular structure.

—Dr. Hannay, p. 206.

First Dressing after Amputation.—Give

thirty or forty minims of laudanum before

the first dressing after amputation, particu

larly of a large extremity ; it alleviates the

shock which the nervous system is sure to

receive ; give it half an hour before the

dressing.—Dr. Hannay, p. 206.

Ulcer.—To an irritable ulcer apply ox

ide of silver in the form of ointment of pow

der.—Mr. Butler Lane, p. 103.

Sour Nipples.—Apply ung. argenti ox-

idi, 3i. to the ounce.—Mr. Butler Lane, p.

10S.

[For the N. Y. DIutetoc.)

REVIEW.

" Mesmer and Swedenborg; or the Rela

tione of the Developments of Mesmer

ism to the Doctrines and Disclosures ol

Swedenborg. By George Bush, New-

York. Published by John Allen, 139

Nassau-st. 1847." ,

The position assumed in this work is this :

" If Mesmerism is true Swedenborgianisn

is true." I am a believer in Mesmerism,

but, as I cannot admit the claims put forth

in this work, with your permission I will

state a few of my objections ; and, in doing

this, 1 propose to show, that Professor Bash

has misapprehended, not only what he calls

the " Mesmeric phenomena," but, Sweden

borg himself, and, consequently tbe infer

ences he draws from the latter, when con

trasted with Swedenborg's state, ait u-

founded, and likely to mislead those war)

believe what he has said about them in tbit

work.

1. As to the state of Emanuel Sweden

borg. The Baron's own account of himself

is as follows :

" There are two kinds of visions, difa-

ing from those which are ordinarily eiperi-

enced, and which I was let into, only list I

might know the nature of them, and vast''

meant by its being said in the word ten trie?

were taken out of the body, and tint 11*7

were carried by tbe spirit into another pine-

As to the first, viz., tbe being taken ontoi

the body, the case is this : man is reduced

into a certain state, which is mediate be

tween sleeping and waking; when lie is 13

tnis state he cannot know but that be is

wholly awake, all his senses being as much

awake as in the most perfect state of bodily

wakefulness, not only those of sight tad

hearing, but what is wonderful, that oi

touch, also, which is then more exquisite

than it is possible for it to be in bodily

wakefulness. In this state, also, spirits aid

angels are seen to the life, and are also

heard, and what is wonderful, are touched,

scarce any thing of the body then iotenrea-

ing. This is the state described as beia?

'* taken out of the body," and in which thej

know not whether they are in the body «

out of the body. I have only been let into

this state three or four times, just in onto

that I might know the nature of it, and thai

spirits and angels enjoy every sense, ervta

touch, in a more perfect and exquisite de

gree than that of the body. As to the opart

kind, viz, the being carried by the spirit t»

another place, the nature of thii, also, was

shown me, by lively experience, but o°v

twice or three times. I will merely rah"
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the experience. Walking through the streets

of the city, and through the country, and

being at the same time in discourse with

spirits, I was not aware but that I was

equally awake and seeing as at other times,

consequently walking without mistaking

my way. in the meantime, i was in vis

ion, seeing groves, rivers, palaces, houses,

men, and other objects ; but after walking

thus for some hours, on a sudden I was in

bodily vision, and observed that I was in

another place. Being greatly amazed at

this, I perceived that 1 had been in such a

state as they were of whom it is said, that

they were carried by the spirit to another

place. It is so said, because, during the

continuance of this state there is no reflec

tion on the length of the way, were it even

many miles ; nor on the lapse of time, were

it many hours or days; nor is there any

sense of fatigue ; the person is also led

through ways which he, himself, is igno

rant of, until he comes to the place intend

ed. This was done that 1 might know,

also, that man may be led by the Lord with

out his knowing whence or whither.

" But these two species of visions are

extraordinary, and were shown me, only

with this intent, that I might know the na

ture and quality of them. But the views

of the spiritual world, ordinarily vouch

safed me, are all such as, by the divine,

mercy of the Lord, are related in the first

part of the present work, being annexed to

the beginning and end of each chapter.—

These, however, are not visions, but things

seen in the most perfect state of bodily

wakefulness, and now for several years."—

A- C. 1882-1885.

From the above it is plain—

1. That Swedenborg means to be under

stood that his ordinary state, in which he

says he conversed with spirits, was his nor

mal, waking state.

2. That he was " let into," and " ou* of"

two other states, which were both " extra

ordinary," and in both of them be had not

the use of his " perfect consciousness," as

in the waking state. He says, in one of

them, he was " reduced into a certain state

which is mediate between sleeping and wak

ing," and in which he did " not know" but

that he was " wholly awake," and when he

did " not know whether he was in the body

or out of the body."

Speaking of the other "extraordinary"

state, he says he was ignorant of its nature

at the time ; he " was not aware but that he

was equally awake," and he was " led

through places of which he himself was

ignorant of," till he came to the place in

tended.

From the above it is evident, that Swe

denborg, according to his own account, was

some five or six times in an abnormal state,

in which he was not in the " perfect pos

session" of his waking " consciousness."—

These states I suppose to have been som-

nambulate, or so very much like those states

denominated " mesmeric," that it would,

perhaps, be impossible to show any differ

ence between them, especially when the som

nambulic or transic state, comes on sponta

neously, as we know it often does.

The conceptions that Swedenborg 6ays

he had of the spirit world, in his normal,

waking state, are to be accounted for by a

knowledge of the inale and constitutional

tendencies of his own mind. His organs of

" wonder" were enormously large, as may

be seen from his busts, and the portraits,

published of him. In addition to this, there

are conclusive reasons for believing that

these organs were not only abnormally de

veloped, but they were, consequently abnor

mally excited, and hence he dwelt so con

stantly in the regions of the " wonderful,

and made so frequent use of this term in de

scribing the things which he says he " saw

and heard." That the phenomena of differ

ent minds are to be accounted for in this

way, see (he writer's «' Theory of Pathe-

tism" published in the present No. of the

New-York Dissector.

Now, that Professor Bush has misappre

hended, and consequently misrepresented

the case of Swedenborg, the following ex

tract from his book will show :

" The point at issue can only be deter

mined by presenting the ordinary charac

teristics of the mesmeric state by the side of

those which distinguished the case of Swe

denborg. His state was not a state of sleep

—nor was it marked by the least absence

of recollection upon coming out of it, if in

deed there was any such thing as coming

out. On the contrary, he was in the per

fect possession of his consciousness during

the whole time. Unlike the magnetic seers

who are in a Plate of internal, but not, at the

same time, of external consciousness, Swe

denborg was in both at once. His preroga

tive was the opening of a spiritual sight

which left him still in the full enjoyment of

his natural sight—Page 23-24.

The reader will see in the above, a flat

and palpable contradiction of the account

which Swedenborg has given of his own

state.

1. The Professor asserts that Swedenborg

was not in a slate of " sleep" at all. Swe

denborg says he was " reduced into a cer

tain state which is mediate between sleep

ing and waking."
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2. Prof. B. thinks there was no " such

thing" as " coming out" of any peculiar

state, with Swedenborg. The Baron him

self speaks of being " let into" certain stales,

and of coming out of them, for afterwards,

he says " he perceived that he had been in

such" states.

3. Prof. B. says, on the part of Sweden

borg, "there was no absence of recollec

tion." The Baron affirms to the contrary,

when he says, he had " no rellection," and

did not recollect whether he was " in the

body or out of the body."

4. Prof. 15. says Swedenborg was in the

" perfect possession of his consciousness

during the whole time." The Baron says, of

himself, that lie was some of the time, half

sleep, as it were, in a state that was "me

diate between sleeping and waking," a state

in which he was not " conscious, whether

he was in the body or out of the body."

5. Prof. Bush contradicts himself in the

further accounts, which he gives of Swe

denborg's states. He says :

" It is obvious, that Swedenborg's extatic

state was of a vastly higher order than any

that come under the ordinary denomination

of Magnetic or Mesmerism."

" Swedenborg recognizes an immense dif

ference between the power with which he

was gifted, and that which is developed in

the case of ordinary clairvoyance. He

speaks with the knowledge of one who had

experienced both ; for he tells us that, al

though he was throe or iour times "let into"

what was virtually the magnetic state, it was

only that he might know the nature of it,

while his ordinary state was incomparably

more elevated."

Thus, it will be seen, the Professor not

only contradicts Swe lenborg's account of

himself, but he contradict.-) his own account

of him ; and not only so, but he asserts a

philosophical absurdity or impossibility, in

what he says :

(1) If Swedenborg was "let into" the

mesmeric state, then the P.-ofesWs repre

sentation that there was " no such tiling"'

as his passing into, or '• out of" it, is not to-

be reconciled with the above admission.

(2.) He represents Sueiulenborg as hav

ing been in two diili'ienl and perfect states,

at one and the same time, lie was in " both

at once !" How could one mind lie in two

perfect slates, at one and the same time ?

6. Professor Bush is at fault, also, when

he represents Swedenborg's stale as being

"vastly higher" than those of "ordinary

clairvoyance " So far from litis, it is nol

true, that one of Swedenborg's so called

" visions" has the testimony of a single wit

ness, to prove its reality. But Prof. 1>. has

given numerous cases of clairvoyance, that

are proved by multitudes of competent wit

nesses who were present, and tested in va

rious ways, the truth of the clairvoyant de

scriptions.

The mesmeric clairvoyant descriptioni

(not of spirits but) of real objects of sense,

without the use of the eye, quoted by Prof

Bush, are proved by competent witnesses

who were present at the time; but not so

with Swedenborg's "visions;" and hence,

instead of Swedenborg's state being " vastly

higher," it was far below that of any well

attested case of clairvoyance.

So much for the Professor's account oi

Swedenborg. I now proceed to show—

II. That Professor Bush is equally at

fault in his assumptions with regard to

Mesmeric Phenomena."

His assumptions with regard to these phe

nomena are thus set forth in his own words:

" The reports of clairvoyants whenever

they touch upon the marvellous things of

the spirit-world, are usually found to be in

marked analogy, so far as they go, with

what Swedenborg himself says in regard to

the same class of subjects.—Page 23.

" Persons thrown into the Mesmeric

trance, invariably make the same report, as

far as their perceptions extend, that Swe

denborg does in regard to the laws and real

ities of the spiritual sphere, however igno

rant beforehand of his disclosures."—Pro-

tessor Bush's Statement of Reasons, &c ,

page 73.

On the above I remark :

1. That the only way in which Professor

B could demonstrate the truth of what he

here asserts, would be, by collecting accn-

rale reports of a majority of all the mes

meric reports that have ever been made o(

the so called " spiritual sphere." This, be

has not done, and 1 venture to say, il e

what he will never attempt to do, even ii

the thing were supposed to be possible —

And, if he were to collect a majority, or

even a small proportion, of such " reports'

which have been made in different parts oi

the world, it is by no means certain or even

probable, that they would bear him out in

his assumptions.

2. As the case now stands, none of the

cases quoted by Prof. B. can help him at

all, because i! has been shown that be him

self docs nol rightly apprehend Swedenborg's

state or steles ; and hence, he cannot show

how far the " mesmeric phenomena," agree,

or disagree with Swedenborg's slates.

3. As a mallei of fact, il is by no mean*

tine, that persons in the " mesmeric Irance"

"invariably make the same reports," that

" Swedenborg does in regard to the spiritual
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sphere." My own observation is decidedly

against this representation. Out of some

three thousand natural somnambulists and

"mesmeric subjects" whom i have exam

ined more or less, I have not found any two

who invariably made reports alike, about

any other state of existence besides the pic-

sent. When they speak of another state of

existence, they give various accounts, which

are changed, from one time to another, ac

cording to the state of the patient's brains,

and the surrounding circumstances at the

time.

4. The " reports" of Jackson A. Davis,

(who, as Professor Bush himself asserts,

"possesses both physically and mentally, in

an eminent degree, the requisites for a clair

voyant of the highest order,") do not agree

with Swedenborg's so called " disclosures."

Speaking of Davis, Professor Bush says :

" In this state, I do not perceive that there

is any definable limitation to his power of

imparting light on any theme of human in

quiry. The range of his intuitions appears

to be well nigh boundless ! Indeed, 1 am

satisfied, that, were his mind directed to it,

he could solve any problem in any science."

Now, it is susceptible ol the clearest de

monstration, that this same remarkable and

most extraordinary clairvoyant, contradicts,

not only what Swedenborg has taught in re

lation to " life," the human " mind" and

" vital heat," but, also, the account which

Swedenborg has given of the spirit world.

A pamphlet has been published, contain

ing what purports to be " All the Mysteries

of Human Magnetism and Clairvoyance ex

plained," in four lectures " by the celebra

ted Jackson Davis." These lectures pur

port to have been uttered by Davis in a

state of clairvoyance. A few quotations
■will show wherein he contradicts Sweden

borg. Page 15, he says, " Mind is the prin

ciple of all life and animation." Sweden

borg says, (intercourse soul and body, 21,)

that " love, together with wisdom, is life."

Davis says, (page 21), that " Magnetism is

animal heat." But Swedenborg says, (Int.

Soul and Body, page 11,) that "vital heat

of men is from no other source, than from

love.

Davis says, (page 15,) that the " breath

of life" which God breathed into man, is his

*« mind."

Swedenborg says, (lb. p. 23,) that the

human mind is constituted by " understand

ing and the will."

Davis says, (page 1 5,) the " breath of life"

constituted the living soul."

Swedenborg says, (lb. p. 14,) "the soul

is not life in itself."

The above, with numerous other contra

dictions of Swedenborg, may be found in

Davis's book, and which were uttered in a

" slate of clairvoyance," a state of which

Davis himself says, (page 36) " when in the

state (of clairvoyance) that I now am, 1 am

master of the general sciences—can speak

all languages—impart instructions upon

those deep and hidden things in nature,

which the world [not excepting Swedenborg

of course,] have not been able to solve, as

I have done in these lectures, can name the

different organs in the human system—point

out their office and functions; and, as I

have often done, tell the nature, cause, and

symptoms of disease, and prescribe the rem

edies that will effect a cure."

And here let it be remembered that Pro

fessor Bush has endorsed for the pretensions

of Mr. Davis; he is "satisfied," he tells us,

" that, were his mind directed to it, he could

solve any problem in any science !" Very

well ! We have seen how his mind has been

" directed" in a "state of clairvoyance," to

a few things in natural science, and in which

he contradicts Swedenborg; and I will now

show that, according to Professor Bush's

own account, in his book, Davis has had

his mind " directed" to Swedenborg, and has

given an acconnt of him, which flatly con

tradicts Swedenborg's representations of the

spirit world !

Swedenborg says that the spirits or angels

were once men, (A. C. 4227,) and hence

Swedenborg's spirit is now an " angel."—

He has further said, (H. & H. 237,) " That

it is impossible for the angels to utter one

word of human language " " Angelic lan

guage has not any thing in common with

human language."

Now, on turning to Professor Bush's work

we find more than fifty of its pages devoted

to the exhibition of what he represents as a

"supernatural" communication, which he,

(Prof. B.) received from Davis, in which he

(D.) gives an account of an interview he

says he had with the spirit of Swedenborg

on the 15th of June, 1846. In this inter

view, he addressed Swedenborg in the En

glish language, and he also received " im

pressions" from Swedenborg's spirit, which

are stated in English. Davis not only ad

dressed Swedenborg in English, but he tells

him how his "eye" looked, and describes

what Swedenborg had taught in some of his.

writings, which he (D.) says he never read.

Without attempting to show, as I might do,

that Davis may have read Swedenborg's

writings when he was in an abnormal state,

and consequently not be able to recollect

any thing about it, it will be sufficient to re

fer to the fact above shown, that in this as

sumed " supernatural revelation" of which
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Prof. B. makes so much, Davis has com

pletely overthrown Swedenborg's " disclos

ures" about the laws which govern the an

gelic world, because the communications

which Davis says passed between himself

and Swedenborg, were in " human language,"

and hence Swedenborg's representations,

that angels could not converse in " human

language," is not true ! From this conclusion

there is no escape.

5. It remains for me to show that Profes

sor Bush begs the question from beginning

to end, in what he says about " phantasies"

being " transferable" from one mind to ano

ther, precisely in the manner stated in Swe

denborg's writings The Professor knew

that many of what are called the " mesmeric

phenomena," are mere phantasies, mere

creations of the fancy. These, of course,

would not prove the truth of Swedenborg's

visions; and so the Professor takes it for

franted, that these vagaries of a disordered

rain are accounted for in what Sweden

borg says of devils in another world !—

Nay, that when Swedenborg describes dev

ils throwing serpents and binding with cords,

he had in view, precisely, what has olten

taken place in the form of " mesmeric phe

nomena !"

It seems never to have occurred to Prof.

Bush, that his numerous quotations from

Swedenborg and writers on Mesmerism,

would amount to just nothing at all, till he

had first proved that Swedenborg did ever

really see one devil, and that he ever ac

tually saw the devils do all he describes !—

And had he done all this, I would then

show that there is another—a far better

way for accounting for cerebral action, and

the mental phenomena that follow, than by

attributing them to devils, as Swedenborg

did his toothache.

But it would swell this article to an undue

length to notice all the objectionable features

in this book. With a certain class of minds,

like that of Swedenborg and the Seer of

Provorst, it will doubtless gain admirers,

while those who are at the trouble to test

its claims, in the light of un perverted reason,

will agree, I doubt not, in classing it with

the pure offsprings of " wonder," which have

appeared and disappeared in preceding ages

of the world.

LA ROY SUNDERLAND.

New-York, Dec. 11, 1846.

On the Internal use of Lime in Fractures,

WITH INSTANCES OF ITS SUCCESSFUL EM

PLOYMENT.

Sir :—Will you have the kindness to in

sert the following account of the use of lime

in fractures ? Should you or any of the pro

fession wish for further information, 1 shall

He most happy to give it; and if any are in

duced to try the remedy, shall feel obliged

by their letting me know the result

1 am, Sir, yours respectfully,

T. S. Fletcher.

The following accident first pave rise to

my using lime in fractures :—A favorite Ca

nary had its leg broken, and this brought to

my recollection, that, when a boy, I saw it

a farm-house some eggs without shells, anil

was told they were laid by a fowl with t

broken leg ; and, as it was natural to sup

pose the lime went to supply the fracture

instead of forming the shell, I was induced

to give the Canary a good supply of lime,

(egg-shells,) hoping it would facilitate the

bony deposit. It exceeded my utmost ex

pectations; for after having been told by a

bird-fancier that it would be three week)

before union could take place, 1 found, oi

the sixth day after the accident, the bird hid

not only got the Jeg loose, but leathered or

scratched its head with it. It lequiredafef

more days before it could stand on the bro

ken leg, and feather itself with the sound

one. Since then, I have g'ven lime in fnt-

tures, in the form of burnt bone, prepared

chalk, and lime-water. Of the bunt bone

and prepared chalk I gave a scrup.V. tbree

times a day, in the form of chalk mature,

and the lime-water as a common driuk.dita-

ted and flavored with lemon-peel. I brre

found chalk and burnt bone equally elea-

cious.

The following are among the cases ii

which 1 have used lime :—

Case 1.—George S , aged eight years-

fracture of the upper arm by a fall on the

elbow when running. In eight days he

could move the arm, so as to satisfy any one

that union had taken place ; and in fourteen

days it was sufficiently firm for him to raw

ami support the arm. In five other cases ol

fracture of the forearm, I have used Ihw

with equal success—the ages of thepattoS

varying from ten to thirty.

Case 7.—Levi J , aged ten, broke hi*

leg at the lower third by, jumping off a high

wall. In eight days he could rotate the foot,

and get about with splints on ; aud in four

teen days he could raise it, aud bear the

weight of the foot.

Case 8.—William C — , aged twenty-

eight, had a compound fracture just abort

the ankle-joint, from the bursting of a can

non. On the tenth day, he could rotate the

foot, on the sixteenth he could raise it. an"

on the twenty-eight, he was at work again

in the shop as a nailer.
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Case 9.—Kichard H , aged forty-

eighl, broke his leg at the lower third by

falling down some steps with a tub. On

the tenth day he could rotate the foot, and

with the splints on, could move it about,

and on the twenty-first could raise it.

Case 10.—Richard D , a boat-boy,

aged sixteen. Fracture of the thigh from

the kick of a horse. Was twenty-one days

before he could rotate the leg, and thirty ere

he could raise it. I attribute the length of

time required in this case to his being a poor

delicate boy, in a very bad state of health.

Case 11.—Thomas M , aged ten.—

Fracture of the thigh, by falling off a bank

with a boy on his back. He was in very

good health, and in seven days could rotate

the limb, and in fourteen, raise it.

Case. 12 B , aged fifty-two.—

Compound fracture of the leg, about the

middle of the calf, by the falling over of a

railway engine. There was a wound of

about four inches on the inner side, and one

of an inch on the outer side of the leg. He

was also much crushed about the pelvis and

abdomen, and inflammation of the bowels

followed on the second day. This prevent

ed the use of lime during the first week.—

He afterwards took it, and on the seven

teenth day from the time of the accident,

could rotate the foot, and in twenty-eight,

could raise it.—Lancet.

The Stupifying Gal.

For some years past, numbers of surgeons

(chiefly those of the Dental Art,) have oc

casionally used a number of the gases, for

rendering their patients insensible to pain.

At first, 1 believe, nothing more than the

nitrous accyde was used, but as this generally

produces exhilarating effects, another kind

was sought by which persons could be slu-

pified, sufficiently to render them insensible

to pain, while surgical operations were per

formed upon them. Mr. Wells of Hartford,

Conn, and Mr. Flagg of Boston, Mass., af

firm, that they have, lor some time, been in

the habit of using sulphuric ether, with

great success for the above purpose.

Various reports have appeared, recently,

in the papers, in relation to the claims of

discovery put forth by Mr. Morton of Bos

ton, in which he assumes to have originated

in connection, with Dr. Jackson of the same

city, the use of a gasseous compound, which
be calls •' Morton's Letheon," and by which

very good results are said to have been pro

duced. Mr. Wells, however, of Hartford,

tells us, that he used the same, " long time

0." and that he communicated this fact to

essrs Jackson & Morton long before they

pretended to any such discovery. And, Mr.

Flagg, also, has published accounts of his

having operated with pure sulphuric ether,

before Mr. Morton made his discovery, and

he supposes that Mr. Morion uses the same,

and nothing else. Quite a number of cases

have been reported, in this city, in which

this gas has been used, it is said, with more

or less success. From all that I have wit

nessed, myself, and heard on this subject, I

come to the following conclusions :—

1. In a large number of cases, sulphuric

ether, may be used with good results in or

dinary surgical operations. But, it is not,

and cannot be made available, in a larger

number of cases, than thatinfluence general

ly known under the term of " Mesmerism."

When, for want of time, or, for other rea

sons, mesmerism cannot be applied, the gas

may be used.

2. There is, as a general thing, as much

if not more, uncertainty, in the results pro

duced by the gas, than can be affirmed of

mesmerism. I have seen the gas adminis

tered to six different persons, only ; and in

every one, it was a decided failure.

In each of the reports I have seen in the

papers, cases are mentioned, in the propor

tion of about one third, which were failures.

And, when the gas is represented as having

been perfectly successful, it is said, the pa

tients were more or less conscious, all the

time, though not sensible of pain.

3. It would seem quite impossible to se

cure a slate of insensibility for any length

of time, by the gas, alone. Its force is ex

hausted in a very short time. Hence its use,

might, in some cases, be attended with dan

ger, because, the patient might come back to

a conscious stale, before the surgical opera

tion was half completed.

From the above it is plain, that in cases

where " Mesmerism" can be applied suc

cessfully, it is far preferable, and, for obvious

reasons.—

(1.) In cases where mesmerism is avail

able, patients may be rendered wholly un

conscious, while difficult and protracted, sur

gical operations are performed upon them. 1

have had more than five.hundied cases of

this kind, mostly extracting teeth, when the

patients were unconscious, during the whole

of the operation, and so much so that no

change could be noticed in the pulse.

(2.) The gas cannot be depended upon, in

cases of protracted operations. Its force is

spent in a few minutes, and should a patient

come to consciousness, after being stupified

with the gas, while under the knife, it might

be at the peril of life ! But this danger could
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scarcely occur in a case where the patient

was properly magnetised.

(3.) Another reason which places magne

tism before the gas, is, the latter does some

times, leave the system in a disturbed, un

pleasant condition. A gentleman took it in

Brooklyn, a few days ago, and he has been

indisposed ever since, and I have known of

other cases where persons have been injured

by it, while I have never known or heard of

a case where any one was injured, in the

least by magnetism, when it was applied for

rendering persons insensible to pain.

It is worthy of remark, how ready some

of the medical faculty appear to be, in wel

coming the use of the gas, who have so stren

uously opposed the practice of mesmerism.

The " gas" they hail as a great discovery,

and some of the papers are quite ready to

publish accounts of the surgical operations

performed on persons, who had taken it ;

but, these same papers, scout the idea, of a

person's being rendered insensible to pain, by

mesmerism.

Finally, J have no doubt, but that the stu-

pifying gas will have a " good run," for a

while.when it will fall into comparative neg

lect, and be used in a few cases, only, espe

cially where magnetism is well known. In

deed, thus far I believe it will be found, that

the gas has been successfully applied, only,

in those cases where the patients were of that

temperament which renders them the most

susceptible of the mesmeric influence ; and

in such cases we know, they may be render

ed insensible to pain, much better without

the gas than with it.

LA ROY SUNDERLAND.

N. Y. Dec. 23d. 1846.

On the Treatment of Gonorrhoea with Nitrate

of Silver.

BY C. D. ARNOTT, M. D., M.K.C.S., & L.S.A.,

OORLXSTON.

My paper, published some months since

in " The Lancet," on the " Ectrotic or Abor

tive Treatment of Gonorrhoea," has been no

ticed by Mr. M'Donald, of Bristol, between

whom and myself there appears to be com

plete accordance in the principal fact, viz.

the efficacy of nitrate of silver as a remedial

agent in gonorrhoea. On two points, how

ever, we differ, namely, " the cases in which

this remedy is most efficacious," and " the

best mode of its exhibition."

In the paper alluded to, I advocated the

employment of a strong injection of the salt

for the attainment of a particular object, that

of arresting the disease while yet in its cre

scent stages, and so preventing the acces

sion of purulent urethral discharge, which

constitutes true gonorrhoea. Experience hid

taught me that the remedy possessed such

power; experience and theory conjointly

strongly dictated the propriety of limitation

of the remedy within this range of applica

bility, and 1 accordingly stated, that the su

pervention of purulent discharge must indi

cate the inapplicability of the injection, and

the propriety of consigning the case to the

ordinary tedious treatment.

The disease having advanced so far at

copious purulent elimination, renders ectro-

sis unwarrantable. Sudden arrest of the dis

charge, far from being expedient, is, of all

things, most likely to prove untoward; to

ellect it, therefore, should certainly never be

attempted. If it occur spontaneously, more

especially if it be artificially coerced, aggra

vation of the original mischief is imminent,

indeed almost certain ; some of the severer

complications of the malady can scarcely fail

to supervene; orchitis of a most intense type,

or it may be cystitis, and this extending op-

wards, producing nephritis, appear a metis-

tasis of the inflammatory action having ct-

curred with the implication of parts, invoh.

ing the question, not of convenience or u>

convenience merely, but it may be, even of

life or death.

A gradual declension only from the in

flammatory height, when this has been at

tained, is safe; and this is to be achieved

by the agency of the ordinary antiphlopSM

means of known efficiency. A partial sub

sidence being eilected, nitrate of silveragain

becomes most useful ; not to be employed,

however, as previously advised, to abort the

disease, but as a most effectual stimulant to

relieve the existing abnormal congestion ol

the urethral lining, and impart to it natural

tone and function. For this purpose a solu

tion of three, four, or five grains of the salt

to the ounce of water will be found of suffi

cient strength, highly beneficial, and incapa

ble of producing those aggravations to

which the strong injection would, at ths

period, be most liable.

With relerence to the supposed danger of

urethral injection, a word .of explanation is

necessary. Mr. M'Donald approves rather

of the use of ointment, introduced by means

of a bougie ; thus, as he believes, more com

pletely averting the danger of noxious mat

ter entering the bladder, and there producing

serious results. The force of such appre

hensions is materially lessened by bearing in

mind that the urethra is,not normally a pa

tulous canal, but one offering considerable

resistance to the backward passage of fluid*,

at all times more than sufficient lo resist the

propelling power of the ordinuy ivory or
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glass syringe ; and when, in addition, the

more forcible and complete occlusion insured

by the advised urethral compression be taken

into account, the force of the apprehension

is, in my belief, altogether annulled. I must

also still retain my impression of the advan

tages of injection. 1 cannot concede any

greater ones to ointment Injection posses

ses these qualities : equability of admixture,

ease and efficiency in application and opera

tion, and, in my experience, complete immu

nity from danger. Ointment can boast the

possession of no more. The inference dedu-

cible from the whole is the great efficacy of

the nitrate of silver as a remedial agent in

gonorrhoea, in different stages of its course,

when applied judiciously and with discre

tion.—Lancet.

ANATOMICAL PECULIARITIES OF THE HEART AND SPLEEN.

Mr. Jackson presents his compliments to the editor of the Lancet, and will esteem it a

favor if he will permit the enclosed to appear in an early number of his valnable and ably-

conducted periodical.

Melton Mowbray.

A CONTRAST.

HEART—AITERY. SPLEEN—VEIN.

1. The soluble and nutritious portion of 1. The soluble nutritious portion of the

the food passes from the digestive tube into food, as well as the drink, passes from the

the lacteals, and through the mesenteric tube into the intestinal capillaries, and
-Ji and thoracic duct into the left subcla- through the mesenteric veins into the mid

dle of the trunk of that great vein whose

roots are in the spleen and whose branches

are in the liver.

2. It is a large artery which takes the • 2. It is a large vein which takes the blood

blood to the lungs.

3. To this artery a heart is prefixed.

4. Into the heart large venous roots go—

5. Out of the heart comes an artery, the

pulmonary or cardia-polmonic.

to the liver.

3. To this vein a spleen is prefixed.

4. Into the spleen small arterial branches

go—the branches of the splenic artery.

5. Out of the spleen comes a vein, the

spenic or splenohepatic.

6. The reverse or contrary of the heart is

the spleen.

6. The reverse or contrary of the artery is

e vein.

Diametrically different anatomical causes produce diametrically different physiological

7. The blood-vessel going to the lungs,

consisting of a heart and an artery, produces

a constant and rapid motion of the blood

through the capillaries of the lungs.

7. The blood-vessel going to the liver,

consisting of a spleen and a vein, produces

an intermittent and slow motion of the blood

through the capillaries of the liver.—lb.

Effaeta of Aloohol on the Animal Frame.

When alcohol is introduced into the cir

culation, its elements combine with the ox

ygen of the arterial blood ; and the globules,

becoming thereby deprived of thisvivifying

principle, no longer assume a floral red col

or. The animal becomes asphyxiated; and

if the quantity of alcohol be large, it dies

m speedily as if it had ibeen plunged into

sn atmosphere deprived of oxygen. Car

nivorous animals, as the dog, which has

a large stomach, compared with the rest of

the alimentary canal, are very easily affect

ed by alcohol, and may be destroyed by a

moderate dose ; for the liquor is rapidly ab

sorbed, and is not carried beyond the duo

denum. Herbivorous rodentia, as rabbits,

are, in like manner, easily killed by small

quantities of alcohol and is not found in the

intestines. Granivorous birds, such as chick-
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ens, will bear comparatively larger doses of

alcohol. The inner cavity of their stomachs

is of limited extent, and the organ itself is

formed of powerful muscles. When alco

hol is injected it is soon expelled from this

cavity and is found in the intestines ; it is

thence carried to the liver by the vena por

ts, and reaches the great mass of the circu

lation slowly. Fish will live at a tempera

ture of 41 degrees in water, which contains

one half-hundredth part of alcohol.—Dublin

Medical Press, from the Comptes Rendus.

Destructive efleote of Camphor on the Teeth.

Sir.—It may be interesting to your cor

respondent in the last Lancet, and proba

bly to some others of your numerous rea

ders, to know that the action of camphor

upon the teeth has been noticed by another

observer. Mr. Tearne states that he has

consulted many eminent professors of the

dental art on the subject, but none (one ex

cepted) had noticed this fact. However this

may be, my attention was first called to the

subject about seven years ago by observing

in a family the prevalence of decay in the

teeth at that part of the tooth where the en,

amel terminates and the protection of the

gum commences. Now it is well known

that the enamel, as it approaches this point,

is gradually attenuated, until it terminates

almost imperceptibly ; and, as a necessary

consequence, the effect of any menstruation

or agent, would be more readily displayed

there than at any other part of the tooth. In

the cases in question, the enamel was ex

tremely friable throughout the entire series

of the teeth, (but more particularly in the

molares, and easily shattered and removed

with the slightest touch of the point of an

instrument. On inquiry, the parties were

found to be vigorous employers and defend

ers of camphor in the form of dentifrice and

lotion ,f or the teeth. Now, an hereditary

or constitutional tendency to this form of

decay of the teeth may be suggested as a

probable explanation of the circumstance

in this case ; and I should have thought so

too, had I not from that time to this noticed

frequently—I had almost said constantly—

these results go pari passu with the applica

tion of camphor ; so much so that I cannot

consider the coincidence otherwise than as

cause and effect.

There is another way in which camphor

displays its disorganizing effects on enamel.

In the case of aching teeth which have for

some time been treated with i solution of

camphor, (a common domestic remedy,) in

the hope of avoiding extraction, it commu

nicates such brittlenese to the tonth as great

ly to increase its liability to be crushed du

ring the operation, when no longer to be

postponed.

In conclusion, I cordially agree with Mr.

Tearne, that " society should be cautioned

against the use of camphor as a dentifrice;"

and I recommend those who entertain any

strong penchant for its employment, and

have had recourse to it for any length o(

time, to examine their teeth at tbe. points-

above indicated ; and they will find at least

such intimation of danger as will induce

them to substitute a less stimulating and de

structive agent, if not abundant reason for

recourse to the dentist. I am Mr. Editor,

your obedient servant,

WiiLUM Host.

Yeovil, Somersetshire, Sept. 1846.

THE DISSECTOR.

NEW YORK, JANUARY 1, 1847.

Magnetic Light and Magnetic Folti.

In magnetizing with the vibratory mag

netic machine, we become familiar with

magnetic light— with its color, and intensi

ty, &c. Its color is that of the son, andita

intensity increases from the smalleat glim

mering to the greatest brilliancy, with the

increase of the strength of the poles in the

magnet and piston, and consequently with

the power of the instrument. This light

does not emanate from a process of combus

tion requiring oxygen to support it, bat is

equally brilliant when enveloped in war*

or in an exhausted receiver, and is the ligb'

which is seen by clairvoyants to issue with

the greatest intensity from the poles of no

nets, and the poles of the organs and mus

cles, &c. Clairvoyants see with the fig"1

which emanates from the great pole in th«

centre of the brain, and they see tie internal

parts of ranimals, and of the human body,

lighted up with the light from the poles of

the organs and muscles, &c.

The organs and muscles are thus seen u

the most clear and distinct manner in thtf

healthy state, but when they are diwasfd-

the light becomes dim in proportion to «•
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intensity of the disease, and in some ex

treme cases becomes extinct in an organ or

limb, with the strength of their poles, accor

ding to the concurrent testimony of clairvoy

ants, and the fact that these organs and

limbs are feeble, in proportion to the de

crease of light, and are paralysed when it is

extinct, is strongly confirmatory of this tes

timony.

There is a great difference in the size of

these poles. The largest m the human sys

tem is that in the centre of the brain, and is

of course of the first magnitude. There is

one in the hollow of each foot, of the second

magnitude, and one in thte palm of each

hand, of the third. Those in the organs of

casuality, and amativeness—in the lungs,

heart, stomach, kidneys, testicles, ovaries,

and vagina, are of the fourth magnitude.—

Those in the liver, spleen, pancreas, solar

plexus, uterus, and ileo-caecal valve are of

the fifth magnitude Those in the joints of

the limhs are of the sixth, aad those in the

eyes, in the phrenological organs, ganglions,

of the spinal nerves, and in the angles, or

convolutions of the intestines, of the seventh

magnitude, and those in the skin of the

eighth magnitude.

These poles in the organs, joints, mus

cles and skin, he., show radiations from a

centre or nidus, like those from the poles of

magnets, and are, like them, connected with

magnetic axes and interfacings, and thus

make a magnetic or spiritual form, like the

human form, on which matter is laid in the

construction of the human system. These

poles are endowed with motion, power, light,

sensation, inclination, and consciousness, as

is seen and demonstrated in the clearest man

ner.

The following engraving is intended to

present a view of the great pole in the centre

of the brain, as seen by clairvoyants, it

occupies the whole space between the circle

of small poles of the phrenological organs

It is very light, especially the nidus in the

centre and summit, which has the same in

tensity as the sun, and is always in motion,

excepting in natural sleep, when it is in a

quiescent state. The form in a situation

corresponding to that of the spinal marrow, a

is a continuation of the nidus, or nest of

magnetic forms, and the small poles on each

side, are those of the ganglions of the pos

terior spinal nerves in the intervertebral

spaces, which gives them sensation. This

great pole is surrounded with six great cir

cles, and six small, intermediate circles of

light, and the other large poles, from the

first to the fourth magnitude, are surrounded

with a certain number of similar circles of

light, as those of the lungs, heart, and stom

ach, &c.
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CLAIRVOYANT POWERS.

A great difference in the clairvoyant pow

ers of different persons in the magnetic state

has often been noticed, and is the conse

quence of various causes. Among these is

a difference in the organization of the brain

—in the phrenological organs, and in the

relative quantity of grey or cortical substance

around these organs. Besides, some are in

the lower or first, second, or third degrees,

while others have been raised to the fourth,

or fifth degrees. Another cause of difference

is that of a difference in their education ; and

another, that of a difference in the education,

minds, and theories of their magnetisers, or

those who conduct the examinations of the

different subjects presented to them, and this

last cause of difference may often produce

the most discordant results.

The only manner of obviating these dif

ferences in the cases that are remediable, is

to educate them, or at least to give them a

general knowledge of the arts or sciences to

which their attention or business, as clair

voyants, is mostly devoted, and this object is

easily affected by teaching them in the mag

netic state, as they remember when in it, and

rarely forget what they once learn in that

state.

Those devoted to the practice of medicine,

should be taught anatomy, physiology, and

magnetism, with the magnetic organization

of the human system, and the two great

divisions of diseases, or those of the serous

and raucous surfaces, and their magnetic or

duodynamic treatment, or with the magnetic

machine and magnetised medicines. And

this is a matter of great importance, as there

is no longer any doubt that the effects of

medicine, whatever they may be, is the con

sequence of the action, of imponderable, or

imperceptible agents condensed in them,

upon the nervous, spiritual, or magnetic or

ganization of the system.

Besides the common clairvoyants who

literally see things as they appear to them

in their natural state, and besides, have

intuitions of the past and future, there are

others who do not see literally, but have im

pressions more or less vivid, that thingt or

objects appear, and are as they describe

them. Jackson Davis is an example, or one

of those who have impressions, instead of

literal sight in the magnetic state, anil m

know other examples of the same kind in

this city. Some few clairvoyants recollect

in their natural state, very distinctly, many

of the objects they see in the magnetic state,

and some of the impressionists recollect, m

the natural state, many of their impressions

in the magnetic state, and on a full investi

gation of the subject, there appears to be no

doubt but clairvoyants see literally, and tie

impressionists have impressions or intnitioM

common to both, without literal sight, or

clairvoyance.*

The present, past, and future knowledge

daily displayed by a great many person! ii

the magnetic state, leaves no room to (Ml

but they have an intuitive knowledge in tsit

state, which is more or less perfect, besides

the knowledge they obtain from literal sgat

or clairvoyance, and the evidences on lb*

subject having been frequently described,

and often observed by a great number of the

most intelligent persons in almost erery

community, it is deemed a useless iask to

enumerate them here. It would also be

useless to enumerate the evidences of ■

great superiority of clairvoyants to mere ia-

pressionists, as it must be self-evident to

every sane mind ; besides the lucidity and

accuracy of the former, and the illusionsitti

phantasies often displayed by the latter an

proverbial.

On an examination of the subject 0/ tie"

intuitions, or of immediate knowledge with

out the deductions of reason, they are plainly

seen to be the natural emanations from the

exalted organs of the magnetised brain, and

not from supernatural agency, as suggested

by the marvellous. They are not, in fact,

• We recollect, distinctly, many objects

we ace in the magnetic state, anil know tb*1

we see them literally as we do with our tj»

in the natural waking state, and we havaben

in the hahit of thua seeing them during »'

last ten years, and cannot pouiblr be m'""-

ken.
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confined to persons in the magnetic state,

bnt are common to many persons in the nat

ural waking state, numerous examples of

which are familiar to persons of observa

tion.

CLAIRVOYANT EXAMINATIONS OF DISEASES.

There is rarely anything presented to the

mind of a physician which is so unintelligi

ble as the reported examinations of diseases

by clairvoyants when those examinations

hare been conducted by persons who have

little or no knowledge of diseases, anatomy

or physiology, and they are consequently

unable to form an opinion of the good or

bad effects that may be expected from the

prescriptions of clairvoyants in such cases,

yet it is the opinion of many well-informed

persons, that these prescriptions are gener

ally more successful than those of the best

physicians. When, however, these exami

nations are conducted by physicians, they

are generally very satisfactory, and in a great

rariety of cases are very useful, and in

many others indispensable to forming a true

diagnosis as well as a correct prognosis of

diseases. The prescriptions of clairvoyants

tinder such circumstances are generally well

understood, and their value duly apprecia

ted. As an example, we may refer to the

cases of deafness, the causes of which in

any given case is almost always unknown,

and would always remain so, without a

clairvoyant or post mortem examination.—

The eustation, or auditory tube, through

-which the sound passes from the ear to the

throat, may be obstructed by hardened wax,

by tuberculations, or by ialse membranes, or

the deafness may be the consequence of par

alysis (more or less complete) of the audito

ry nerve. Now it is easy to be seen that

the treatment, to be successful, must be dif

ferent in each case, for the hardened wax

most be removed, or melted with steam, the

tuberculations must be reduced with the

remedies for tubercula, the false membranes

must be broken up with an instrument, and

the paralysis must be removed by the reme

dies for mucosis or atrophia, including the

action of the magnetic machine, and hence

the great importance of clairvoyant examina

tions in these cases.

Although we can determine in an instant

the character of the disease of an organ or

limb by the magnetic symptoms, yet we can

not always tell how far the disease has ad

vanced, whether it is curable, or too late to

be cured without a clairvoyant examination,

and this is often a matter of great impor

tance. It is also often a matter of great

importance to observe by clairvoyance the

changes that occur in the appearance of a

disease during the process of cure from

changes of temperature, from colds, and

from various other causes. Clairvoyance is

also a matter of great importance to females

—in diseases peculiar to their sex, and in

enabling ladies to avoid the most revolting

examinations with the most perfect safety,

and with credit to themselves and their fam

ilies. Besides the examination of patients

when they are present, clairvoyants examine

patients at great distances from them, and in

fact in any part of the world, and generally

with the same accuracy as if they were

present. It is the magnetic forms, or spirit*

of these clairvoyants that travel over any

part of the world, and are present with

those patients when they examine them.—

We know that their spirits travel, and are

present with the patients in these examina

tions, from the fact that they have the full

exercise of all their senses while travelling

to different places, and during the examina

tions of these patients. They see the coun

try and towns they pass through, feel the

changes in temperature and climate, hear

any uncommon or strange sounds, as the

blowing of horr.s, the noise of steamboats,

or the roaring of the falls of Niagara, &c.;

notice uncommonly pleasant or disagreeable

odors, visit places of amusement, and have

a sense of fatigue, hunger, and thirst Be

sides, if one of these patients have a paraly

sed limb, a corresponding limb of the

clairvoyant becomes paralysed the same as

if the patient was present and having hold

of the hand of the clai rvoyant. Such are the

well ascertained facts, and such is the evi
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dence on this subject, which is deemed per

fectly conclusive, no matter how extraordi

nary it may appear to those who are not

initiated into the mysteries of the magnetism

of the human system.*

When clairvoyants are tired, unable or

unwilling to travel to the places where pa

tients reside, the magnetisers can direct the

magnetic forms, or spirits of these patients

to appear before them, when they do so ap

pear with their diseases, and in the proper

form and dress, or costume of these patients

where they are examined with the same ac

curacy they are under the other circumstan

ces before described, and are then directed to

return to their several places of abode, when

they soon disappear. Such are the well-

ascertained facts in these cases, and such is

the power of the human wilJ.f

We have been engaged in the examina

tion of patients by clairvoyants about four

years, and in the daily practise of it during

the last two years, and have during all this

time, examined a great many hundred cases,

and cannot possibly be mistaken in any of

the facts above mentioned.

The great and universal accuracy of these

examinations has uniformly elicited the most

flattering commendations, as well from per

sons residing at great distances as from those

of this city and vicinity, and among these

there are many who rank with those of the

highest order of intellect These results of

these examinations, with the success of the

practice founded upon them, has so increas

ed our correspondence as to make it a mat

ter of some importance to us in the saving of

labor, to explain these mysteries in this

• The magnetisers must always conduct

the clairvoyants home before they demagne

tise, or wake them, but it they should forget

to do so, they must magnetise them again,

and then conduct them home.

t The magnetiser must always be careful

to direct the spirit of the patient to return to

its place of abode, and see that it departs be

fore he demagnetises or wakes the clairvoy

ant, but if he should forget to do so, he will

toon learn his mistake, as the clairvoyant

will probably be very much frightened, and

may go into convulsions, and he should

therefore magnetite the clairvoyant again as

toon at possible.

work for the benefit of our correspondent!,

and to enable them to furnish us with the

means for examining patients at great dis

tances with great facilify, or in the shortest

time.

EX AMINATIONS OF DISEASES AT GREAT

DISTANCES.

When we wish to examine a patient re

siding at a great distance from us, we can

put a person present who has been at tat

abode of such patient in communication with

the clairvoyant, and direct that person to

conduct the clairvoyant to the patient, or in

the absence of such person, we can place i

letter from the patient, or from a person in

the family of the patient, in the bandi of

the clairvoyant, with directions to find the

patient, when a light starts off in the font

of the great pole in the centre of the brain

with its train of small poles,* followed by

the spirit of the clairvoyant, which see i

narrow strip of country, or of water, whea

passing over it, and in passing through the

streets of towns and cities, often tee the

houses on either side of a street by ilf

guiding light shining upon them. After

having found and examined the patient, tl

returns home in the same manner, and es

ters into its place of abode. Such is the

concurrent testimony of clairvoyants, nd

such are the extraordinary facts.

We are aware that it may be said that the

constant presence of the spirit of the

clairvoyant is necessary to maintain life,

and as the clairvoyant does not die.

the spirit does not travel in the man

ner described, because it is impossible for

it to be in two places at the same time, h

should, however, be remembered that the

clairvoyant was magnetised (no matter how)

and that to magnetise a body is to make »

magnetic form or spirit in that body, as u

easily demonstrated, and this spirit may

and does maintain the body of the clairvoy

ant in a healthy state in the absence of il»

own spirit.
As the examinations of patients in the

manner above described is a legitimate boai-

• See cut on page 33.
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"ess of great importance to the community,

it should not be mixed up with and degra

ded with vain experiments that are foreign

to it, and injurious to the sight of clairvoy

ants. They should not therefore be requir

ed to answer questions on the subject of

such experiments, but should leave them for

the solution of the clairvoyants of private

parties.

In finding and examining patients with a

letter, every facility should be afforded by

the patient, or friend of the patient residing

in the same house, where the letter should

be written, as the spirit of the clairvoyant

will always go directly to that house. The

spine of the patient should be examined in

the manner described in " The Motive Pow

er of the Human System," page 43 and the

result stated in the letter, and besides if there

are any swellings of the joints, limbs, or any

other part of the body, or any ulcerations,

they should be mentioned, as they might be

overlooked in the examination.

If there is any pain or tenderness from

pressure along the spine, we shall know that

it is a case of tubercula, and if the number

and situation of the painful or tender spots

are stated as near as may be, we shall know

if the spirit found the patient, or some other

person, and if some other person, we can di

rect the continuation of the search until the

patient is found.

If on examination there is no tenderness

found along the spine of the patient it should

be so stated, when we shall know it is a

case of mucosis or mucous disease, but we

should not know what organ was diseased,

and it should consequently be mentioned in

the letter.*

On having the information Twe have de

scribed, which is easily furnished, we can

easily know by means of clairvoyance, how

far the disease has advanced in each case,

and whether they are curable or incurable,

or as well as we could if we had the body

of the person open before us. All the cases

are curable in the first stages of the disease,

•There are about fifty cases of tubercula

to one of mucosis.

and about ninety-five out of every hundred

in the last stage, including tubercular con

sumption and white swellings of the joints

and limbs, as we have demonstrated in the

clearest manner, and we shall continue to

undertake the cure of the curable cases pre

sented to us for that purpose, and have the

fullest confidence that with the means in our

power, we shall continue to cure chronic

diseases in the above mentioned proportion

to the whole number of cases.

Such is the result of the duodynamic or

I magnetic practice. Now it is well known

to those who are initiated into the mysteries

of the practice of medicine, that there is not

more than about five per cent., or five cured

out of every hundred cases of chronic

diseases, by the old astrological or common

practice, and the number of cures out of eve

ry hundred by the Homoeopathic practice is

about the same, or five or six out of every

hundred cases.

The remedies we use in these cases are

magnetic and specific, and are perfectly safe

for persons of all ages and conditions, and

are forwarded to any part of the Union and

the Canadas, by mail, express, or otherwise,

according to order, free of postage or ex

pense, with full directions for their use.*

* Temporal? remedies, as bleeding, blis

tering, emetics, cathartics, low diet, &c. &c,

are prescribed by alapathists, or old school

physicians, and aconite, bryonia, rhustox,

belladonna, &c, by the homoeopathists in

acute ,or inflammatory diseases, which pro

duce aydden derangements in the system, and

run through their course in a few days or a

few weeks, and these prescriptions are often

necessarily and very properly changed every

day, or every one, two or three weeks; when

the disease has run through its course, and

the patient either cured, dead, or the dis

ease has become chronic ; but no man who

deserves the name of a physician ever pre

scribes in this manner to cure chronic dis

eases, which come on very slowly, and grad

ually changes the old, and forms new parasit

ic, or other unnatural structures as tubercles

and white swellings of the serous and mucous

surfaces, &c, as the plainest common sense

would, and does teach him to learn and pre

scribe the specific remedies that will act

slowly and safely on the old and natural

forms of the system, and gradually reduce in

a few months or more, tbe parasitic or other

unnatural structures, and thus restore the gen-
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When it is known (bat our time is neces

sarily occupied every day, from morning un-

till night, with the examination of patients

by clairvoyance and otherwise, in our of

fice, or in this city, and that we are conse

quently compelled to examine patients at

great distances in the evening, it is hoped

and believed that such patients and their

friends will reflect upon our situation and

have so much mercy upon us as to give us

as much information in regard to each case

(no matter what it is) as to enable us to dis

tinguish and find the patient with as little

delay as possible, so that we may get

through with the examinations of such cases

in time, each night, to have some rest from

our labors.

It may also be useful to observe here that

the examinations of the letters from patients

is conducted in the most secluded and confi

dential manner, and the notes of the clairvoy

ant examinations of the cases taken down at

the time of such examinations, and the letters

answered as soon thereafter as possible.

The clairvoyant will visit and re-examine

these patients under our direction, once in

four or five weeks, and as she always recol-

eral health. Nothing, therefore, so much

distinguishes the accomplished physician as

the readiness with which he distinguishes

and prescribes for acute and chronic diseases,

and on the contrary there is nothing that so

much distinguishes the ass or ignoramus as

the frequent changes in his prescriptions, in

chronic as in acute diseases, and these rules

axe arbitrary and admit of no exceptions, and

are equally applicable to physicians and

tlairvoyanti. When, therefore, reputed clair

voyants change theirprescriptions in chronic

as in acute diseases, or even once in 3, 4, 5,

or 8 weeks, it is conclusive evidence that

they have no clairvoyance on the subject,

bat are governed by impressions transferred

from the brain of some miscellaneous per

sonage, and these impressionists may also be

known by the miscellaneous character of

their prescriptions in chronic diseases, as

"catnip, sage, isip, and pond lily—white

pine and wild cherry bark, squaw-vine, gol

den seal and spikenard—cohosh, skunk-cab

bage, prickley-ash, ver vain crowsfoot, and

Solomon's seal," etc.

Now such prescriptions of reputed clair

voyants, are not only legitimate sources of

amusement to physicians, but they have a

strong tendency to make new and confirm

old skeptics in their skepticism.

lects the previous examinations sad com

pares them with tht last, it is a matter oi

great importance in enabling us to know the

progress of the cure in each case, and to

correspond with any patiei.t on the subject,

if it should become necessary to do so.

In the meantime patients should commu

nicate to us freely any information supposed

to be overlooked or unknown to us, and

deemed of great importance in the success

ful treatment of any particular case.

We shall employ a clairvoyant of the

greatest power, and of a high order of intel

lect for the examination of patients at boat

or abroad, who will often give oar patients

fine specimens of [the, all-seeing eyes sad

spiritual powers of the magnetized brain.

The following is a specimen of ChurroT-

ance which occurred a few evenings since.

When we had got through with the examin

ation of letters from patients, on the evening

of the 8th inst., and at about 8 o'clock, w»

requested the clairvoyant to look and see

if there was any money coming on the nj

in the mails for us, and in two or three min

utes, she answered yes ! I see a fifiy dol

lar bill for yon in a letter, and the letters

in a bag coming from the west. Are yo»

not mistaken in the amount ? No, it is fifty

but it is not a bill but a draft. Look and see

if it is not 70 instead of SOdolIars. No, it »

50. Why, how fast it comes!—whiz!—itri

coming on the railroad ! The cars armed

here between 10 and 11 P. M.

We were expectingTa draft from New Or

leans of 70 dollars, but instead of that, oat

clerk on returning from the post-office on the

morning of the 9th inst., brought us a letter

from a gentleman in Pittsburgh inclosing >

draft for 50 dollars.

On the evening of the 10th inst., after hir

ing again got through with the examination

of letters from patients, I directed the atten

tion of the clairvoyant to the subject of the

above draft, and inquired whether she knew

from mere intuition it was a draft of 50 dol

lars for me and coming in the mail on the

railroad from the west, or saw it literally '—

When she answered that she saw ji html
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if, as she saw things with her eyes in her

natural waking state.

B«t. Lb Boy Snudarland and hit Theory of

Fathetiam.

We have published in this number of our

Journal, Mr. Sunderland's Theory of Path-

etism, a new name with which he has chris

tened Mesmerism, or plain Animal Magnet

ism. He performed these rites in this city

in 1843, and described the ceremonies and

the reasons for their performance in a book

of 247 pages, called Pathetism.

Mr. S., soon after the publication of his

book, went to New England and commen

ced lecturing on Mesmerism under this new

and strange name and succeeded in obtain

ing audiences at his call, which was un

heeded in this city a few months before,

when he repeatedly invited its citizens to

near him lecture on Mesmerism or Animal

Magnetism.

Mr. Sunderland's success in obtaining au-

diences opened a fine field for the sale of his

book at the door of his lecture room to his

marvelous hearers, and he soon began to

feel the most substantial benefits of his new

enterpiise, and satisfied himself if not his

audience of the great importance of chang

ing the name if not the facts of Animal

Magnetism.

In his Theory of Pathetism he commences

first with consciousness—of which he tells

the reader there are two kinds. " The first

and highest consciousness," he says, " is the

knowledge which the mind takes of itself

and the pnwer by which it distinguishes be

tween itself and the objects of its knowl

edge." " The second kind of consciousness

is manifest in the spontaneous action of the

nervous functions without observation or

experience, which constitutes instinct, in

tuition, Or CLAIRVOYANCE."

We should observe here that conscious

ness is the mere perception of what passes

in the mind—of wakefulness—of our exist-

ance, without certain knowledge ; and that

knowledge is certain perception, learning,

information, and skill in anything. Con

sciousness is not there ore knowledge or

power, and ought not to be thus confound

ed.

Instinct is a mere natural desire or aver

sion not determined by reason, while intui

tion is immediate knowledge obtained with

out the deduction of reason, and clairvoy

ance is seeing in the magnetic state, with

magnetic light as we see with our eyes by

the light of the sun in our natural state, yet

Mr. S. confounds them all together, like

consciousness, knowledge and power, and

what he says upon these subjects is there

fore manifestly without knowledge and con

sequently deserving no more attention than

the most common twaddle.

" MIND—SOUL—SPIRIT."

•' Mind, soul, or spirit, are synonymous

terms, and signify the aggregate of all the

functions of the nervous system. Hence,

mind is neither material or immaterial, but

functional." This is another specimen of

Mr. fi.'s habit of confounding facts and fic

tions.

Now the spirit of a man is a living spir

itual form in the likeness of the man that

acts and is acted upon by its system, call

ed the nervous system, and is not therefore

a mere function; action or nonentity as rep

resented by Mr. S , but is endowed with

sensation, inclination, motion, power, con

sciousness and knowledge. Its vital forces

and physical power is represented in the

musclep, and its mental power in the mind.

The mind is not therefore synonymous with,

but a function of the spirit.

ANIMAL LIFE, ETC.

" Life is manifested from certain associa

tions, and it controls matter, suspends the

laws of chemical affinity, and extends its

power over each of the imponderable fluids

known under the terms of magnetism, elec

tricity and galvanism. It carries on a se

ries of revolutions in the animal and mental

economy which correspond with the alter

nate forces or states of everything else in na-
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ture." Chemical affinity depends upon the

magnetism in inanimate matter and it is a fact

that life controls the unorganised magnetism

in inanimate matter, but it is a fiction to

i that it also controls the organised

in animate matter; for living

magnetism carries on a series of revolutions

in the animal and mental economy, which

correspond with the alternate forces or states

of everything else in nature, and these are

well known to be the magnetic forces, and

i depending on them.

INTUITION—CLAIRVOYANCE—INSTINCT.

"The instinctive power in man is superce

ded by the development of the intellectual

faculties, through the external senses. But

in certain states of the nervous system when

the external senses are suspended, this pow

er becomes active, and is then what is deno

minated clairvoyance."

We are told here that instinct or a

mere natural desire or aversion in cer

tain states of the nervous system when the

external senses are suspended is clarvoyance,

and this is Mr. S., theory, or the theory of

pathetism.

MENTAL INFLUENCE— TEMPERAMENTS.

" The influence which one person or thing

may have upon another, depends on tempe

raments or the constitution of man, and the

nature of things. That is, there is a differ

ence in their temperaments, the fluids, the

nerves and muscles. Hence no two are pre

cisely alike in the different degrees of their

different susceptibilities."

The magnetism of one person is as necessa

rily different from another as their tempera

ments or the quality and quantity of the fluids

and solids in theirsystems, and hence the cause

of the different degrees of their different sus

ceptihilities. Inanimate or unorganized mat

ter or unorganised magnetism in inanimate

matter, does not act on organised or magnet

ised matter in its normal state, but magnet

ised matter acts upon other magnetised mat

ter as one person acts upon or influences

another. This action is that of the magnet

ic or vital forces which radiate great distan

ces in every direction from magnetised bod

ies, and are called the magnetic spheres of

our bodies. These spheres are odor'iierow

and the odor of each is as different as our

faces, and these odors are often recognised

at great distances by man and other animals,

Besides the motions of the forces in man and

other animals, and those made by man and

other animals, are beyond all doubt identic

al with those of the magnetic forces.

ASSOCIATIONS—SYMPATHY.

Mr. S. gives us another hash of facts and

fictions under these captions. The follow

ing paragraph is one example.

" A peculiar association or connection be

tween two minds or two functions whicb

are not precisely alike, [but one negatm

and the other positive] produces a positive

or sympathetic relation, by which one mind

[or one mind and body] affects the condinin

of the other. When the mind or oigJM

[or the body] are precisely alike, [or tat

negative or both positive] the relation is ra

mi vc and no results are produced except*

feeling of antipathy, and when W

bodies, or substances are brought togttlw

which do not come up to a certain degree of

difference, in quality or functions, UMH

relation, or a state of apathy is the result."

We have italicised a few words in to*

paragraph, and we have added the worts ia

brackets—the rest is twaddle—for it isafatt

that a positive or sympathetic relation nay

be and is often established between person!

who are unlike or of opposite forces, P

that one may affect the condition of theotb-

er, and it is also a fact that in case tie l»

persons are precisely alike or both are nep

tive or positive no results are produced, k*

it is a fiction to suppose that these pos

itive and negative results are from anyolbe

cause than that of the action of magnetise

the la*in the first case, and its non-action in ti

in accordance with the laws of these fore*

MENTAL PHENOMENA.

" Those which are self-induced, •«*

as sleep, trance, somnambulism, and, in '

word, each and all those changes

come within the range of faith, hoft.ul

the power of the human will. Therein*
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state of the mind but which may be self-in

duced, where there are no disturbing causes

or previous associations strong enough to

prevent the attention from becoming suffi

ciently fixed upon the result"

Mr. S. has unfortunately often proved

that the converse of this statement is true,

as he has always failed in his lectures, as

others have, in magnetizing any considera

ble portion of his audience, notwithstanding

his untiring and tegious efforts to do so. In

fact he has only succeeded in magnetising a

very few only of the most susceptible per

sons in his audience, and besides has in fact

so little confidence in his own ability to suc

ceed always in magnetizing even one person

in his audience, as to induce him to take the

necessary precautions to prevent such an

unfortunate failure in th« history of Pathe-

tism.

"The pathology of incubus, somnambu.

lism, trance, second sight, insanity and

dreaming, is the same, or so nearly so that

the pathology of one of these states will

readily suggest or explain the pathology of

each of the others."

Air. S. must, we think have written this

sentence of fictions in a state of incubus or

night-mare, as he has not given the reader a

solitary fact in the sentence or in any way

connected with it, to support his assertions,

or make his usual hash of facts and fictions

The sentence consequently appears in alj

the deformity depicted by the evil spirit who

presides in incubus, and who disappears in

an instant, the moment its victim is joged.

DEATH—RESl RB ECTION.

" Death is the alternation of life, and the re

surrection of the human body is the alterna

tion of death. We can trace man no far

ther than death without a divine revelation,

and from the bible we learn that by the gos

pel of Jesus Christ " Life and immortality

are brought to light'"

This paragraph, like the last sentence we

have quoted.'appears also to have beeu dicta

ted by an evil spirit, for we have already nu

merous revelations on death and the resur

rection, in which man is traced farther than

in one of which it is said, " so|

also is the resurrection of the dead. There

is a natural body, and there is a spiritual

body. It is sown a natural body, it is raised

a spiritual body," but this did not accord

with the theory of Pathetism, and conse

quently a new revelation was required.—

Such are the absurdities of this theory

Mr. Sunderland knows very little of the

magnetism of the human system, or of its

phenomena excepting its phantasies which

he studies and developes in his lecturts for

the amusement of his audience.

LATERAL CURVATURES OF THE SPINE.

William W. Kinne, M. D., of Trumans-

burgh, Tompkins Co., N. Y., has been

treating lateral curvatures of the spine and

also distortions of the spine and of the

limbs, during the last year (1848) with

great success. The Doctor took plaster

casts of the curvatures and distortions be

fore he commenced the treatment, and also

at different periods during its progress and

at its termination. The following engra

ving, Fig. 1, is from a drawing by C. Muyr,

of the first cast of Miss Mary B. B., of Ith

aca, N. Y., aged 16 years.
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The curvature commenced seven years

before the cast was taken, and at the end

of four and a half months thereafter, ano

ther cast was taken of MissM. B. B., show

ing a very great improvement in the case,

as seen in the engraving, Fig. 2, and leaving

little doubt but that in a month and a half

more, or six months from the time of the

commencement of the treatment the spine

■would be straight and the form perfect.

We ha^e also a cast of a lateral curva

ture, taken by the Doctor at the commence

ment of the treatment of Miss M. P., of

Hector, N. Y., aged 17 years. The curve

commenced when she was between four and

five years old, and grew with her growth.—

The cast shows it to be a very bad case,

and the spins, at its greatest curve, an inch

and a half from the median line. The sec

ond cast of this case taken after nine months

treatment shows the spine straight.

Fig

A cast of lateral curvature of the Spine,

which the Doctor took of Miss M.V. S.,of

fthaca, N. Y., aged 13 years, and of three

years standing shows a deviation of the

spine of one inch from the median line, a

very bad form and poor health. Another

cast taken after eight weeks treatment of the

same case shows a straight spine, improved

health and a perfect form.

There was in all of these cases, like

every other of lateral curvature, a contrac

tion and thickening of the muscles or verit

able white swellings on the outside of the

curves. They are all cases ol tubercular

disease of the muscles, and it is the contrac

tions of the muscles on the outside of the

curves and consequent atrophia of those on

the inside that make the deviations from the

median line.

k 2.

 

The white swelling of the right scapula or

shoulder-blade in the case of Miss M. B.

B., Fig. 2, which produced the deviation in

her spine, is not, it will be seen, entirely re

duced, and consequently the spin* «*"*

entirely resumed its natural position.

The course the Doctor adopted to rtdnc

these curvatures, was first to
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• swellings with the specific remedies

for tubercula and the action of the mag

netic machine, when the spines returned

their natural positions, and this is the only

philosophical and only successful practice in

these cases.

In consequence of the great increase of the

business of reducing lateral curvatures of

the spine, and distortions of the spine and

limbs, Dr. Kinne has been invited to estab

lish himself in this city, and in a letter trom

him a few days since (Dec. 12), he informs

us that be has concluded to accept the invi

tation, and will have rooms in this city to

accommodate his patients, in the course of

the month of March next.

DISTORTIONS OF THE 8FINE AND CARIES

OF THE VERTEBRA.

Fig. 3 is the form of a cast taken by Dr.

Kinne, at the commencement of the treat

ment, of Almond Beach, of Cuba, Allegha

ny Co., N. Y., aged 13 years. - The distor

tion commenced when he was five years old,

and grew with his growth. Fig. 4 is the

form of a cast taken from the boy after

three months' treatment, and Fig. 5 is the

form of a cast taken from the same boy af

ter four and a half months' treatment.

Fig. 3.

Fig. 4.

 

 

There is a very great and progressive im

provement in this case for the time it has

been under tieatment, which will astonish

every physician who is unacquainted with

the magnetic practice by which such extra

ordinary results are obtained.

It will be observed that the 3d figure and

form of the first cast from this boy shows

the most extreme atrophia of the muscles,

with very great distortion of the spine, and

| that in figures 4 and 5 the atrophied mus

cles are progressively developed in the
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same proportion with the reduction of the

distortion, and these changes have progress

ed in the same manner in all the cases we

have treated.*

We see the same progressive changes and in

the same order, in lateral curvatures of the

the spine, as seen on a comparison of Fig.

1 with Fig. 2, and of the other casts in our

possession, before described, and these chan

ges have also progressed in the same or

der in all the cases we have treated ; and in

all of which allopathy, homoeopathy, hydro

pathy, chrouopathy, and all other pathies,

are equally and entirely at fault .And now it

should be remembered, and never be forgot

ten, that the magnetic or duodynamic prac

tice reduces in the most safe and prompt

manner, the enlarged, thickened, swelled,

hypertrophied, or tuberculated portions of

the organs in the same order as in the above

cases of tuberculated and atrophied muscles

in lateral curvatures and distortions of the

spine, as we have demonstrated in the clear

est manner time out of mind. Yet the pro

fessors of our medical colleges continue to

teach the old antiquated astrological practice

Fig. 7.

 

The girl used the limb many years in the

form and manner seen in Fig. 6 ; and the

* We have always on hand cases of distor

tion of the spine and caries of the vertebra.

We had 16 cases in 1844, aged from one to

eight years, and they are now all well and

their spines straight, excepting 2 who wera

too for advanced in the disease to be cured.

and the people are apparently doomed to W

drugged to death like their fathers in all is-

ture time ; but the study of anatomy and

physiology is being introduced in oar prima

ry schools, and the manikins and magnetic |

machines are abroad with the lecturers on

the magnetic symptoms and treatment of dis

eases, and the magnetizers are raising their

signs in town and country, and are curing

diseases in a prompt, safe and satisfactory

manner. In the meantime the people an

obtaining a general knowledge of anatomy,

physiology, and of the magnetic symptoms

and treatment of diseases, and will soon

learn the professors of these colleges the ne

cessity of keeping pace with the improve

ments in the practice of medicine.

DISTORTIONS OF THE LIMBS.

Fig. 6 is the form of a cast of the lover

part of the leg, foot and ankle, of a giri

aged 11 years, taken by Dr. Kinne, a! the

commencement of the treatment ; and Y%. 7

is the form of a cast taken ftom ihesame

leg, foot and ankle at the end of six week

thereafter.

Fig. 6.

 

Doctor observes that, " in the treatment of

the foot with which I presented you cuts,

one taken six weeks after the other, with

out any cutting of tendons, or other opera

tion, we relied entirely upon the magnehe

machine and frictions to nstort the action

of the paralysed muscles,"
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MB SUNDEELAND'S REVIEW

Of Professor Bush's work on Mesmerism and

Sxcedenborg ; or the relations of the develop

ments of Mesmerism to the doctrines and dis

closures of Swedenborg, page 26 of this Jour

nal.

We have read this review very carefully,

and have compared the quotations with the

original works, and we must say that the

objections to the conclusions drawn by Pro

fessor Bush are well taken and are fatal to

them.

The Professor has been greatly deceived,

and especially unfortunate in the selection

of his oracle, Davis, who, instead of being

as the Professor represents, "a person of re

markable clairvoyant powers in the investi

gation of disease," and possessing, " both

physically and mentally, in eminent degree

the requisites for a clairvoyant of the high'

est order," is in truth and in fact no clair

royanl at all, but a mere impressionist, or a

person who, in the magnetic state, has im

pressions or intuitions more or less perfect

bat not literal sight or clairvoyance, and un

fortunately these facts are " well known too

wide circle" in which isour professor, as will

be seen, who says (page 174) that " early

in June last Mr. D. while in the midst of

one of his lectures came to a sudden pause

and remarked that he] received no farther

impressions— the usual language in which

he speaks of his internal communications—

(not of what he sees,) saying at the same

time, that he perceived that he must go im

mediately to Poughkeepsie, and that some

thing very extraordinary was going to hap

pen to him there. What it was he was un

able to say, but observed that it would be

known in New York in three or four days,

and that his associates might freely inform

others of the fact, but it must be kept from

him while in the waking state, as it would

produce an undue excitement in his mind

•which he must carefully avoid. His wishes

in this respect were strictly complied with

and accordingly shortly after, when in the

natural state, he announced the purpose of

starting the next day, (Saturday) for Pough

keepsie. On Saturday he left the city in

company with Dr. L., his constant compan-

on, and on the Wednesday following—the

fourth day from the announcement, I re

ceived unexpectedly the ensuing letter

The following are extracts from the let

ter, dated

" Poughkeepsie, June 16th, 1846.

Dear Sir :—Yesterday morning after eat-

ng breakfast at No. 49 Washington street, 1

went down to the bookstore, to get some pa

per to write a letter to ; soon I

had a desire to go down to the river—what

caused it I don't know—but went down. I

soon lost all knowledge where I was—recol

lect of being about the river, and also as-

endiug a hill, and being in the mountain

opposite Poughkeepsie about 4 miles. Iam

conscious of meeting the same person that I

had seen in the grave yard in Hyde Park. I

also remember conversing with him and tak

ing out my pencil, and writing all the

houghts given me. I remember him leav

ing me suddenly and I came out of the state.

I was surprised to rind myself wet with rain,

the paper on my lap, and dry—the paper

had not been wet. The very moment I

came into the natural state, I felt you should

have the paper immediately,"—of course.

This was certainly a very natural feeling

or inclination, as he undoubtedly went up

to the mountain for the express purpose of

making a revelation for the Professor from

that elevated position.

The Professor supposes that the commu

nication, as written is addressed to what he

(Davis) regarded as the spirit of Swedenborg,

but still has his doubts about it. We have

however no doubt at all but it was really

the spirit of the Professor, and none,but he

read from the Professor's mind through his

spirit before him, whatever part of the reve

lation was really written by him in the mag

netic state, and not by his " associates."*—

Neither have we any doubt but that when

his impressions ceased upon the subject on

• Persons in the magnetic state can easily

bring the spirits of other persons before them

whenever they choose to do so, and especial

ly those in close communion with them as in

this case.
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which he had been speaking, and he " per

ceived " that he must go or be taken up into a

high mountain, he got that perception from the

mind of the Professor, and this accounts for

bis haste to be off, and also in sending his

revelation to the professor as soon as it was

possible to do so. It is besides a fine exam

ple of what the Professor calls the influx of

what passes in one mind into that of an

other and nothing else.

We, hope that the doctrines of Sweden-

borg and those of other christianswill nev

er require such support.

In the meantime it should be observed

that the Professor's knowledge of magnet

ism is very limited, and that he is conse

quently liable to have gross impositions

practised upon him by speculators on the sub

ject who make periodica! announcements of

their marvels in present and future prospect.

We should also observe here that we have

read attentively the whole of the Professor's

long account of Davis' marvels, to which he

imputes supernatural agency, than which

nothing could be more ridiculous, as there

is nothing in them but what is common to

impressionists as well as to clairvoyants, and

they are all easily as well as satisfaclorily

accounted for on the most simple and natur

al principles, as every one knows who is fa

miliar with these magnetic phenomena.—

Even the discovery of the new planet, or

that it was in process of discovery as

pretended is nothing new or really marvel

lous, as that planet had not only been dis

covered by many clairvoyants long before it

is pretended to have been discovered by Da

vis, but the number of its moons were also

discovered and the time not only given and

correctly too, when the planet would be dis

covered by astronomers, but the time that

would elapse before they would make suc

cessive discoveries of its moons.

DECLINATION AT THE CITY HALL,

N. Y.

6°, 56', 34" West declination at the City

Hall, New York, January 1, 1847, Latitude

40°, 42', 40".

THE MAGNETIC MACHINE.

The interest the medical profession and

the public generally have evinced in this

machine is still on the increase, and is the

strongest evidence of the great estimation

in which it is held in the treatment of dis

eases. Its extraordinary, prompt and often

apparently magical effects in a great number

and variety of diseases, both acute and chro

nic, are of daily occurrence in almost ever;

part of the country; and the introduction of

the magnetic symptoms of diseases, with

the magnetic machine, is marking every

where, in an indelible manner, the com

mencement of a new era in the practice of

medicine, and of the reign of science after

a mournful interregnum of more than two

thousand years.

We should here again caution physicians

and others against purchasing the various

imitations of our magnetic machines Wr

whatever name, as they will be found of lit

tle or no value, and will soon be laid aside

as useless lumber, as experience has airetd/

shown.

PROF. BUSH AND THE MARVELS OF

DAVIS.

We copy the following very just remarks

on these marvels from the New York Obser

ver of the 19 th of December, 1846.

Gross Delusion or Imposture.

Those who are in the habit of observing

the movements of the present day, are aware

that there is at this moment a most power

ful effort in progress to unsettle the founda

tions of christian faith, and introduce a

semi-infidel philosophy in the place of di

vine revelation. In this work two classes

of men are engaged. The one includes the

open enemies of the truth, the other embra

ces those who have been deceived by the

glare of these new doctrines, and are more

efficient and successful in the work of mis

chief, than they who avow themselves *»d

their objects.
Impelled by a strong conviction that doty

requires us to expose the tendency of the*

various doctrines we have devoted consider

able space to the word during the year past,

and notwithstanding the present indilftrence

to the subject on the part of the reJipow

community, we mtend to follow il op- 18
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the pursuance of this work, we published a

communication two weeks ago signed " T.

L." demonstrating that the case of Davis, a

pretended clairvoyant, is one of the most

remarkable instances of delusion or impos

ture ever exhibited. Professor Bush, hav

ing assumed to be the endorser of Davis,

Tery properly feels that his moral or mental

sanity is involved in tl.e matter, and desires

to be heard in reply. We have therefore

allowed him his own space for that purpose

and on the fourth page of this paper we give

his professed reply to the article of our cor

respondent.

We ask our intelligent readers to peruse

that article with attention, and admire with

us the entire absence of all proof ol the posi

tions which " T L.," had assailed. Prof.

8. commences by saying that he does not

regret that an occasion has arisen for him to

exhibit the evidence on which he relies.—

And then he proceeds through two columns,
saying " 1 affirm it then as a fact," •• I af

firm it," &c, while there is not the slightest

shadow of evidence presented from the be

ginning to the end of his article ; nor docs

tne writer pretend to offer any proof that the

man Davis has not gathered from books,

perisdicals, lectures, &c, the " snatches" of

revelations" which he assumes to make.

The testimony is nothing more than the na

ked assertion of a man that he has not read

the books from which he professes to make

extracts, while the extracts which he does

make have been shown to be within his

reach, and the rhapsodies which are called

scientific lectures and claimed to be original,

are mere incoherent jargon, unworthy of the

slightest regard. This is proved by the tes

timony of scientific men who have heard his

utterances.

There is one assertion made by Professor

Bush which enables the reader to form a

proper estimate of the value of his testimony

in this matter. In his book, p. 171, he says

of Davis:

"_** I can also testify that having been occa

sionally present at some of these Lectures, I

have beard him quote with the utmost ac-

caracy, from the Hebrew, Greek and Latin

Janguages, of none of which has he the

least knowledge in his normal condition.—

He has also quoted long extracts from the

Sanscrit, the substance of which I have been

able to verify from a French translation of

the Vedas Whether the same thing exists

in an English version I have not learned."

In this passage the impression is clearly

sought to ce made and is made that Piofes-

sor Bush has heard Davis quoting with the

utmost accuracy from the Hebrew and other

languages. But " T. L." showed that this

pretended quotation from these languageswas

nothing more than the repetition of one word

which he might have picked up, and even

in the case of the Greek that the words

were anglicised and of common use in

newspaper reports. And now Prof. Bush

says " It is true that I did not myself hear

the utterance of but one Hebrew word"—

what then must be our opinion of Professor

Bush's state of mind, when after hearing a

man repeating a Hebrew word, often seen

in English Tetters, he says that he has

" heard him quote with entire accuracy from

the Hebrew language," and on such evi

dence he builds the pretension that the man

receives his Hebrew revelations from the

spiritual world. We were induced to allow

Prof. Bush to make his defence in our col

umns that it might be shown as it is now,

and will be more tully next week, that he

has been deluded without the least shadow

of reason, and when put on the defence has

not even the appearance of an argument on

which to build.

ENLAROEMENT OF THE LIVER AND SPLEEN,

WITH DISEASE OF THE BLOOD.

Tn the same journal, Dr. Fuller, gives at

length the history of this case, and the prin

cipal points of interest are—1st. That the

blood being microscopically inspected before

and after death had taken place, presented,

in addition to the natural blood-globules, the

appearance of

" A number of abnormal globules, spheri

cal in form, finely granular in appearance,

colorless, and apparently possessed of no

investing membrane or nucleus. These

globules varied greatly in size ; some were

about the size of ordinary blood corpuscles,

but the greater number of them were much

larger, some of the largest measured varying

from 1-1500 to 1-2000 of an inch in diame

ter, the blood globules in their immediate

vicinity having a diameter of of 1-4500 of

an inch. They were so numerous as to

constitute about one fourth or even a larger

portion, of the entire globules of the blood.

" The mass of the blood after death pre

sented very abnormal characters. The

splenic veins and arteries were greatly en

larged, and it was found that all the veins

constituting the portal system were enor

mously dilated, and distended with semi-

coagulated blood, of the consistence of that

substance which may he squeezed out of a

soft pulpy spleen, but of a peculiarly grey

ish purple color. Some of the omental

veins were so dilated as to equal the femo

ral in size, and their coats were remarkably

thin. Further examination proved that all

the vessels contained in the atdemen were
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greatly dilated, and filled with this same

grumous blood."

The writer speculates, without arriving

at any positive conclusion, as to the origin

and progress of this change, and he usefully

indicates the propriety of ascertaining how

far a similar condition of the blood exists in

all cases of enlarged liver and spleen.

OM THE TREATMENT OF BURSAL DISEASE OF

THE KNEE-JOINT.

In a communication to the same journal,

Mr. Skey describes the practice which he

has found useful in the inconvenient and

painful malady known as housemaid's knee.

Counter-irritation by blisters he believes an

inefficient mode of treating the disease, and

excision barbarous and unnecessary. His

practice may be learned from the following

paragraph :—

" If such amount of inflammation be ex

cited in a diseased bursa as will produce

suppurative action, an abscess will form,

which may be brought to a c/isis, if neces

sary, by puncture; but in soft rr fluid

bursa this crisis is not requisite. The effect

of a thread passed through the sac as similar

to that of the same agent in the case of hy

drocele or ranula—viz : the secretion is ab

sorbed without being discharged by a wound

and the cavity is obliterated. But in the

hard and consolidated form of the disease,

the effect of the thread is that of producing

suppuration. The hard mass, as it were,

breaks down into a common abscess, which,

when punctured, discharges its contents, and

heals. In this manner, I have treated dis

eased bursa? for many years. A common

thread of silk should be passed through the

centre of the tumour, especially so in the

hard form, in order to insure its including

the central cavity, for this I believe to be

necessary. The time it should be allowed

to remain will depend entirely on the effect

produced. Occasionally, the tumour shows

great indifference to its presence; at other

times, and in other persons, smart inflamma

tion follows, accompanied with considerable

pain, in the course of a day or two. The

inflammation may extend over the front of

the joint. The thread should then be remo

ved, and the knee fomented or poulticed;

and from that period the disease may date

its onward march towards a final cure.—

Nothing can be more satisfactory than the

steady progress these cases generally make.

When the bursa is large and hard, the

thread should remain until agood deal of in

flammation is produced, even though suppu

ration be established, which will be indica

ted by the oozing of pus from the punctures.

Tbe thread being then removed, either the

' abscess will become more matured, and de

mand relief from the lancet, or the whole

mass of the disease, now become fluid, will

undergo gradual absorption. I have cured

many cases in the early stage in three weeks,

but they more frequently require a month ot

five weeks, particularly when the absorption

of a large mass of lymph forms a necessary

part of the process of cure."

When the bursa is too deep to allow of

the application of the thread, Mr. Skey rec

ommends injection and pressure. The in

jection, it may be inferred from Mr. Skey'i

desultory style of writing, is to be composed

of a weak solution of sulphate of zinc

ANALYSIS or KIDNEY IN BRIGHT^ DISEAil;

VERY LITTLE FAT, BUT AN IXCIJ! Of

ALBUMINOUS AND FIBRINOUS MiITU

FOUND.

" Dr. Black read an account of a chemical

analysis of Bright's kidney in the advanced

stage. The kidneys were larger than in

health, and mottled, and to the naked eye

presented well-marked appearances of whit

had been called granular kidney ; on inspec

tion with the microscope, however, only

very few oil-ovules could be seen.

" 355.5 grains of the kidney, after mo*

pressure between between folds dnm,

were cut into very small and thin piecRind

subjected for two hours to boiling :n water,

in a Florence flask. He obtained it to

manner a milky-looking fluid of theip*

grav. 1008 a 62°, which was filtered.

" 147.7 grains of firm residuum reraiiMfl'

upon the filter, showing that 207.8 grains of

the portion of kidney subjected to boiling

had been taken up in solution or suspension

by the water.

" No fat or oil-ovules, beyond a met

trace, appeared on the milky looking fluid,

which was neutral in its leartion on test

paper.

" Half of this fluid was evaporated U>

dryness, and thirty grains of dry resido*"

were obtained, which residuum was nottl

all soluble in ether, but entirely dissol™

in liquor potassa?.
■« The other half of this fluid was treated

with nitric acid, which threw down a cloudy

flocculent precipitate.
" The firm matter, weighing 147.7 griuu

which had resisted the action of boiling

water, was digested in pure liquor potass?:

a thick brownish colored solution was thai

obtained, which, on being filtered, left W

grains of dense and thready animal fibre up

on the filter.
" After filtration, the jolution wai prwp-

itated by hydrochloric acid ; and (B« ***



cloudy precipitate, when dry, weighed thirty

grains.

" As the principal results of his analysis,

Dr. Black ascertained that one thousand

parts of the diseased kidney were composed

as follows;—

Albuminous and fibrinous matters 281.6

Hydrogenous constituents . . )

Salts [ 718.3

Free oil-ovules—a trace ... )

1000

"He was disposed to apportion 40 per

eent of the albuminous and iibrinous matters

as the healthy constituents of the renal

structure, whilst he believed the remainder

would represent the adventitious albumen

resulting from the pathological slate.

" Dr. Black spoke of this as being the first

of a series of analyses of the kind which he

is about to undertake."

We take the above extract from the pro

ceedings of the Manchester Pathological So

ciety. The conclusions of Dr. Black are

highly interesting, and quite opposed to the

view which has been lately taken of the

nature of Bright's disease—viz : that it is

the result of an increase of the fatty ele

ments of the kidney. Dr. Black shows ex

perimentally, that this deposit is absent ; it

therefore cannot be the cause of the dis

ease: the same experiments show the pres

ence of an excess of albuminous and

fibrinous matter. These observations con

firm, in a remarkable manner, those made

by Dr. Quain on this disease, and published

in this journal some time ago.—Lancet.

DR. FORBES ON MESMERISM.

The October number of the British and

Foreign Medical Review, published in Lon

don, quarterly, by Dr. Forbes (author o*

Young Physic), " Physician in Ordinary to

her Majesty's Household, Physician Extra

ordinary to his Royal Highness Prince Al

bert," contains a Jong review of Dr. Esdail's

" Mesmerism in India, and its pratical Ap

plication in Surgery and Medicine." Dr. F

is a man far advanced in life, and is placed

by common consent at the very head of the

Medical Profession. Up to the commence

ment of this year, he has been considered

ultra-sceptical in reference to all new things

in the January number, 1846, he made a

clean breast of his views upon Medicine, and

publicly repudiated the system (Allopathy)

he had all his life pursued. In the number

before us, he intimates to the professional

brethren that the evidences in favor of Mes

merism can no longer be " philosophically

disregarded." We give an extract :

" Having, however, fully admitted the

high probability of some of Dr. Esdail's

statements concerning the painless character

of the surgical operations ; and being, indeed

from many circumstances, well convinced

that a great depression of outward sen

sibility, if not its temporary abolition, will

in some constitutions, result from practice of

the Mesmeric art, we will now proceed to

the consideration of what we deem to be

reasonable corollary, from this admission on

our part. We conceive, then, that the evi

dence attesting the fact of certain abnormal

states being induced by Mesmerism, is now

of such character that it can no longer be

philosophically disregarded by the members

of our profession, but that they are bound to

meet it in the only way in which alleged

facts can satisfactorily be either verified or

confuted—by observation and experiment.

When it is positively affirmed that the Mes

meric processes will sometimes render a pa

tient utterly insensible to the surgeon's knife,

when detailed illustrations of this fact are re

corded almost every day. how can we fairly

reject such statements, unless we go to Na

ture, observe for ourselves, and demonstrate

the source of the monstrons fallacy that is

deluding members of the profession and the

public alike .' Indeed, we hesitate not to as

sert that the testimony is now of so varied

and extensive a kind, so strong, and in a

certain proportion of cases so seemingly un

exceptionable, as to authorize us, nay, in

honesty to compel us to recommend that an

immediate and complete trial of the practice

be made in surgical cases. If experience like

that which Dr. Esdail relates to us be but

true in one-tenth, nay, one-hundredth of its

particulars, we hold that a case is made out

demanding searching inquiry. If Mesmer

ism, even in its humbler pretensions, be ab

solutely untrue, let it be proved to be so. If

careful observation and repeated experiment

lead to the detection of some hitherto hidden

cause of error and mistake that has deluded

and mystified the more honest class of Mes

merists, what a service will be rendered to

humanity and to truth if this can be pro

claimed on perfectly just and adequate

grounds. In how much better a position

shall we be after investigation for confuting

the imposture, if such it shall turn out ulti

mately to be. than in continuing to treat the

subject with contemptuous disregard ! Of

one thing let us rest assured, not only the
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public, but the more sober thinking of the

profession will, ere long, hold those at a dis

advantage, who, in opposition to facts, ap

parently well authenticated, can or will but

adduce mere unsupported argument, or ridi

cule.
«' There would appear to be to conditions

attaching to any novel practice in medicine,

independently of the authority by which it

comes recommended, that should influence

its title to a fair trial ; first, the extent of the

anticipated benefit, and, second, the degree of

possible mischief attending its employment.

Now,the promised advantages of Mesmerism

is surgical operations correspond with these

requirements in an eminent degree. If the

statements be corroborated, and it insensibili

ty can be produced artificially, surely the

immense acquisition both to operator and pa

tient is obvious at once; and, according to

all the evidence that exists upon this sub

ject, mischief very rarely follows the prac

tice of Mesmerism in the event either of

success or failure. " I beg to state," says

Dr. Esdail, " that I have seen no bad con

sequences whatever, ensue irom persons

being operated on in the Mesmeric trance.

Cases have occurred in which no pain was

felt, even subsequent to the operation, and

the wounds healed by the first intention

and in the rest I have seen no indication of

any injurious consequences to the constitu

tion. On the contrary, it appears to me to

have been saved, and that let-s constitutional

disturbance has followed than under any

ordinary circumstances. If then good is

possibly to ensue, and mischief is but little

to be feared from the experiment, why not

candidly make it ! Assuredly experiments

in therapeutics are constantly made on

grounds far less reasonable. If a single

prac'itioner of any eminence recommend

some novel and heroic treatment ill serious

disease, multitudes are ready to try it; how

ever perilous to the patient the trial, a prio

ri may appear. Although at the present

day, it is pretty well made out that pneumo

nia, in many irstance, will come to a suc

cessful issue with little depletion some

dozen years since large numbers of the

Srofession, especially in France, did not

esitate, on the recommendation of M.

Bouillard, to bleed coup sur coup ; and,

about twenty years ago, when Dr. Arm

strong bled largely, and administered heroic

es of calomel in the incipient stage of

t, many persons felt themselves author-

I in adopting the treatment experimen-

lly. Yet, in these instances, a degree of

"; to the patient was incurred in the at-

nent of the possible benefit, and there

moieover, an uncertainty in deciding

upon the exact nature of the result, which,

as regards Mesmerism in surgery, would

not be experienced, Again, we say, let it

be tried upon patients about to be submitted

to the knife ; if true, let us have the benefit

of it, and if false let the falsehood be demon

strated."

 

ON ELECTRICITY

CONSIDERED

As a Physiological and Heat-Producing Arsit

The purposes antvered by food take* into HI

System, and the

of Respiration.

BY J. W. LAKE, ESQ , HOLBEiCH.

As the theory of animal temperature still

remains one of those points in physiolop

not yet clearly demonstrated, the followraj

suggestions, explanatory of this phenomeni,

may not prove unacceptable.

A long course of observation has enab.c-

me to arrive at the conclusion that erer

operation of nature, both in the organic ami

inorganic kingdoms, is occasioned, either di

rectly or indirectly, by that power oriBi!

already known to us under the term elec

tricity; that this subtle principle sttt,asit

were, as the link connecting these hxioM

with the fiat of the Creator. Tatusf ifl»

enlarged view of that mysteriou pora

which

" Lives thrown all life, extends through sll «•'•"»>

Spreads undivided, operates unspent."—Ton-

1 have, by identifying itjwith heat in theinot-

ganic kingdom, been enabled to throw some

additional light on many of the phjaolog-

ical functions. But for the identificatioa :

Sir David Brewster has proved to ns tilt

there are, in the northern hemisphere, two

poles of extreme cold, and that these pof<

are also the magnetic poles or spots at which

the needle assumes a perpendicular positiol

He has shown also that lines drawn Iff

distant round these poles, are isothermal, «

lines of equal temperature. Again: the

magnetic equator does not correspond with

the terrestrial equator, and the isotherms!

line follows the course, not of the terreitni

but of the magnetic equator. Who these3

doubt the intimate relation existing between

heat and electricity ? and if. coupled with

this, we regard the sun as the aooree a

both, we have the conviction of their iden

tity still deeper impressed within at. B»t

more than this, Derbeck has shown *
how to convert heat into eiettricity ' ■'

Peltier has taught us how to convert -

city into heat What more than

can be wanting to convince Um

itricity; »»

ivert

snch p**
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eal that heat and electricity are one and the

■same agent ? And if we are at present un

able to determine the exact laws which gov

ern its access in these varied states, it is a

proof, not that these laws do not actually

exist, but rather, that oar ignorance and

misdirected research have hitherto been a

barrier to their discovery. Still, however,

as it is of the highest importance to the sta

bility of the theory I am about to propose,

that this identity should be completely and

undeniably established, I will further tres

pass upon attention to add what 1 might al

most term a mathematical proof of the fact.

For instance, let us take a pound of water

at the ordinary temperature of the atmos

phere ; by the passage of a stream of elec

tricity this water is converted into a certain

balk of the mixed gasses, which we must

! by water, the electricity consumed

i transformation. If we combine these

i so as again to form water, we find

! of electricity given off, but their re-

accompanied by an intense degree

Now, as heat and electricity are

! agents, which can neither be created

not destroyed, the questions to be solved

are—Where has the electricity gone to .'—

Where did the heat come irom ? It is clear

that the electricity absorbed in the decompo

sition of the water has been again given

out as heat on the reunion of the gasses ; in

short, we have it as an established fact that

electricity and heat are identical. Now it is

by a conversion of electricity into heat that

J intend to account for the phenomenon of

animal temperature, and it will therefore

be necessary for me first to show that the

body is continually receiving a supply ol that

•gent.

It is an admitted fact in physiology, that

the particles which form our bodies are con

tinually undergoing a change ; and although

the softer portions are more frequently re

newed than bone and cartillage, yet an at

tempt has been made to fix the average

length of time for such change to be effected,

and at a low calculation seven years is the

time fixed upon—that is, it is computed that

in seven years we shall, by means of the

nourishment derived from our food, have

formed an entirely new body. But during

that period, we shall have consumed on a

low calculation, between 4000 and 5000

lbs. of solid food. Now the average weight

of a man, including fluids, is 150 pounds,

and yet, to form a new body, he must con

sume nearly a couple of tons of solid food,

exclusive of liquids, every particle of which

is capable of being converted into animal

fabric. It is evident, then, that while food

serves to nourish out frames there must be

some other great purpose answered by it, or

nature must have been very remiss in her

workmanship. The size, too, of the ther-

acic duct, the channel by which nutriment

is received into the system, bears a very

small proportion to the bulk of food neces

sary to appease the sensations of hunger.—

It is clear, then, that while nutrition is a

very necessary function, it is yet only sec

ondary to some other great end which the

bulk of food is destined to answer. For if

we refuse to admit this mode of argument,

if we consider nutrition as the only service

derivable from food, and then see, as is

above shown, that a man must take thirty

ounces of food to supply one ounce of waste

—do we not perceive at once a great appar

ent departure of nature from the admirable

and economic system in which all her opera

tions are conducted ? Are we not compell

ed to exclaim with the poet—

1 Reasoning I oft admire,
How Nature, wise and frugal could commit
Such disproportions-'1—Milton.

Now as electricity is elicited by chemical

decomposition and as chemical decomposi

tion of the food occurs immediately it is re

ceived into the stomach, in the process call

ed digestion, there is every reason to sup

pose that the purpose which a bulk of food

is destined to serve, is, to afford by its de

composition a sufficient supply of animal

electricity , and this seems to be, in a great

measure, borne out by observation. Food

is very variable in its nature. Spirits af

ford a large amount of heat while burning—

a proof that their chemical decomposition in

the stomach affords a large amount of elec

tricity. Meat and all kinds of stimulating

and animal food afford a much greater sup

ply of this agent than does a bread or veget

able diet. Hence we find that a great drink

er is but a little eater ; and why ? He sup

plies a sufficiency of electricity from spiritu

ous liquors, and he therefore only requires

a small amount of solid food to answer the

purposes of nutrition. A person living on

a good supply of animal food requires much

less bulk than those compelled to subsist

wholly on vegetable diet. The bulk of a

good meat meal is very disproportionate to

the mess of oatmeal porridge consumed by

the Highlander, or the potatoe diet of the

Irishman. Food, then, is intended to serve

the great purpose of keeping alive the vital

spark, by supplying the subtle agent on

which its existence depends; and this car

ries with it the conviction, that it is the elec-

tricty thus eliminated that constitutes the

nervous agent, and that it is a diminution of

this subtle principle in our system that oc
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casions the sensation of hanger; for we

cannot suppose for a moment that this mo-

nition arises frnm any wasting of (he body

requiring reparation, whilst the languor and

debility occasioned by abstinence, and the

soul-reviving invigoration produced by rer

freshment, clearly point out that muscula-

debility, and not muscular diminution, was

the cause of hunger, and that it was a fresh

supply of animal spirit, and not animal fab

ric, that was needed.

We hare the stomach, then, as the labor

atory in which the vital agent is eliminated,

and we must view the brain, not with Dr.

Arnott, in the light of a galvanic battery,

but merely as a receptacle or reservoir, in

which this agent is received, and from which

it is dispensed—the par vagum, or pneumo-

gastric nerves, being the medium of commu

nication. This view will readily explain to

us why a state of collapse, or deficiency of

nervous energy should be occasioned by a

blow upon the stomach, as also the unpleas

ant sensations, termed headach, produced in

the brain, when, by means of spirits or high

seasoned food received into the stomach, too

§reat a quantity of the vital agent has been

irec'.ed to it. Now, with regard to animal

temperature, space will not permit me to al

lude individually to the various theories

which have been put forward explanatory

of this phenomenon ; but classing them as

those which refer the source of heat to the

changes occurring in the lungs during respi

ration, and as those which refer it to the

contractions and dilatations of the heart and

arteries, I will briefly endeavor to prove their

fallacy.

Respiration is essentially a coolinir process

Witness the respiration of a dog, who pers

pires almost solely by ihe tongue, and whose

quick panting respiration is the chief means

of cooling its overheated body. I do not for

a moment deny that the decarbonization of

the blood is attended byan evolution of heat;

but I assert that the hhat thus produced is

insufficient even to raise the bulk of air in

spired from the temperature of the atmos

phere to that of the lungs, and as the expired

air is of a temperature equal to that of the

body, it follows that at every expiration heat

must be carried off, and that the process, so

far from imparting heat, is one of the means

by which the cooling of our bodies is effec

ted. Another class oftheorists suppose, with

Dr. Winn, that the alternate contractions and

dilatations of the heart's arteries prove an

efficient source of animal temperature, in the

same manner as that a piece of caoutchouc

becomes heated when suddenly stretched,

fiat are these theorists aware that heat is a

flnite agsnt, and must have a source i That

if this contraction and dilatation produced:

heat, in the absence of any chemical change

taking place in the parts themselves, this

heat must be derived from the surrounding

parts, and therefore this process, while it

might, perhaps, elicit heat, could not in any

way be considered as its generator.

The only theory worthy of consideration

is that proposed by that eminent physiolo

gist, Sir Benjamin Brodie, whose ezperiments

have clearly proved that animal temperature

is dependent entirely upon the nervous sys

tem. But increased neruous excitement is

attended not only with increased temperature

but also with increased circulation and in

creased respiration ; and this accounts for the

error into which so many have fallen in

searching or the cause in these latter func

tions. Assuming, then, electricity to be iden

tical with the nervous agent, the following I

conceive to be the modus operandi of its

heat-producing properties ;-wefind through

out the system thai the necessary apparatus

for carrying on organic life consists in a vein

an artery, and a nerve. The nerve convey

ing the peculiar principle of vitality, exerts

a decomposing property, and effecrs a de

composition of the parts to which it is direc

ted, the results of which are taken up by tie

veins, which here act the part of scavengers

of the body, while the arteries furnisa fresh

matter to be converted into animal fabric;

and it is the chemical combinations which

here take place that prove the efficient source

of animal heat. This I consider to be the

modus operandi of the healthy state Now

the production of heat in fever appears to

arise from a different source, and I should

conceive it to be in great measure dependent

upon the immediate conversion of the ner

vous agent into heat, arising from the nerves

being too highly charged, in the same war

that a wire becomes red hot if it be insuffi-

eient to conduct the amount of electricity at

tempted to be passed along it But then toe

question arises—Where does the electricity

originally come from .' In fevers no food is

taken. Though in the healthy state, tbe>

stomach is the chief source of supply, still

there are other channels by which this agent

can be received into the system—the poin'ed

fibres of the hair, for instance, thus explain

ing the good effects resulting from shaving'

the head, and insulating it by an oilskin cap

with the use of evaporating lotions, which

all prove such serviceable remediesin the se

verer forms of febrile affections.

Now if nervous influence be the source

of heat, mental emotions, which produce

such sudden changes in the nervous system,

should also exert an influence over the tem

perature of the body, and we find that a
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ludden flush or a death-like dullness are the

effects of the exciting or depressing passions.

For instance, in the case of extreme fright

there is generally a loss of heat, accompa

nied with contractions of the muscles, and a

bristling sensation of the hair. Painters in

depicting this emotion, have kvariably done

to by these charactetistics ! and Shakspeaie,

one of the greatest observers and analyzers

■of man that has appeared, especially alludes

to them.

I could a tale unfold, whose lightest word
Would harrow up tbyaour: freeze thyyoung blood!

And make
Each individual hair to Bland on end,
Itika quills upon the iretlut porcupine.

Now, in this bristling sensation, the veri

est tyro in electrical science cannot fail to

observe an elecrrical phenomenon— the es

cape of electricity by the pointed fibres of

the hair, whilst the loss of heat indicates the

loss of electricity, and the contraction of the

muscles indicates its passage. This, too,

■Holds a convincing proof that the mental

and physical agents are the same. Here

mental emotion produces physical disturb

ance ; in that physical disturbance we recog

nise electricity, and therefore we conclude

that this agent is productive alike of our

mental and corporeal faculties; that the hu

man mind is mysteriously connected with

it ; in short, that electricity is the vital prin

ciple. That electricity is the vital agent is

an idea by no means new or original ; but

the causes which have presented a more

clear demonstration of the fact have been

the limited views which philosophers have

taken of this mighty agent. The snap and

the spark have been too much regarded as

the sole test of its presence, and therefore

when they have recognised it in the rolling

thunder and withering lightning of the tem

pest they have failed to discern it in the se

cret power that governs the reins of the

whirlwind, or in its milder character, as the

instrumental means of tempering and regu

lating climate, and as producing by its varied

action, all that is delightful, mournful, or

teirrble in Nature. They have traced it as

the silent agent, which, deep in the bowels

of the earth, is productive of mineral iorina-

tion ; but they have forgotten to follow its

workings through the various grades of ve

getable and animal life, till they should ar

rive at the crowning feature of creative skill

—man.

II Connexion exquisite of distant worlds t

Distinguished Jink in being's endless chain !
Midway from nothing to ine Deity."—Young.

To study man aright, he must be consid

ered, not as a machine, complete and perfect

in itself, but as a being connected with exter

nal objects, and influenced by external can-

ses ; as a part, in short, of that creation, of

which it is happily said, that

"One common sonl
Inspires, and feeds, and animates ibo whole.'1—

Damnr.

This is the view which a philosopher

must take of creation, before he can com

prehend its mysteries; this is the only

means by which he will be enabled to pene

trate into the secret recesses of Nature; and

although the possession of the Promethean

fire must ever be ranked with the impossi

bilities of the elixir vitae and philosopher's

stone, yet Nature, viewed in this light, will

open up to us new themes for our admira

tion, new wonders for our amazement, and

as the great scheme of creation becomes

more unfolded to our view, we shall exclaim

in the impassioned language of Byron.

" are not the mountains, waves, and skies, a part
Of me, and of my so«], as I of themV

HoLBEACir, Oct. 1846.

PATHOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF LONDON.

DR. C. J. B. WILLIAMS, PRESIDENT.

October 20th, 18M.

This was the first meeting of the new So

ciety. The tooms (No. 21 Regent-street)

were crowded. Among the gentlemen pre

sent we noticed, Drs. Copland, Babir.gton.

Clendmning, Benco Jones, Roget, Owen

Rees, Barlow, Bennett, Ramsbotham, Lever,

Hughes, Golding Bird, Johnson, Peacock—

Messrs. Arnott, Ltston, Benjamin Phillips,

Partridge, Macmurdo, Kingdon, Hilton, Si

mon, Cock, Hewett, Fuller, Crisp, Critchett,

Dalrymple, Poland, Busk, &c

The President opened the proceedings

with the following address :—

Gentlemen,—In opening the public pro

ceedings of the Pathological Society of Lon

don, in this first year of its existence, I can

not but feel the painful disproportion be

tween the vastness and importance of the

objects which are contemplated in its forma

tion and my power to do them due justice.

But the obvious merits of our cause set aside

all personal considerations, and confiding ia
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their own greatness and strength, rather than

in my feeble advocacy of them on this occa

sion, I beg to submit to your attention a few

remarks on the uses and difficulties of the

study of pathology, and the modes in which

the proceedings of this Society are calcula

ted to advance it.

Tnat practical medicine, as a science, and

as an art, is a most intricate and difficult sub

ject, will be admitted by all who have con

scientiously engaged in its pursuit,—from

the zealous student, who, when he leaves

the comparatively easy and pleasant paths

of the introductory sciences, struggles in the

thickets of the practical department to the

veteran practitioner, who alter much toil and

disappointment in trying to thread the laby

rinth, has been compelled to work his way

by some short cut of empirical routine.

That practical medicine is unsatisfactory,

as well as difficult, is obvious, not only from

the notorious popularity of empiricism, in

any new form, but also from the avowed

scepticism in its utility, of many who stand

high in the profession, and, I lament to add,

from the desertion from its ranks of some

few estimable men into the erratic bands of

homoeopathy, hjdropathy, mesmerism, or

some such specious chimera.

It would detain you too long were I to go

through all the steps of the argument, by

which, as I think, it may be proved that one,

if not the great reason why the study of

medicine is so difficult and so unsatisfactory

is because it has hitherto been taught and

treated too metaphysically,—too much by

closet speculation,—too much by book de

scription, mystified, or cramped, as this often

is, by a vague or Procrustean phraseology,

derived from ages in which it would be vain

to expect language commensurate with the

advanced knowledge of the present day.—

Too little hns been done by physical demon

stration—too little by appeals to the senses

—too little by direct observation andexperi

ment—tooj little by habits of that careful

and accurate investigation of phenomena, to

which, alone, Nature discloses her truths.—

Hence the knowledge obtained by the stu

dent is that of abstract kind that twlps him

little at the bedside of the patient. It has not

upon it the sramp of Nature ; he finds much

more or much less than what he expects

irom the description of others, and his sen

ses are unpractised to discern for himself.—

Herefrom arise confusion, vacillation, and

failure in practice ; and distrusting all sci

entific medicine, heeither falls into a narrow

routine of empiricism, or becomes a ready

advocate for any partial hypothesis which

applies some universal remedy, or easy line

of treatment to all diseases.

We want then the means of rendering the

study and science of medicine more personal

and practical, more a subject of individual

observation and demonstration ; and for this

end, we look first, to clinical medicine, and

guided by the experience and applied skill

of former observers, our understanding en-

lighteued by the standard truths of anatomy

and physiology, our senses sharpened and

aided by all that optics, acoustics, hydraul

ics, mechanics, and chemistry can do for us,

we examine signs end symptoms, and make-

ourselves acquainted with disease in the liv

ing body. But our research stops not here r

we pursue disease even to the field of its-

triumph in death; aud there in the sad ha

voc which the destroyer has made in the or-

eanization, we find out the mode of hi*

warfare, traee out his weapons and plans of

attack, and thus prepared, seek for means of

counteracting them in due time.

Such appears to be the proper method of

study; but we soon find new difficulties ia

carrying it out. Those encountered in dan*

cal medicine I pass by, and proceed briefly to

notice the chief difficulties in the study of

pathological anatomy.

One great cause of the difficulty of mas

tering morbid anatomy is its great variety

and the want of means to illustrate it by de

monstration. No one questions the Mcetai

ly of demonstrations and actual dissect,™,

in order to obtain a due knowledge of heal

thy anatomy, and much time and labor are

properly bestowed on these studies- Yet

one healthy body dissected is a type of all.—

It is quite different with morbid anatomy;

disease and its results present infinite varie

ties, which yet require to be seen to be prop

erly understood ; and no one can hope t»

obtain a comprehensive knowledge oi the

anatomy of disease without witnessing post

mortem examinations for a series of year*.

The ordinary career of a student at at hos

pital enables him to see but a tithe of this

extensive subject; and even hospital physi

cians, with years of experience, are iret]neat

ly encountering something new. I have

myself been at the work a quarter of a cen

tury, and have assisted in the examination

of more than two thousand bodies, yet em

now I rarely attend one without finding oatt

something that is new and instructive. How

ttle chance is there, then, for practitioner*

to become conversant with this most instruc

tive branch of medical science, with their

scanty opportunities, reduced, too, as they

are, by want of time and inclination for the

pursuit, and by the difScullir

popular prejudice '.—Lwcti.




